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Introduction



The idea that neighborhoods and cities can be designed to change travel behavior

holds much currency these days. In a manner of speaking, it promises to kill two

birds with one very attractive stone: reduce car use and increase the quality of

neighborhood life generally by improving the pedestrian and transit environments,

all in the form of pretty houses and friendlier, often nostalgic, streetscapes. This

idea prompts several questions, three of which are explicitly addressed in this

book: Can it work, will it be put into practice, and is it a good idea? In this chapter

we outline our approach to each.



An Overview of
Travel by Design

"A street is a street, and one lives there in a certain way not because
architects have imagined streets in certain ways." (Culot and Krier,
1978, p. 42)

Urban Design and Transportation Planning

Travel is not a simple story.
Start with the trips people make from home to work, and then back

home again. Each commute reflects choices of where to live, where to
work, when to work, when to go home, how to get from home to work,
and what side trips to make along the way. Each decision depends on the
opportunities available, with those in turn explained by the characteris-
tics, resources, and values of workers, their families, their employers,
other travelers, and of course the built environment of sidewalks, streets,
bus routes, and rail lines connecting home to work. Nonwork trips, the
great majority of trips in modern times, entail even more finely detailed
mosaics of people, places, and the variety of things one obtains, or hopes
to obtain, by going somewhere. Travel is the outcome of a grand conflu-
ence of human and other factors, many systematic and many others not.
It will never be fully understood.

But because travel poses numerous challenges, and opportunities, it
would be good to understand more. Planning strategies to reduce traffic
congestion and improve air quality continue to get prominent attention.
Several increasingly influential efforts emphasize the potentially miti-
gating role of the built environment.

For example, a good deal has been made in recent years of the fact that
people drive less and walk more in downtown San Francisco than in sub-
urbs anywhere. Part of this observed behavior is no doubt attributable to
the kinds of people living there, people who prefer and indeed seek out
the many benefits—travel and otherwise—of a diverse, high-density,
mixed-use environment. But many observers have also asked, quite
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reasonably, if it would not make sense to design suburbs and other neigh-
borhoods to be more like downtown San Francisco, or more like what-
ever it is about those places that leads people to drive less. Perhaps then
people in suburbs and elsewhere would drive less and walk more. And
perhaps that would lead to improvements in traffic congestion, air qual-
ity, and other transportation problems associated with the automobile.

Would that work? And if so, which features of these designs are most
effective, which least effective, and why? These questions strike us as
very interesting and challenging, given the complexity of travel behav-
ior, and we turned with great anticipation to the massive literature on the
subject for answers. Our reading led to a surprising conclusion: Very lit-
tle is known regarding how the built environment influences travel, and
there is little agreement on how to reliably learn more.

So we wrote this book.
Certainly it is not intended to be the last word on the subject. Rather,

our main goal is to explain just this much: If one wanted to know how
the built environment influenced travel, in order perhaps to design com-
munities with less driving, how would one go about it? Toward that end,
we assess what is currently known about urban form and travel behav-
ior and suggest how we can learn more.

The challenge facing transportation planners in the first part of this
century was to design and build the infrastructure needed to support a
new product, the car. The task was formidable, and road building was
the biggest infrastructure project in industrialized nations throughout
the twentieth century. It is estimated that as of 1990, roughly one third
of the value of all public infrastructure in the United States comprised
streets and highways (Gramlich, 1994).

The planners who designed and built these roads were physical, not
social, engineers. They saw their task as building street and highway ca-
pacity to meet certain precisely specified vehicle flow and circulation ob-
jectives. They rarely sought to change urban form to influence travel pat-
terns.1 Instead, they took existing travel patterns as a given, designed a
road system to meet current and projected demand, and constructed the
system. For many years, with the exception of plans by Olmsted (1924)
and a few others, the only link between urban design and automobile
transportation was the neighborhoods, often low income, that were di-
vided and paved over to accommodate new freeways.

The idea that transportation planners would not manipulate urban
form was even formalized in the planning process that still dominates
virtually all transportation projects in the United States and abroad.
Almost every large transportation project starts with a projection of travel
demand. How many persons must the system carry from one location to
another? The standard answer is obtained from what is known as the
"four-step method" of travel demand estimation.

This method first divides an urban area into several small (often less
than one square mile) zones. Survey data are then gathered on how
many persons live in each zone and work in each zone, and often char-
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acteristics of those residents and jobs. Using the four-step model, one
can then construct traffic flows from zone to zone for the morning and
evening commute. Those commute flows are modeled as functions of
land use, such as residential density within zones, zone employment
density, and other variables (for early work of this kind, see Mitchell and
Rapkin, 1954; more recent references include Domencich and McFad-
den, 1975; Ortuzar and Willumsen, 1994; Garrett and Wachs, 1996). Im-
portantly, land use, urban design, and other elements of the built envi-
ronment, to the extent that they are represented in the four-step model,
are used to predict trip flows from zone to zone. Transportation planners
have rarely tried to manipulate the built environment to influence travel
patterns.

Times change, however. A variety of compelling and increasingly in-
fluential planning strategies propose a radical departure from past prac-
tice. While they differ in many respects, these efforts share the goal of
limiting automobile use and a belief that the best means for doing so is
by reshaping urban form.

Travel by Design?

One of the most popular planning ideas of the 1980s and 1990s is the set
of design concepts now collectively known as the New Urbanism. These
ambitious efforts have accepted the challenge of rethinking the relation-
ships among form, scale, and movement in modern urban environments.
The most visible proponents have been architects, especially the Miami
team of Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk (1991, 1992), best
known for their work on the community of Seaside, Florida—cast as the
fictional town of Sea Harbor in the 1998 film The Truman Show—and
Peter Calthorpe (1993), who is based in San Francisco and is the co-
author of the "pedestrian pocket" concept (Kelbaugh, 1989).2 While the
proposals and projects differ in many respects, they share an emphasis
on establishing the sense of community that often is missing in newly
developed neighborhoods, to be accomplished largely by mixing land
uses and getting people out of their cars.

The popularity of these ideas is not surprising. It is easy for complaints
about cars and neighborhood form to get our attention. Cars pollute the
air and traffic congestion eats up our time, whatever the overall value of
the automobile in a mobile society. Cars likewise tend to monopolize the
"public space" of the street, which had always been a key element of the
social fabric (Appleyard, 1981; Lynch, 1981; Kostof, 1991, 1992; South-
worth and Ben-Joseph, 1995, 1997). Thus, even freshly built neighbor-
hoods seem to lack charm, and perhaps in certain respects they lack func-
tionality as well. In place of the friendly front porch of older times, for
example, the main exterior feature of a new house is most often the garage
door (Southworth and Owens, 1993). It would be difficult to maintain
that many new developments form true neighborhoods in the social sense,
as there is little in their physical surroundings to link their residents
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privately or publicly aside from broad streets and the common architec-
tural theme of their homes.3

The proposals for many less auto-dependent designs are also quite
amiable. They are easy on the eyes, for one thing, and self-consciously
familiar. The designers realized that to coax people to walk more, neigh-
borhoods must be more pleasant to walk through and destinations must
be closer. A major contribution of the path-breaking work in this field
was to recognize that the prototypical New England or Southern small
town, and "village" themes generally, fit the bill quite well.4 Some sur-
vey evidence suggests that many suburbanites prefer to live in such
towns, or at least in communities resembling them (Inman, 1993), and
that effect is more or less what the New Urbanist and Neotraditional
plans try to deliver: a physical environment inviting neighborhood in-
teraction, rather than obstructing it, and land-use and street patterns per-
mitting more travel by foot, all in a manner and appearance consistent
with our collective sense of the traditional small town.5 In principle, the
new designs thus accept, rather than challenge, how many people would
like to live.

The impacts of such thinking on professional practice have, roughly
speaking, followed three lines. One is principally "architectural" in the
sense that design and scale elements dominate. The community of
Seaside (figs. 1.1—1.3), for example, is justly noted for the clapboard
beauty of its homes, its white picket fences, and its weathered old-town
feel, though it is barely fifteen years old (Mohney and Easterling, 1991).
The look is sensitive to local context, however. The newer and larger

Figure 1.1. Aerial photo of Seaside. (Photo by Michael Moran)
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Figure 1.2. Street network, Seaside master plan. (Courtesy of Duany/Plater-
Zyberk)

Figure 1.3. Pedestrian network, Seaside master plan. (Courtesy of Duany/
Plater-Zyberk)



Duany/Plater-Zyberk project of Kentlands, in Gaithersburg, Maryland, is
based on the mid-Atlantic look and feel of Annapolis and Georgetown.

In his writing and, to a lesser extent, in designs such as the Sacramento,
California, area development of Laguna West, Calthorpe (1993] has
stressed the importance of bringing human scale not only to individual
housing tracts, but also to the linkages between residential and commer-
cial activities (figure 1.4). The renewed emphasis on front porches, side-
walks, and common community areas as spatial focal points, as well as
the half-mile-wide "village scale" of each community, are the most visi-
ble examples of such links. This last feature is strongly reminiscent of
the "neighborhood unit" approach to planning first popularized in the
1920s and 1930s (Perry, 1939; Dahir, 1947; Banerjee and Baer, 1984).

Another area of influence is social theory. Some proponents of the new
design strategies are the latest in a long line of social commentators who
have looked with dismay at post-World War II suburbs. The complaints
are many. Suburbs drain the middle class and their fiscal resources from
central cities, leaving them warehouses of the poor (Downs, 1994).
Suburbs isolate persons who no longer interact with others in public
places. Instead, according to some observers, the typical suburban resi-
dent drives alone to work, private health clubs, movie theaters, and en-
closed shopping malls, where any social interaction is only a shadow of
the varied public life of major cities (a related and compelling discussion
of many such issues is found in Waldie, 1996).

The third major area in which these designs have found popular ac-
ceptance is transportation policy. Public complaints about automobile

Figure 1.4. Laguna West, California. (Photo by and courtesy of Calthorpe
Associates)
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congestion and air quality have left planners intensely receptive to new
ways of reducing car use, yet their options are limited. The cost of mass
transit is ballooning out of proportion to expected benefits, and conven-
tional transportation planning strategies have not changed the affection
most people continue to feel for their cars (Giuliano, 1989; Deakin, 1991;
Wachs, 1993a, 1993b). Fundamental change in land-use patterns is seen
by some as a potentially more promising tool, and this idea has found its
way into an increasing number of public planning and policy documents
aimed at improving air quality or congestion by means of land-use/trans-
portation linkages (San Diego, 1992; Los Angeles, 1993; San Bernardino,
1993).

As a solution to all of these problems, these designers propose to build
what they regard as the smaller, more lively, more humane communities
that in many ways evoke a bygone era. Because the car, in the view of
many of the new urban designers, is the lifeblood of a flawed urban form,
a central tenet of the new designs is the taming of the car (e.g., Warren,
1998). While the designers of the new communities apparently did not
set out to make transportation policy, they found it difficult to avoid.
Early on, they realized that transportation is vitally important to their
broader design goals. Andres Duany was recently quoted in Consumer
Reports (1996) as saying that the transportation elements of the New
Urbanism are perhaps its most important.

Though the architects and planners promoting these ideas are usually
careful to emphasize the many ingredients necessary to obtain desired
results—the straightening of streets to open the local network, the "calm-
ing" of traffic, the better integration of land uses and densities, and so
on—a growing literature and number of plans feature virtually any com-
bination of these elements as axiomatic improvements. The conclusion
that auto travel will decrease in more compact and gridlike land-use de-
velopments is so appealing that it has been reported as a virtual fact in
almost all discussions of the new design principles.8

The result has been striking. In a few years, the New Urbanism has
achieved prominence in the jargon of mainstream planners. Trade journals
report on the latest designs and proposals. The Institute of Transportation
Engineers has developed street design guidelines for New Urbanist de-
velopments (Institue of Transportation Engineers, 1997). Early neotradi-
tional communities, such as Seaside, Florida, Kentlands, Maryland, and
Laguna West, California, are discussed widely in scholarly articles, gov-
ernment reports, and informal discussions among planners. Cities such
as Portland, Oregon, have promoted the new concepts, and some are ac-
tively banking on those designs to contribute to transportation goals (e.g.,
1000 Friends, 1996). Transportation plans now often feature a prominent
place for urban design.

In place of the traditional concern with providing road capacity, the
new transportation efforts focus on the undesirable side effects of auto-
mobile use, including air pollution and traffic congestion. Furthermore,
they focus both implicitly and explicitly on nonwork travel. The dense,

AN OVERVIEW OF TRAVEL BY DESIGN 9



mixed-use neighborhoods with public spaces are often designed to en-
courage walking trips to shops, schools, day care, and entertainment.
This focus on nonwork travel is consistent with the growing importance
of nonwork trips in daily travel. Over three-quarters of all urban trips are
for nonwork purposes (NPTS, 1993). In many urban areas, traffic con-
gestion is no longer strictly a rush hour phenomenon (Gordon, Kumar,
and Richardson, 1989a).

The goal of using urban design as transportation policy has strong an-
tecedents in the jobs-housing balance debate that first achieved promi-
nence in the 1980s (Cervero, 1989b; Giuliano, 1991). Proponents of jobs-
housing balancing argue that suburban communities are fundamentally
unbalanced—that residences are concentrated in some neighborhoods
while jobs are clustered in office parks. According to advocates of jobs-
housing balancing, these strictly separated land uses make automobile
travel a requirement for almost all suburban commuters. On the other
hand, if planners designed communities with mixed uses, placing some
jobs near residences, perhaps many more persons would be able to walk,
use transit, or carpool to work. This focus on mixed land uses designed
to reduced automobile travel foreshadowed similar themes in current de-
sign principles. From a transportation perspective, the new plans took
that idea and applied it to all travel, nonwork travel included.

Like any bold new idea, the use of urban form to solve traffic problems
raises many questions. This book focuses on three:

First, can it work? If we build cities and their suburbs differently, will
their residents drive less? Our primary purpose here is to clarify the ap-
propriate means for answering such a question, that is, to better under-
stand how urban form generally influences how people travel. We also
analyze both earlier studies and new data on observed travel behavior.
In short, while many regard the influence of urban form on driving as ei-
ther obvious or proven, we conclude it is neither. On a more optimistic
note, we also clarify the circumstances under which urban design can
potentially change travel behavior.

Second, can and will the new plans be implemented? There exist many
design proposals for communities with these features, but precious few
actual developments. Why? One explanation is that land use planning in
the United States is overwhelmingly the domain of municipal govern-
ments, but the extent to which cities want to, and indeed do, plan land
use toward transportation ends is all but unknown. Understanding the
incentives and behavior of those local governments is vital if the new
plans are to move from idea to practice. We place this issue within the
larger context of the government regulation of neighborhood types, and
present a systematic analysis and case study of one specific development
strategy: transit-oriented development. Municipal incentives appear to
be a key factor in explaining which kinds of neighborhoods are built. So,
yes, the new designs can be built, but a deep understanding of the mo-
tives of local land-use authorities would seem to be key.
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Finally, is this type of strategy a good idea? What are the pros and cons?
Is driving less the solution to the problems associated with car use? How
do the new urban designs compare to other possible policy responses to
transportation problems? We defer these issues until after the first ques-
tions about workability and implementation have been discussed because
understanding both the gaps in our knowledge and the implementation
challenges help inform an assessment of the policy wisdom of using ur-
ban design as a transportation planning tool. The question is, in part, how
well direct policy interventions such as pricing compare with more indi-
rect regulatory policies such as urban design. In closing, we argue that the
answer depends on the local policy context, yet we also identify several
"rules of thumb" that may provide guidance in many situations.

We deal with each question in detail in this book and introduce them
further in the remainder of this chapter.

Will the New Designs Work?

There is a mismatch between what we know about travel behavior and
what we need to know to evaluate the transportation goals of urban de-
signers.

In addressing this gap, a useful starting point is to view the trans-
portation goals of urban design much as one would view any trans-
portation strategy. This implies that the transportation benefits of urban
designs should be weighed against their costs. This benefit-cost test is not
controversial within the context of transportation projects or policy
analysis more generally (but for an alternative approach, see Southworth,
1997).7 Within that evaluative framework, we turn to the measurement
of transportation benefits.

As noted above, the intuitive appeal of the new designs is strong. The
idea is as simple as arguing that if we build communities where walking
is more possible, people might walk more. Similarly, if we cluster shop-
ping near rail or bus nodes, maybe transit will be used more for shopping
trips. On a more general level, if we build communities the way they were
built before the automobile, and otherwise encourage preautomobile
modes of travel, it seems sensible to think that persons will drive less.

This intuition is buttressed by some longstanding relationships be-
tween urban form and travel behavior. First, transit ridership is generally
higher in more dense cities (Pushkarev and Zupan, 1977). Second, neigh-
borhoods with more destinations, such as workplaces and shopping,
somewhat naturally are the terminus for more trips. Third, persons are
willing to walk only very short distances in urban areas—often not more
than a quarter mile (Untermann, 1984). Given all this, how could build-
ing dense, mixed-use neighborhoods that put trip destinations very close
to residences not reduce automobile travel?

This is a fair question, to be sure, but the evidence appears mixed just
the same. Many studies fail to find a clear link between the built envi-
ronment and travel behavior at the margin. Others suggest that some of
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the ideas incorporated in the new urban designs might be associated with
more automobile travel, rather than less. To better understand where and
why such results differ, we review the existing literature in chapter 3.
That review raises more questions than answers. Often the data are
poorly suited to a rigorous study of the issues at hand; in other cases the
framework used to assess the data is somewhat ad hoc and thus the re-
sults are difficult to either interpret or generalize.

How should studies relating urban design to travel proceed? What is
the nature of the travel behavior that interests us, and how is it connected
to the characteristics of the physical environment? In chapter 4 we es-
tablish two key parts of our research strategy. There we develop a theo-
retically consistent choice framework for analyzing how urban form
influences travel behavior. We argue that the relationship between trans-
portation behavior and the built environment is not as simple as is often
assumed. Changes in urban design can influence automobile travel in
ways that are hard to anticipate. As one example, shortening trip dis-
tances may promote walking, but they might also increase the number of
trips taken by car. People may decide to shop more often and they may
well continue using their cars to do so. In general, it is hard to say how
specific urban design characteristics will affect travel. Put another way,
these are empirical questions that can be settled only by analyzing data
from a particular place at a particular point in time.

We then go on to suggest the form of the empirical tests in chapter 4.
We contend that many of the deficiencies in the literature can be over-
come by systematically isolating the separable influences of urban design
characteristics on travel and then properly analyzing individual-level
data. The first part of chapter 4 clarifies which results follow directly
from alternative land-use arrangements and which may or may not; the
latter part identifies the specific hypotheses to be tested against the data.

In chapter 5 we test these hypotheses in a variety of ways for two dif-
ferent sets of data. In addition to comparing results for two urban areas,
chapter 5 explores the implications of alternative behavioral assump-
tions regarding travel costs. The measured influence of land use on travel
behavior is shown to be sensitive to the form of the empirical strategy,
the form of the data, and the specific community. Perhaps more impor-
tant, the purpose of chapter 5 is to illustrate how empirical studies can
be conducted in a theoretically and statistically consistent manner.

Will the New Designs Be Implemented?

The theory and empirical evidence in chapters 3-5 constitute a behav-
ioral analysis of how urban design can influence travel behavior. Yet pol-
icy analysis cannot stop there. Even where urban designs hold the
promise of achieving their transportation goals, will they be imple-
mented?

Community design and building span the arenas of private land de-
velopment and government regulation. For most developments to be fea-
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sible, they must have the promise of being both marketable and consis-
tent with local land-use regulations. This suggests two questions: Will
persons want to live in these communities, and how will local govern-
ments react to those development proposals?

There is some evidence on market potential which suggests that mod-
erately dense, mixed-use developments can appeal to some, but not all,
segments of the suburban housing market (Fulton, 1996). Yet there is
only scant evidence on how government regulations enable or constrain
such developments (Levine, 1998).

Land-use regulation in the United States is almost the exclusive prov-
ince of local governments. Air quality and congestion problems span mu-
nicipal borders. Thus, any urban design or land-use solution to regional
air quality and traffic problems requires intergovernmental coordination.
This point has been almost completely overlooked in the context of the
transportation goals of urban designs. How do local governments tend to
respond to regional goals when they relate to local land use? From a mu-
nicipal perspective, what are the perceived advantages and disadvan-
tages of alternative urban designs? Is there a mismatch between local
land-use goals and regional transportation needs? These are the topics
examined in chapters 6, 7, and 8.

Chapter 6 sets the stage for this analysis by placing municipal land-use
regulation within the context of governmental behavior. In chapters 7
and 8 we present evidence on the experience of southern California re-
garding municipal incentives toward one particular design initiative: the
development of commuter rail station areas for transit-supportive hous-
ing, a component of transit-oriented development. As in preceding chap-
ters, our emphasis is on how to study these questions, as well as gener-
ating new empirical results. We find that, in this instance, for this type
of design, implementation faces many obstacles. This in turn requires a
discussion of where and how transit-oriented development strategies
might best address those obstacles.

Urban Design in the Context of Transportation Policy

Analyzing the transportation planning potential of urban design requires
a policy context. How does the form of the built environment compare
with other transportation planning tools? Are the new urban designs a
promising means to reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality
when compared with other options? Building on our analysis of the ef-
fect of the built environment on travel behavior and the implementation
prospects for new urban designs, we compare the transportation impacts
of urban design policies to those of other policies in chapter 9. The out-
come is a comprehensive policy assessment of the transportation plan-
ning element of urban design—something that to date has been missing
from the literature.

One conclusion from that policy assessment is that there are policies
that, when viewed through the prism of transportation issues, have more
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promise than urban design. If the goal is simply to reduce traffic conges-
tion or improve air quality, urban design should not be the first place that
policy-makers look.

Yet urban design is more than transportation and should be evaluated
for its broader, community-building goals. Neighborhood design stan-
dards and transportation infrastructure projects, because they are so
long-lived, are inseparable from city building more generally. A city's
form, and some would say its community spirit, is shaped by its design
and transportation infrastructure. This is the basis for the tendency to
link the New Urbanism, for example, to transportation planning. Thus,
most persons are inclined to confound two somewhat distinct goals—
building city forms that will endure and thrive for decades, and manag-
ing the more quickly changing transportation problems of today and to-
morrow.

The risk inherent in using long-lived urban designs to manage today's
congestion and air quality problems is that if situations change, if new
solutions become available, or if urban design policies have unantici-
pated consequences, it is difficult to readjust something as durable as city
form. A general maxim for policy is the more flexible the better, and on
that count combating transportation problems through city building is
about as inflexible as it gets. Thus, we suggest a decoupling, although not
a strict separation, of transportation and city building goals.

Possibly the greatest benefits of many of the new urban designs are the
more ephemeral goals of livability, public interaction, and community
spirit. While those are admittedly difficult to measure, we suggest that
too much emphasis on the transportation benefits may sell some designs
short.

Certainly urban design and transportation planning are linked, but the
difficulty is that we still understand too little about that link to design in-
formed policy. Furthermore, as discussed in chapters 3 and 4, what we
do know about the relationship between land use and transportation
does not apply well to the small-scale, neighborhood-level design con-
cepts emphasized in most new design strategies.

Our conclusion is not that urban design and transportation behavior
are not linked, or that urban design should never be used as transporta-
tion policy. Rather, we conclude that we know too little about the trans-
portation impacts of the built environment and that we have other op-
tions available that can better meet the transportation planning needs of
the immediate future. Yet the link between city building and transporta-
tion planning will remain, even if it should be loosely decoupled for pol-
icy purposes.

We close by suggesting how future research and scholarship can better
tread the terrain between these two sometimes distinct and sometimes
related endeavors.

14 INTRODUCTION
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What about cars is bad? In this chapter we consider the reasoning behind efforts

to reduce automobile travel, first, by identifying the social costs of car use and,

second, by discussing the traditional means for mitigating such costs. Costs are

identified either as classic externalities, such as pollution and traffic congestion, or

as neighborhood "livability" impacts. Conventional means for managing the former

mainly include regulatory or pricing policies; livability issues are addressed by both

regulatory policy and other measures. We conclude by discussing where land-use

and urban design strategies fit into the conventional wisdom.



The Trouble with Traffic

What about cars is bad? In turn, what should transportation planners do?
In the early years of the automobile era, the transportation planner's

job was to develop street and highway networks. Sometimes the think-
ing was as simple as drawing lines on a map to connect concentrations
of trip origins and trip destinations, and then building highways along
the path that most closely corresponded to those lines.1 Air quality prob-
lems were not conclusively linked to automobile travel until the 1950s.
Issues such as the displacement of persons from residential neighbor-
hoods and the impact on habitat were secondary concerns at best until
the 1960s. The primary, almost exclusive, focus during the first decades
of the automobile era was to build a street and highway network that
could accommodate a new mode of transportation.2

This began to change by the late 1960s. Planned highway networks
neared completion in many cities. At the same time, the broader social
costs of transportation became more apparent. Automobile emissions are
a major contributor to urban air pollution. Traffic congestion has been a
perpetual problem for several decades in most cities. Neighborhoods sev-
ered by highway projects often quickly deteriorated. Scholars and policy
analysts now ask whether transportation resources are fairly distributed
across different segments of society and how transportation access is
linked to labor market success. As all of these issues have moved to the
fore, transportation planning has increasingly focused on how to man-
age the social implications of transportation projects.

Modern transportation planning now necessarily focuses as much on
managing the social costs of travel as on facilitating travel. Because 87
percent of all trips in the United States in 1990 were by private vehicle
(mostly cars and light trucks), the social costs of travel are, first and fore-
most, the social costs of the automobile.3 Public concerns regarding air
quality, congestion, neighborhood stability, and equity gave rise to new
regulatory agencies, technological innovations, and legal frameworks for
transportation planning. Yet the demand for cleaner, less congested,
more fair transportation systems persists.
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This is the context for the new urban designs. They seek, in large part,
to address the social costs of automobile travel. Furthermore, because
these urban designs strike at what some view as the heart of the prob-
lem—an urban form oriented primarily toward the automobile—many
view these policies as especially attractive. The goal of the new urban de-
signs is to build cities in ways that manage the social costs of the auto-
mobile while enhancing transportation access for persons who cannot or
choose not to travel by car. Air quality improvements, congestion reduc-
tion, and more livable neighborhoods will, according to this viewpoint,
all be achieved in the bargain.

These three benefits—improved air quality, reduced traffic congestion,
and more livable communities—constitute the potential link between
urban design and transportation. To the extent that land use and design
can be used as transportation policy, it is through one or more of those
three channels. The air quality and congestion benefits hinge on the idea
that urban design can reduce the number or length of automobile trips.
The third class of benefits, livable communities, is more multifaceted
and requires some explanation.

Proponents of coordinated land-use/transportation policies often cite
a broad range of benefits that are not linked to either air quality or con-
gestion (e.g., Katz, 1994). By enhancing pedestrian traffic and public in-
teraction, advocates of the new urban designs hope to create neighbor-
hoods that are lively and diverse in ways that foster a sense of place
(Duany and Plater-Zyberk, 1991; Calthorpe, 1993; Katz, 1994; Bernick
andCervero, 1997). Some of this is not related to transportation planning
per se. Architectural features and the use of public space are often inte-
gral parts of attempts to create communities where residents feel more
tied to the neighborhood and thus to each other (Duany and Plater-
Zyberk, 1991; Calthorpe, 1993; Katz, 1994). Yet transportation is also im-
portant. The increase in community interaction, the use of public spaces
that are oriented toward public transit, and the ability to support mixed-
use commercial development all rely in part on pedestrian traffic in
neighborhoods that conform to the new urban designs (Calthorpe, 1993;
Bernick and Cervero, 1997).

To the extent that neighborhood livability is a transportation issue, ur-
ban design enhances livability by encouraging ostensibly better travel
patterns. The sense of place attributed to the new urban designs is, in the
eyes of proponents of these plans, enhanced by the pedestrian character
and the alternatives to automobile travel that these neighborhoods seek
to foster. The architects at the forefront of the new urban design move-
ment have explicitly claimed that much (but not all) of what is desirable
in their plans is linked to transportation (Duany and Plater-Zyberk, 1991;
Calthorpe, 1993).

The transportation question, then, is, How does urban design influence
travel behavior? That is the focus of chapters 3, 4, and 5. The answer,
briefly stated, is that we know much less than many think we know. The
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research task is to develop a framework that furthers our knowledge of
the urban design-travel behavior link. That is the necessary first step in
evaluating the multifaceted transportation benefits attributed to land use
and urban design.

Yet understanding the link between design and travel behavior is not
enough. For policy analysis, we care not only whether any one planning
strategy can achieve the desired benefits, but also how it compares with
other possible alternatives. We must understand the policy context.

This chapter describes the policy landscape against which the new ur-
ban designs should be evaluated. For air quality and traffic congestion,
that discussion is informed both by a rigorous theory (the microeconomic
theory of externalities) and by a rich policy history. For livability bene-
fits, the available theory is less well developed and policy activity is more
recent. Yet the benefits of community interaction and sense of place, even
if difficult to define and quantify, are important and so must be consid-
ered.

We start first with a brief summary of the classic theory of social costs
and how it applies to automobile use. Emphasis is placed on air pollu-
tion and traffic congestion as examples of the negative impacts of car use
that individual drivers often either ignore or undervalue. After that, we
discuss neighborhood livability. We then turn to a discussion of the tra-
ditional policy instruments that, at least as far as the conventional wis-
dom goes, seem most effective in reducing social costs to appropriate lev-
els—and how the feasibility of each policy depends on the specifics of
the problem at hand. We conclude this chapter by returning to land-use
and urban design policies, and where they fit into this framework of prob-
lems and solutions.

The Theory of Social Costs

Different sorts of problems suggest different kinds of solutions. Cars and
car traffic may be problems, but what kinds of problems? And what can
that tell us about which solutions would work?

"Social" costs are conventionally defined as those costs partly or en-
tirely ignored by the persons who cause them.4 If Bob's trash can falls
into the street, spreading trash all over Bob's cul-de-sac, this is a social
cost only if Bob doesn't clean up the mess. But if Bob drives in a haz-
ardous manner up and down the street, ignoring the risks to others, then
he is imposing what we call a social or an "external" cost. He chose to
drive hazardously and either was ignorant of the other costs he imposed
on the neighborhood or is consciously ignoring them; in either case,
those costs are real and he is neither absorbing them directly nor compen-
sating his neighbors. Because Bob ignores those costs, he likely drives
more hazardously than he should.

What if Bob doesn't drive hazardously, but just plain drives? Air pol-
lution from automobiles is a classic case of social cost, often known for-
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mally as an externality. In the case of air pollution, the social cost is the
harm experienced by persons who must breathe air fouled by the driver's
automobile emissions. The key point is that if individuals make driving
decisions based only on the benefits and costs that they personally ex-
perience, they will not account for how their driving pollutes the air, and
will thus drive too much from society's perspective.

Traffic congestion is another example of the external costs of travel, and
can be analyzed within this same framework (e.g., Rothenberg, 1970;
Heikkila, 1994). Once a highway is congested, each additional driver
slows traffic flow further. When balancing the costs and benefits of trips,
drivers presumably take into account the speed with which they can
travel.5 Yet each car on a congested road slows travel for all other driv-
ers—an external cost that most will not adequately consider, if at all. So
for traffic congestion, like air pollution, private markets will yield more
than the socially optimal amount of driving.

Not all social costs of driving are externalities. Neighborhood decay
and the displacement of individuals involve the question of how to dis-
tribute resources and costs equitably across different groups. Access to
employment involves similar concerns. These issues raise important
questions of fairness and access to transportation resources, but de-
pending on specifics, external costs may or may not be involved.

Finally, accident costs, estimated by some to be among the largest so-
cial costs of driving (Small, 1992, pp. 78—81; Small and Gomez-Ibanez,
1996, p. 32), may not be external costs to the extent that well-function-
ing insurance markets provide protection against the risk of loss, harm,
or death from those events.

Among all these costs, air quality and traffic congestion are highly vis-
ible and are often central both to transportation policy debates and to the
discussion about a link between urban design and transportation. So an-
alyzing the benefits of urban design within the context of externalities in-
corporates an important part of the policy argument.

The externality problem has been well studied by economists, and tra-
ditional regulatory solutions can be grouped into three categories: price
regulation of externalities, quantity regulation of externalities, and man-
dated innovations to control externalities. A fourth approach, changing
travel behavior, also exists.

Price Regulation of Externalities

The essence of the externality problem is that individuals do not face the
full social cost of their actions.6 In well-functioning markets, the price of
a good reflects the resource cost of producing that good. In markets with
externalities, the price of a good is below the full resource cost of produc-
tion because the price does not include the external harm (or social cost).

The heart of the traffic externality problem is this disjunction. People
will drive too much when driving is too cheap—too cheap in the precise
sense that individuals do not pay for the full social costs of their driving.
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Price regulation is an attempt to raise the cost of driving by an amount
that, ideally, would exactly reflect the external harm from the air pollu-
tion and congestion created by a car trip.

If persons faced the full social cost of their actions, self-interested
choices would balance social costs and benefits to achieve a socially op-
timal quantity. One commonly proposed scheme for doing this is to tax
activities that cause externalities. In the cases of air quality and traffic
congestion, drivers would ideally pay an "emissions tax" pegged to the
harm from the air pollution caused by their driving and "congestion
tolls" based on the delay costs they impose on other drivers.

Quantity Regulation of Externalities

While raising the cost of driving will no doubt reduce driving, regulators
can also simply mandate that the externality be reduced without chang-
ing prices. For example, the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments set maxi-
mum limits for concentrations of harmful pollutants within air basins.
Theoretically, this is akin to identifying the optimal quantity of either
driving or, in the case of the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments, the asso-
ciated externalities, and mandating that the quantities of the externality
not exceed the optimal amount. While this can lead to the same outcome
as price regulation, quantity regulation typically requires considerably
more information and monitoring, themselves both costly, so economists
usually recommend price regulation.7 Yet most environmental regula-
tion in the United States has been quantity regulation, in the spirit of, for
example, the Clean Air Act Amendment's maximum limits of concen-
trations of pollutants in air basins.

Mandated Innovations to Control Externalities

Externality regulation often involves mandated innovations that make
the production or consumption of a product cleaner. This has been the
most important source of reductions in automobile emissions. Beginning
with California's requirement that 1963 model year vehicles have emis-
sion controls, several mandated innovations have led to cleaner burning
cars.8 These regulations are technical fixes that do not directly limit the
amount of driving. Nor do the regulations have the intent of making driv-
ing more expensive, although the cost of complying with these regula-
tions leads to some increase in the cost of vehicle ownership. Instead,
this regulatory approach forces the adoption of cleaner technologies that
have not yet penetrated the market.

Changing Travel Behavior

In the case of automobile travel, there is a fourth approach that does not
fit well into the traditional threefold typology outlined above. Regula-
tions can attempt to change travel behavior, rather than the technology
of travel. This might take the form of inducements to carpool, subsidies
to public transit, higher parking fees, or more extreme policies such as
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Mexico City's no-drive days that ban nearly 20% of that city's cars from
the streets on each weekday.9

Some urban designs and land-use regulations explicitly attempt to
change travel behavior in ways that will lead to air quality improvements
and reduced congestion. To the extent that those designs mandate or en-
courage city building techniques, they are similar in spirit to other tech-
nological innovations. In effect, such designs propose to achieve air qual-
ity improvements by tinkering with land-use patterns, analogous to the
way engineers have achieved air quality improvements by changing au-
tomobile exhaust systems.

Alternatively, to the extent that urban designs change the price of
travel, they share characteristics of price regulations. Yet the built envi-
ronment tends to adapt much more slowly than do prices (which can be
changed quickly by government tax and subsidy policy] and often more
slowly than does vehicle technology. Given this time lag, and the poten-
tial difficulty in changing urban form, it is important to assess how the
new urban designs compare to other available policies that can regulate
both air quality and traffic congestion externalities.

Air Quality Regulation and Automobile Emissions

The first widely publicized link between air quality and automobile
emissions was southern California's experience with smog. In the early
1940s, Los Angeles first experienced severe spells of air pollution, then
called "gas attacks," which cut visibility to a few blocks. Residents soon
noticed that the pollution, popularly called "smog," also irritated the
eyes and created other discomforts. Intense air pollution problems were
first attributed to industrial sources, and those sources were the focus of
public ire and government regulation in southern California (South Coast
Air Quality Management District, 1997, p. 2).

By the late 1940s, it was clear that industrial sources were not the only
contributor to Los Angeles's smog, but the role of automobile exhaust re-
mained unclear. In 1952, Professor Arie J. Haagen-Smit of the California
Institute of Technology demonstrated that hydrocarbons and nitrogen ox-
ides, both components of automobile exhaust, react in the lower atmo-
sphere to form ozone, an important component of Los Angeles's smog
(South Coast Air Quality Management District, 1997, pp. 6-11). That
work was initially controversial. In a March 3,1953, letter to Los Angeles
County Supervisor Kenneth Hahn, the Ford Motor Company stated that
automobile exhaust vapors "are dissipated in the atmosphere quickly
and do not present an air pollution problem" (Hahn, 1967, p. 4). Addi-
tional evidence soon turned the tide of both scientific and public opinion,
and the automobile assumed a prominent role in southern California's
smog control efforts (South Coast Air Quality Management District,
1997). In 1961, California required exhaust control equipment on new
automobiles sold in the state beginning in the 1963 model year. Like
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many of the regulatory innovations to follow, California's action pre-
ceded national emission control regulations.

At the national level, the 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments gave the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) authority to develop and en-
force national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS). The NAAQS are
maximum allowable levels of six different atmospheric pollutants. Each
pollutant is measured within a geographic region, or air basin, which typ-
ically conforms to a metropolitan area. Among NAAQS pollutants, auto-
mobiles account for roughly 60% of all carbon monoxide (CO) emissions
in regulated air basins and are an important source of nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs, the most important of
which, for air quality purposes, are hydrocarbons) (U.S. EPA, 1996).
Nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds react to form ozone in
the lower atmosphere.

While the EPA develops the standards for pollutants and monitors
air quality under the NAAQS, states have the responsibility for bringing
air basins into compliance with the regulations. States must develop
state implementation plans (SIPs), frameworks for bringing their air
basins into compliance with the NAAQS. Most large urban areas are
out of compliance for one or more NAAQS pollutants. For example, 108
counties totaling 70 million residents exceeded the NAAQS levels
for ozone in 1995. Within those counties, the EPA has classified 22 air
basins as extreme, severe, or serious ozone noncompliance regions (U.S.
EPA, 1996, p. 39). When nonattainment for at least one atmospheric
pollutant is considered, there are approximately 127 million persons
nationwide living in EPA-classified nonattainment areas (U.S. EPA,
1996, p. 60).

In the United States, the penalty for being out of compliance is poten-
tially severe. The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments specify sanctions for
states that contain regions not in compliance with EPA standards. Those
sanctions include the possibility of losing all federal highway funds ex-
cept those grants specifically related to safety and air quality goals
(Shrouds, 1992, pp. 27-29; Erbes, 1996, p. 3). Because highway funds are
a large source of federal grants for lower levels of government, the pros-
pect of losing that money looms large over state and local transportation
decisions.10

The 1970 Clear Air Act Amendments also gave the EPA the authority
to regulate automobile tailpipe emissions. The EPA mandated that auto-
mobile emissions of CO, NOx, and hydrocarbons (or VOCs) be reduced
to 10% of 1970 levels by 1975 (Lave and Omenn, 1981, pp. 30-31). This
requirement was pushed back several times. These target tailpipe emis-
sion improvements were the impetus for several technological improve-
ments in vehicle exhaust systems (e.g., catalytic converters), fuels (e.g.,
reformulated gasoline that reduces the level of VOC emissions and oxy-
genated gasoline that reduces CO emissions), and vehicle inspection pro-
grams. These have generally been successful in producing cleaner burn-
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ing cars.11 For example, prior to 1968, the average car sold in the United
States emitted 84.0 grams of CO per mile and 10.6 grams of VOCs per
mile. In 1993, United States emissions control standards required that
new vehicles emit no more than 3.4 grams of CO per mile and 0.41 grams
of VOCs per mile—a 96% reduction in the tailpipe emissions of those
two pollutants (Small and Kazimi, 1995, p. 10).

Air quality has improved in most United States metropolitan areas dur-
ing the last two decades. The EPA calculates a pollutant standards index
(PSI), based on concentrations of CO, nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3),
particulate matter with a diameter less than 10 micrometers (PM-10), and
sulfur dioxide (SO2).

12 For each of those five pollutants, measured con-
centrations for metropolitan areas are converted into a scale that ranges
from 0 to 500. Higher index values indicate higher atmospheric concen-
trations, and 100 corresponds to the NAAQS standard. Atmospheric con-
centrations are measured daily, and the pollutant with the highest value
for each day is reported as the PSI for that day.

For all metropolitan areas with populations exceeding 200,000, the PSI
index exceeded 100 on a total of 1,584 days in 1986; however, the total
number of days the PSI exceeded this level dropped to only 707 by 1995
(U.S. EPA, 1996, pp. 64-65). Moreover, the maximum concentration of
NAAQS pollutants (measured on a daily basis) either dropped or did not
change (within accepted ranges of statistical significance) in virtually all
urban areas in the United States during this period.13

The Los Angeles-Long Beach metropolitan area, often considered the
nation's smog capital, showed statistically significant decreases for all six
NAAQS pollutants from 1986 through 1995 (U.S. EPA, 1996, p. 146).
During the past two decades, the number of smog alert days in Los
Angeles has dropped dramatically. The NAAQS standard for ozone is
0.12 parts per million (ppm), a Stage I smog alert is called when the ozone
concentration exceeds 0.20 ppm, and a Stage II alert occurs when the
ozone concentration exceeds 0.35 ppm. In 1978, the Los Angeles area had
117 Stage I alerts; in 1988 it had 77 Stage I alerts; in 1993, 23 Stage I alerts;
in 1996, 7 Stage I alerts (Los Angeles Times, 1992; Cone, 1996).

In 1996, for the first time since records have been kept, Los Angeles did
not have the worst smog day in the nation.14 Stage II alerts, which trig-
ger recommendations that at-risk persons remain indoors, were not un-
usual in the Los Angeles area in the 1970s. There has not been a Stage II
alert day in the Los Angeles metropolitan area since 1986 (Los Angeles
Times, 1992).

The recent improvements in air quality have been achieved mostly by
mandating technological improvements. In terms of transportation, a se-
ries of mandated emissions technologies and changes in gasoline formu-
lation led to much cleaner burning cars. Almost all of the reduction in
automobile pollutants can be attributed to these technological innova-
tions, rather than changes in driving behavior or pricing policy. In fact,
United States citizens drive more than ever before on a per-household
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basis, and as recently as the late 1990s inflation-adjusted gasoline prices
were lower than they have been in over twenty years.15

Yet in air quality regulation, the easy gains have been made. In the
1960s, several low-cost emission control technologies were available but
had not been adopted. Mandating the adoption of those technologies pro-
duced dramatic air quality improvements. Further gains will require
tougher choices (e.g., Howitt and Altshuler, 1999). Some persons argue
that one of those tough choices will involve changing travel behavior—
and recent policy activity has in general increased the attention on travel
behavior.

The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, the 1991 Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), and its renewal as the 1998
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21), all give renewed
attention to travel behavior. A few local governments charged ahead with
ambitious travel behavior modification programs developed in the
1980s. One of the most notable experiments among these was the trip re-
duction policy of the South Coast Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD), in the greater Los Angeles area.

In California, air quality management district boundaries generally
conform to air basins, and the districts have authority to develop and im-
plement plans to bring their air basins into compliance with state and
federal clean air regulations. In the late 1980s, the SCAQMD developed
a trip reduction program known as Regulation XV. This regulation re-
quired firms with more than 100 employees to file trip reduction plans
to support carpooling, alternatives to automobile travel, and other in-
centives that would encourage their employees to commute by means
other than single-occupant vehicles. The program was controversial, of-
ten because the regulatory burden was viewed by many firms as unduly
large, and compliance with trip reduction plans is now voluntary.16

Despite the controversy and the deemphasis of Regulation XV, that pro-
gram, similar local experiments elsewhere, and the continued and
stricter federal requirements for cleaner air increased the focus on travel
behavior in relation to air quality problems.

Traffic Congestion

Traffic congestion is a common problem in most large urban areas. Lind-
ley (1987) estimated that congestion costs, in terms of lost time and ex-
tra fuel consumption, totaled $9.2 billion in the United States in 1984.
Estimated congestion costs typically exceed estimated pollution costs
from automobile emissions, making congestion and accidents the most
costly external effects of automobile travel (Small, 1992, p. 84; Small and
Gomez-Ibanez, 1996).17 Public opinion polls show that traffic congestion
is often cited as one of the most pressing policy problems in many urban
areas.18

The Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) has measured traffic conges-
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tion in U.S. urbanized areas since 1982 (Schrank and Lomax, 1997).
Boarnet, Kim, and Parkany (1998) developed a congestion index for
counties and urbanized areas in California for the years 1976 through
1994. Both indices show a general worsening of congestion over time.
This is consistent with public perceptions that congestion levels are
growing increasingly worse.

Yet Gordon, Richardson, and Liao (1997) note that the rank order cor-
relation between TTI's roadway congestion index and self-reported
work-trip travel speeds (from the Nationwide Personal Transportation
Survey) in a sample of large U.S. metropolitan areas is only 0.09. In re-
lated work, Gordon, Richardson, and Jun (1991) show that automobile
commute trip duration either fell or was unchanged from 1980 to 1985
in all of the 20 largest U.S. metropolitan areas. Gordon and Richardson
(1993) report that average commute times have remained roughly con-
stant (at around 25 minutes) in Los Angeles from 1967 through 1990 (the
last year for which data were available at the time of their report).19

Overall, while both common perception and congestion indices suggest
that congestion is growing worse, commute times have hardly changed
for several years in many U.S. urban areas.

The explanation offered by Gordon, Richardson, and Jun (1991) for this
seeming paradox is that persons and firms have relocated from central
cities to less congested urban areas. Thus, while network congestion
worsens, more travel now occurs on the relatively less congested urban
fringe. They contend that the two phenomena are causally related—that
firms and residents relocate to suburban areas in part to avoid central city
traffic congestion.20 Congestion is in part its own solution, in this view,
as persons and firms move away from congested areas.

Does urban decentralization eliminate the need for a policy response
to congestion? Congestion is an externality and moving to avoid it entails
additional costs. According to Small and Gomez-Ibanez (1996), it is un-
likely that urban relocation decisions, which themselves entail moving
costs, would represent an optimal policy response to congestion. Rather
than suggesting that policy-makers not worry about traffic congestion,
the value in the analysis of Gordon, Richardson, and colleagues is in
pointing out the need for a balanced yet serious approach to congestion
problems, rather than reacting to "doomsday scenarios."21

Policy responses to traffic congestion can be grouped into two classes
—those increasing traffic capacity, that is, the supply of highways and
streets, and those reducing travel demand on congested arteries at peak
hours. Recent experience in the United States suggests that supply expan-
sion will not be an option in the near future except in isolated instances.
After large sums of money were invested in highway construction during
the 1950s and 1960s, the value of the nation's stock of highways has
remained roughly constant for the past two decades (Gramlich, 1994,
p. 1179). One explanation is that highway building is increasingly subject
to a fiscal squeeze. Highway construction has grown more expensive, not
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the least reason being that rising land prices have made right-of-way ac-
quisition prohibitively costly in many urban areas. At the same time, gaso-
line tax revenues, the primary source of highway construction funds in the
United States, have not kept pace with either vehicle miles traveled or in-
flation. The result is that fiscal realities do not favor a return to the large
highway construction programs of past years (Taylor, 1995).

Even if funding for more highway miles were available, conventional
wisdom holds that urban areas cannot build their way out of congestion
problems. Downs (1962) famously stated that travel demand on unpriced
congested freeways rises to meet capacity, an idea since called Downs'
Law. In this view, there is latent (or unrealized) demand for travel on con-
gested highways. If new lanes are added, congestion problems might be
lessened in the short run. But that reduced congestion will attract drivers
who previously used other routes, traveled at different times of the day,
or used other modes. Soon this latent demand will lead to congested con-
ditions on the improved highway (Small, Winston, and Evans, 1989;
Downs, 1992). Recent studies have found empirical support for the idea
that highway supply expansions induce additional travel demand (Han-
sen and Huang, 1997; Noland, 1998).

Given the problem of latent demand, and the inherent difficulty in
solving congestion problems through highway construction, transporta-
tion planners began to focus on transportation demand management
(TDM). This includes policies such as the SCAQMD's Regulation XV,
which explicitly seeks to reduce work trips. Other policies, such as car-
pool lanes, are hybrids; they increase supply (since carpool lanes are of-
ten new capacity), but they also seek to change travel behavior by en-
couraging people to share cars. Unfortunately, the evidence suggests that
dedicated lanes for car-poolers deliver only small gains in congestion
reduction (Giuliano, Levine, and Teal, 1990). Similarly small driving
reductions have been credited to the early years of the SCAQMD Reg-
ulation XV program.22

Given the difficulties with solving congestion by increasing highway
supply, and the generally small impact of traditional TDM policies, pric-
ing solutions are lately receiving more attention. In theory, if correctly
calculated, corrective congestion tolls provide an economically efficient
solution, as individual drivers will drive only when the value of their
trip exceeds both their private costs (time and money costs) and the de-
lay cost that their driving (during congested time periods) imposes on
others (e.g., Mohring and Harwitz, 1962; Vickrey, 1963; Small, Winston,
and Evans, 1989).

Congestion pricing has several potential advantages. Because it man-
ages travel demand, it is both less costly and more likely to succeed than
are supply expansions that might later be swamped by latent demand.
Congestion costs can readily be calculated (e.g., Keeler and Small, 1977),
and once the proper tolls have been charged, congestion levels will drop
to a socially optimal amount. With electronic toll collection technology,
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it is now possible to detect passing vehicles and deduct the proper toll
from a prepaid or credit account (Sullivan and El Harake, 1998). Because
congestion pricing can lead to more efficient use of the existing highway
infrastructure, there is some evidence that it can produce modest gains
in economic output and productivity in urban areas as well (Boarnet,
1997b). Last but not least, because the price can be adjusted to manage
changing levels of congestion, pricing is one of the few policies that can
potentially provide more than short-term congestion relief.

Despite these advantages, congestion pricing had for years been a po-
litical dead-end in the United States and most other countries. Proposals
to charge for previously free travel continue to meet with vehement op-
position, and there remain only a handful of congestion pricing projects
in the world.23 The conventional wisdom holds that the benefits of con-
gestion pricing are abstract efficiency gains, which are long term and dif-
fused across many persons. The costs, in terms of paying for previously
unpriced travel, are immediate and obvious to drivers. Thus, congestion
pricing proposals have generated strong opposition and often little sup-
port beyond academic circles (Giuliano, 1992; Wachs, 1994).

Yet the times might be changing.
After having met with stiff political opposition for years, congestion

pricing has been implemented on the HOV (or carpool) lanes opened in
the median of State Route 91 (SR-91) in southern California in 1995. The
SR-91 cuts through a canyon connecting growing bedroom communities
near Riverside with the employment centers of Orange County, south of
Los Angeles. Because of geographic constraints, there are few alterna-
tives to traveling the SR-91, and at peak hour congestion delays have
been notoriously long (Sullivan and El Harake, 1998).

The SR-91 project is unique in several ways. The franchise for the HOV
lanes was granted to a private contractor as part of four public-private
demonstration projects authorized by legislation passed by the State of
California in 1989 (U.S. Department of Transportation, 1992; Gomez-
Ibanez and Meyer, 1993). The California Private Transportation Company
(CPTC) built and now operates the two new lanes in the median of the
preexisting freeway. The CPTC is financing their project through toll rev-
enues.24 Early during the project planning, the CPTC decided to charge
higher tolls during peak hours, both to collect more revenue and to man-
age congestion on the tolled lanes. As of mid-1999, the tolls varied from
$0.75 to $3.35 for the ten-mile stretch based on time of day.

This application of congestion pricing never met with much serious
opposition.25 Unlike other proposed projects, the tolled lanes on the SR-
91 provided new capacity immediately adjacent to existing free lanes.
Travel time in the free lanes dropped by as much as twenty minutes for
that 10-mile segment after the tolled lanes opened, as some traffic di-
verted to the new capacity (Ortner, 1996; for related discussions, see
Mastako, Rilett, and Sullivan, 1998; Sullivan and El Harake, 1998). The
SR-91 project demonstrates two important points: (1) In a highly con-
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gested corridor, persons will pay to reduce their travel time, and (2) if the
tolled lanes divert traffic from existing free lanes, even those who do not
wish to pay are made better off by the toll facility (Sullivan and El Harake,
1998).

The public acceptance of congestion pricing in the SR-91 corridor has
led to much discussion of other ways to use tolls to manage travel de-
mand. One of the more promising ideas is high occupancy toll (HOT)
lanes, such as those implemented in the northern suburbs of San Diego,
California. The HOV lanes on the Interstate 15 north of San Diego had
been underused for several years prior to the implementation of a HOT
lane experiment. Local officials decided to use the excess capacity by al-
lowing single-occupancy vehicles to "buy into" the carpool lanes, ini-
tially with the purchase of a monthly pass (Fund, 1997). The revenues
from this project are used, in part, to finance express bus service along
the corridor, thus alleviating some of the concern that pricing projects
inherently favor upper income individuals who can afford to pay for
faster travel.26 Elsewhere in California, proposals for HOT lanes are be-
ing discussed in Los Angeles and Orange counties (Stone, 1996; Parrish,
1997).

Overall, the recent success of congestion pricing experiments suggests
some scope for broader implementation of that idea (Boarnet, 1999).
Whether or not pricing will become an important policy tool in many ur-
ban areas remains to be seen. Yet for now the old assumption that con-
gestion pricing is nothing more than an ivory tower fantasy seems un-
duly pessimistic.

Neighborhood Quality of Life

The link between transportation and a broad range of neighborhood char-
acteristics is an increasingly important area of policy focus. At the fed-
eral level, the Federal Transit Administration's (FTA) "livable commu-
nities" initiative emphasizes coordinated development near rail transit
stations. The goals are several, and include providing transportation op-
tions in otherwise automobile-dependent urban areas, increasing the ar-
chitectural diversity in suburban regions, focusing civic interaction in
mixed-use neighborhoods with public spaces, and providing a focus for
affordable housing that is tied to alternative modes of transportation.
These same goals are cited by proponents of the new urban designs, re-
gardless of whether those designs are tied to transit (Duany and Plater-
Zyberk, 1991; Calthorpe, 1993; Katz, 1994).

Still, unlike efforts to address air quality and traffic congestion, the pol-
icy activity in this area is almost exclusively local. The FTA's initiative
primarily supports and focuses local efforts. Some states passed growth
control laws that encourage or require localities to pursue higher density
development (see, e.g., Bollens, 1992), but the policy activity in this
arena that has been consistent with the new urban designs has typically
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originated at the local level. California passed a Transit Village Develop-
ment Act (Knack, 1995), but the law brings few clear requirements, and
again largely encourages and facilitates local planning near rail transit
stations.

Furthermore, neighborhood quality of life is inherently a local concept,
focusing as it does on local involvement, community control, and a
"sense of place" at a scale often far smaller than a city. Given the diffi-
culties inherent in changing existing built environments and political
structures, many of the quality-of-life initiatives linked to urban design
were pioneered in the context of new, master-planned communities.

Master planning has emphasized social goals and "livability" for de-
cades, but the idea of a livable community has changed. The Levittowns
of the 1940s and 1950s were designed to respond to the large postwar de-
mand for suburban housing. Those early tract developments were some-
times viewed as providing a respite from the more crowded conditions
in cities. In the 1960s, when race relations came to the fore, Columbia,
Maryland, was designed to be a racially integrated community. In the
1990s, public concern evolved to include a focus on recapturing some of
the neighborliness and community spirit associated with small towns.
The desire to build communities rather than tract houses is reflected in
the plans for Laguna West, outside of Sacramento, California, Otay Ranch
near San Diego, and Celebration, adjacent to Orlando, Florida.

All these planned communities intended to achieve social goals in
part via urban design. Certainly, one's quality of life is influenced by the
environment in which one lives, but human behavior is more complex
than simply a reflection of the neighborhood, and attempts to engineer
social change through neighborhood building must acknowledge that.27

The important point is to evaluate carefully the way in which neighbor-
hood characteristics improve individual lives. For transportation, that
careful evaluation of neighborhood quality of life and urban design must
hinge on travel behavior. To the extent that transportation-related bene-
fits flow from urban designs, it is because those designs alter the way
people travel.

Summary

The primary transportation benefits associated with reducing car travel
are threefold—air quality improvements, reduced traffic congestion, and
improved neighborhood quality of life. The first two are external costs
associated with automobile travel, and the benefits of land-use planning
and other urban design strategies can be evaluated within the theoretical
framework of externality regulation. More important, both air quality and
traffic congestion were the focus of considerable policy activity the past
several decades. Urban design and other land use solutions to those prob-
lems should be evaluated within the context of a range of policy alter-
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natives, and their track records, some of which have delivered dramatic
successes in the past.

But even if they make sense as either direct or indirect schemes for re-
ducing the social costs of car travel, what can land-use planning and ur-
ban design actually accomplish? Chapters 3-5 review what we know
about how urban form influences travel.
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If reducing automobile travel has social benefits in some settings, how and when

can urban design help? In this chapter we review recent studies addressing this

question. We begin with a summary of urban spatial theory and other conceptual

frameworks explicitly linking urban structure to travel. We then look at studies

examining these theories, some by comparing alternative scenarios and others

by analyzing observed behavior to formally test behavioral hypotheses.



Studies of Urban Form
and Travel

Does the built environment affect how often and how far people drive or
walk or when they will take the bus or the train? If so, how?

A lively, expanding literature continues to investigate the potential for
causal links between urban design and travel behavior, yet there remain
many gaps and considerable disagreement. Our purpose here is mainly
to identify what past research has to say on these questions. We also try
to explain why these studies reach different conclusions and how and
where this work might be usefully improved.

The first, and perhaps best-known, group of studies on this topic in-
vestigates how travel behavior and travel investment affect land use.
There is also a long if more recent practice of viewing these links from
the opposite direction; that is, how does land use influence urban travel?
We consider this second question in more detail following a brief review
of the first.

The Influence of Transportation on Urban Form

Though not our focus, most questions about land-use/transportation
links over the past century concern the influence of transportation infra-
structure on development patterns. Analysts ask how highways and mass
transit contribute to decentralization trends, how they affect the local
balance of jobs and housing, or how they affect the pattern of commer-
cial investment (see, e.g., the reviews in Gomez-Ibanez, 1985b; Giuliano,
1989, 1991, 1995a, 1995b; Cervero and Landis, 1995).

The basic idea is this: People choose their homes and locate their busi-
nesses based in part on their proximity to work, other potential destina-
tions, and the markets for their products and labor generally (see, e.g.,
Von Thunen, 1826; Weber, 1928; Losch, 1954; Alonso, 1964; Muth, 1969;
Mills, 1972; Solow, 1973; Fujita, 1989; Anas, Arnott, and Small, 1997).
That is, the cost of transporting people and things over space depends on
the distances and resources required. Once these costs are fixed, perhaps
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by the establishment of a central downtown or transshipment point, the
price of land at each location is determined by demand. This in turn is
determined, again in part, by how much money one has left after ac-
counting for the transportation costs associated with that location. That
simple concept drives many of the core results in classical urban eco-
nomic theory: Land and housing prices will tend to decline with distance
from where people want to go.

Moreover, the more expensive the land at a given location, the more
likely a given site will be developed densely as builders trade off con-
struction costs against unit land costs. Thus, densities are also expected
to decline with distance from central locations. In equilibrium, house-
holds and firms will choose to locate based on their individual evalua-
tion of the market trade-off between transportation costs and their de-
mand for space.

In this view, residential suburbs are the outcome of three primary fac-
tors: declining travel costs due to freeway construction or transit net-
works, rising per capita incomes combined with the choice by some for
larger lots at the expense of higher commuting costs, and the inability of
the poor or those facing housing market discrimination to follow
(Mieszkowski and Mills, 1993). This view is based on a model of urban
areas with a dominant employment center surrounded by residential
suburbs. Yet employers often choose to locate outside downtown, either
for cheap land or to reduce the commutes of their increasingly suburban
workforce. Many suburbs are now job centers that rival and sometimes
surpass the employment levels and economic importance of downtown.1

Thus, standard urban location theory no longer applies in its cleanest
form to many metropolitan areas.

Most cities have many centers and subcenters, pulling the conven-
tional single-centered urban structure into a variety of multinucleated
forms (Giuliano, 1989, 1991, 1995b; Gordon, Kumar, and Richardson,
1989a; Giuliano and Small, 1991; Boarnet, 1994a, 1994b; Anas, Arnott,
and Small, 1997). These forces are accentuated by the growing incidence
of multiworker households and the relatively unpredictable location of
future jobs when job locations are moving among subcenters in a com-
mon labor market (e.g., White, 1988; Zax, 1991, 1994; Zax and Kain,
1991; Giuliano and Small, 1993; Rosenbloom, 1993; Crane, 1996c; Gor-
don and Richardson, 1996; Van Ommeren, Rietveld, and Nijkamp, 1997).

But that is not even half the story. In addition to the effects of chang-
ing employment locations and ongoing decentralization of workers on
urban form, it is increasingly evident that the journey to work is no longer
the defining travel experience. Considerably fewer than half the auto-
mobile trips today are commute trips, and the emerging changes in com-
mute behavior described above are unlikely to have any substantial ef-
fect on urban form, most of which is well established, except at the
periphery and for infill (Giuliano, 1989, 1991, 1995; Rosenbloom, 1993;
Dunphy, Brett, Rosenbloom, and Bald, 1997).
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Initial investments in transportation infrastructure, such as the first in-
terstates, almost certainly led to significant local development impacts
(Giuliano, 1995a,b; Boarnet, 1997a). The effects of subsequent invest-
ments are less clear. For example, a recent study of the impacts of the San
Francisco area BART commuter rail system concluded that, some twenty
years following its introduction, line and station locations did impact the
development of the communities in which they were located (Cervero,
1995, 1994b; Cervero and Landis, 1997). But that evidence suggests that
the main form of the impact was to anchor and guide economic activity
rather than to generate it. It is difficult to establish that a particular rail
station did anything more than prepare a site for the economic develop-
ment that would have taken place in that city anyway. Other studies are
even less conclusive, particularly in well-developed urban areas (Cer-
vero, 1989a; Moon, 1990; Moore and Thorsnes, 1994; Giuliano, 1995b;
Bernick and Cervero, 1997; Bellinger and Ihlanfeldt, 1997).

Hence, the influence of transportation investments on urban form
likely varies with its timing, among other things. The linkage and even
causality are clear in some cases and at some times, but there is also
strong evidence that such effects are diminishing and perhaps inconse-
quential in many instances.

The Influence of Urban Form on Travel

What if we turn the causality around? Engineers and planners have long
employed, with much confidence, estimates of trip generation rates and
other travel behaviors associated with alternative development patterns
(e.g., Olmsted, 1924; Mitchell and Rapkin, 1954). This practice continues,
with refinements to improve the reliability and flexibility of such stan-
dards (e.g., Institute of Transportation Engineers, 1991,1997). That is, the
people who actually build our streets and cities assume, as a matter of
course, that the built environment does indeed influence travel behavior.

Where the research examined below departs from the simple calcula-
tion and application of engineering standards is primarily in its preoc-
cupation with the travel impacts of alternative residential patterns, and
its attention to other measures of travel behavior beyond trip generation
and parking requirements. Rather than merely estimate that an average
two-bedroom apartment generates X fewer car trips per day than does a
three-bedroom house, the recent literature is more aware of how this es-
timate might vary depending on circumstances. In particular, it focuses
on land-use factors, for example, population density, employment loca-
tion, mixed land uses in the neighborhood and region, and the local street
configuration. In addition, these factors are associated with outcome
measures that include vehicle miles traveled (VMT), car ownership rates,
and mode choice.

While the goal of past research was mainly to predict travel flows
for given land-use patterns, the goal of the more recent literature is to
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understand how travel behavior might be influenced by manipulating ur-
ban form. The focus has subtly but importantly shifted from prediction
to prescription.

The motivating question now, implicitly and often explicitly, is how to
design neighborhoods and the larger community to reduce automobile
use. The intent, as discussed in chapters 1 and 2, is to stimulate the in-
teraction of residents by increasing pedestrian traffic and generally im-
proving neighborhood charm, as well as to reduce air pollution and traf-
fic congestion. That goal has given rise to a large but still quite new body
of studies on whether and how changes in land use and urban design can
cause changes in travel behavior.

In organizing a summary of any literature it would be useful to propose
a typology, but there is no one best rationale for doing so in this instance.
These studies can be usefully organized in any number of ways, for ex-
ample, by travel purpose (joumey-to-work travel vs. shopping vs. trip
chains, etc.), by analytical method (simulations vs. regressions, etc.), by
the characterization and measures of urban form (trip ease vs. street lay-
out vs. composite measures of density, accessibility, or pedestrian fea-
tures, etc.), by the choice of other explanatory variables (travel costs vs.
travel opportunities vs. characteristics of the built environment or of
travelers, etc.), or by the nature and level of detail in the data. All are ef-
fective schemes for distinguishing among various strategies for identify-
ing and measuring the influence of land use and urban design on travel.
And each offers different insights into how and why different approaches
yield different results.

Table 3.1 lists these options, divided into four categories. Most atten-
tion, historically, has been with the first two columns as effect and cause,
respectively. The first lists the travel behaviors under examination, as
measured in the literature. They include total travel, trip generation
rates, car ownership, mode choice, and the length of the journey to work,
among others. The second column lists the urban form and land-use mea-
sures that might influence travel behaviors. They feature measures of
population and employment density, the land-use mix, the street pattern,
and the balance of jobs and housing. Studies commonly attempt to iden-
tify and verify the linkages between these two columns and their parts.

The third column lists the most common means used to study these
questions: simulations, descriptions, and multivariate statistical analy-
sis. How these differ is discussed in more detail below, but table 3 sum-
marizes a few points. Simulations are based either on entirely hypothet-
ical situations, and thus succeed or fail depending on the validity of their
assumptions, or on more complex combinations of assumed and forecast
behaviors. These are useful and interesting exercises, but there are cer-
tain questions they are ill-equipped to address. For example, they can-
not test hypotheses regarding the effect of land use on travel behavior.
On the other hand, simulations do illustrate how alternative scenarios
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Table 3.1: A Listing of Outcomes, Questions, and Methods in Studies of Urban Form
and Travel

Travel Outcome
Measures

1 . Total miles
traveled (e.g.,
VMT)

2. Number of trips

3. Car ownership

4. Mode (car,
rail, etc.)

5. Congestion

6. Commute length

7. Other commute
measures (e.g.,
speed, time)

8. Differences by
purpose (e.g.,
work vs. nonwork,
regional vs. local)

Urban-Form and
Land-Use
Measures

1. Density (e.g.,
simple residential/
employment, or
more complex
"accessibility,"
etc., measures)

2. Extent of land use
mixing

3. Traffic calming

4. Street and
circulation pattern

5. Jobs-housing
and/or land-use
balance

6. Pedestrian
features (e.g.,
sidewalks,
perceived safety,
etc.)

Methods of Analysis

1. Simulation (i.e.,
simple hypothetical
impacts based on
assumed behavior,
or more complex
integrated land-
use/traffic impact
models based on
forecasts)

2. Description of
observed travel
behavior in
different settings
(e.g., commute
length by city size)

3. Multivariate statistical
analysis of observed
behavior (i.e., ad hoc
correlation analysis
or model specified
and estimated
according to
behavioral theory)

Other
Distinctions and
Issues

1 . Land use and
urban design
trip origin vs. trip
destination vs.
entire route

2. Composition of
trip chains and
tours (e.g.,
errands on
commute home)

3. Use of
aggregate
versus subject-
specific data

VMT = vehicle miles traveled.

compare given certain behavioral assumptions. For that reason, they are
used extensively for transportation investment alternatives analysis.

Descriptive studies provide hard data on real behaviors in different sit-
uations. For example, how do people who live downtown get to work
and how does this compare with the commute mode choice of suburban
residents? Their purpose, and strength, is in showing us what is hap-
pening at a particular place at a particular time. Unfortunately, this ap-
proach rarely tells us much about why people behave as they do, partic-
ularly regarding an activity as complex as travel.

Another class of methods includes multivariate techniques, usually
some form of regression analysis. These are very useful for travel studies
since so many factors are at play. Where people want to go and how they
plan to get there depend on their resources, the transportation network
in place, their access to a car, bus, or commuter rail system, the needs,
demands, and desires of their families, their demand for the goods that
travel can access, gasoline prices, bus fares, and so on. Lots of things ap-
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pear to matter, and multivariate methods are well suited to analyzing
such situations.

It is useful to distinguish between two kinds of multivariate models,
as the third column of table 3.1 indicates. In the first model, one or more
of the travel outcomes in column 1 are associated with various land-use
and urban-form measures in column 2, perhaps along with other vari-
ables believed to help explain travel. A common approach is to regress
commute length on a measure of residential density and the demo-
graphic characteristics of travelers, and then examine the significance,
sign, and magnitude of the estimated coefficient on density (good exam-
ples are Frank and Pivo, 1995; Levinson and Kumar, 1997; Sun, Wilmot,
and Kasturi, 1998). If the coefficient is significantly negative, the analyst
might conclude that commutes are shorter in relatively dense settings,
and indeed that perhaps increased development densities would in turn
reduce VMT among workers. The great number of studies of this kind
have led prominent reviewers to conclude that "every shred of evidence"
or "a preponderance of evidence" supports the conclusion that higher
densities reduce VMT (Ewing, 1997a; Burchell et al., 1998).

As Crane (1996a, 1996b), Dunphy and Fisher (1996), Handy (1996b),
Myers and Kitsuse (1999), and others have pointed out, however, this ap-
proach is inadequate in several respects. For one, density is more than a
simple feature of the built environment that can be either readily de-
scribed or easily replicated. It has many significant dimensions, likely
too many to capture meaningfully in one or two indices. For another, the
explanation for density is itself an important yet often neglected part of
the story. VMT may be low in areas of high density for a particular data
set mainly because incomes are low in those areas, or because other dif-
ferences among places that are correlated with density are absent from
the data and hence the analysis.

Finally, there is little behavioral content in these analyses to clarify
how or why travelers, and potential travelers, select among the set of fea-
sible travel choices. What is generalizable about the factors in one envi-
ronment that generate more and longer car trips, and in another fewer or
shorter trips? While some such studies do attempt to control for differ-
ent trip purposes (e.g., shopping vs. commuting), trip lengths (neighbor-
hood vs. regional), and demographic variables likely associated with trip
demand (income, age, etc.), the approach is typically ad hoc. It has no
strong conceptual framework to frame statistical results or systematically
make the case for causality outside the data, making both supportive and
contrary empirical results difficult to compare or interpret.

An alternative approach to multivariate analysis of these questions
would incorporate urban form measures into a transparent behavioral
framework that systematically explains travel behaviors. Work of this sort
continues to be rare. There is an extensive literature on behavioral choice
in travel, to be sure, but it has neglected the role of land use and urban de-
sign (e.g., Domencich and McFadden, 1975; Small, 1992; Garling, Laitila,
and Westin, 1998). Some representative studies that do examine the in-
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fluence of urban form on travel in a consistent behavioral framework are
discussed below. Chapters 4 and 5 then build on that work.

Several important studies are not reviewed here, and others are men-
tioned only briefly, for lack of space.2 How were the others selected? In
some cases, early studies provide an interesting base and context for the
state of the literature. In other instances an article may have a particu-
larly provocative result, unique data set, or methodological wrinkle that
fits the order and rhythm of the discussion. Overall, the idea is to present
a clear picture of what the literature does and what it has accomplished,
with citations the reader can investigate further, rather than to recognize
the role of each individual scholar, paper, or significant result. Unfortu-
nately, that means little of the hard work and progress reflected in this
research receives the attention it deserves in this chapter.

Hypothetical Studies

The world is a very complicated place. It is rarely easy to sort out cause
and effect or even what exactly is happening at any point in time, let
alone why. The general idea in hypothetical studies is to construct situ-
ations, in a strategically simplified yet tightly controlled environment,
where different land-use patterns and other urban design features can be
linked clearly to travel. The exercise is only artificial to the extent it is
incorrect. Say, for example, we simulate a city where 80 percent of the
population drives to the grocery story and the remainder walk or take the
bus. What happens if we increase the cost of gasoline or parking, or re-
duce bus fares, or change the subdivision layouts or residential densities
so that grocery stores are closer to residents' homes? Several studies have
done just that and reported the results as examples of what might hap-
pen in real communities that did the same.

As Handy (1996b) points out, hypothetical studies are not intended to
explain behavior. Rather, they make certain assumptions regarding be-
havior and then apply those to alternative situations to see what hap-
pens. In general, the results of hypothetical studies applied to the urban
design/travel question are unsatisfactory for just that reason. Most exist-
ing simulations ignore certain pivotal characteristics of the built envi-
ronment and of travelers, in our view, and poorly account for feedback,
that is, the manner in which travelers respond to changes in their cir-
cumstances.

For example, Calthorpe's (1993) assertions about the transportation ben-
efits of his suburban designs depend heavily on a simulation by Kulash,
Anglin, and Marks (1990), who found that "traditional" circulation pat-
terns reduce VMT by 57 percent as compared to more conventional net-
works (figures 3.1-3.3). The usefulness of this result is limited, however,
because Kulash and colleagues assume that trip frequencies are fixed.
They also assume that average travel speeds are slower in a grid-based net-
work, which in turn requires nonstandard street design standards.

The more elaborate simulation studies of McNally and Ryan (1993),
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TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD

Figure 3.1. A comparison of "suburban sprawl" and "traditional" neighborhood
development (Duany and Plater-Zyberk, 1992).

Rabiega and Howe (1994), and Stone, Foster, and Johnson (1992) also
tend to focus on whether a more grid-like street pattern reduces VMT.3

They model the new plans as essentially moving trip origins and desti-
nations closer together, but most hold the number of trips fixed. (Stone,
Foster, and Johnson [1992] let trip generation rates change based on as-
sumed differences in the land-use mix in each scenario, and then apply
fixed trip rates for each use based on published engineering standards.)

Thus, the studies essentially ask, If a trip becomes shorter, will people
drive as far? It is easy to see that the answer is no, but what we learn from
the exercise about the expected impact of these schemes is unclear. The
result follows directly from the statement of the problem. The simplest
example is that as you move average trip origins and destinations closer
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Figure 3.2. A comparison of "preferred" and "discouraged" street and
circulation patterns in the "transit-oriented" development guidelines prepared
for the City of San Diego by Calthorpe Associates (City of San Diego 1992).



A. Conventional Suburban
Development (CSD)

B. Traditional Neighborhood
Development (TND)

Figure 3.3. A comparison by Kulash, Anglin, and Marks (1990) of "conventional"
suburban development and "traditional" neighborhood development.

together, which higher densities, mixed land uses, and a grid street lay-
out do, trip lengths must decrease on average. The unanswered questions
are whether the number of trips and travel mode, or other decisions, are
also affected by a change in trip length. These studies typically assume
away such responses—apart from what engineering standards imply—
though behavioral feedback may be key to understanding what will hap-
pen to travel in practice. The lack of behavioral content, a problem shared
by virtually all simulations, and the neglect of trip generation issues
make the conclusions of this set of studies difficult to assess. In particular,
their results tend to follow by assumption and so cannot inform policy.

A more complex series of simulations used a metropolitan planning
authority's traffic impact model to consider how alternative future pat-
terns of transportation investments and land-use patterns might affect
the Portland, Oregon, region (1000 Friends, 1996). This is an important
study because such exercises, involving integrated transportation and
land-use models, are often used by regional planning and transportation
agencies to evaluate alternative investment strategies. At the same time,
most alternatives analyses rarely focus on the role of alternative land-use
patterns.

The three primary alternative scenarios in this instance are a "no
build" benchmark, which adds one new light rail transit (LRT) line but
otherwise assumes no changes to land use or previously approved road
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h

Transportation Alternatives

Mode

Land use

Transit

Roads

Walk/bike

Demand
management

No Build

Existing plans

One new LRT line
with feeder buses

Only previously
funded projects

Existing

None

Highways Only

Existing plans

"No Build" plus
another LRT line and
an express bus route

A major bypass and
48 other improvements

Existing

None

LUTRAQ

TOD

"No Build" plus four new
LRT lines and four
express bus routes

Selected improvements;
no bypass

Existing plus improve-
ments in TODs and
LRT corridors

Parking charges plus
transit passes for
workers

LUTRAQ = land-use/transportation/air quality; LRT = light rail transit; TOD = transit-oriented devel-
opment.

Source: 1000 Friends, 1996.

plans; a "highway only" option, which adds a major highway and an-
other LRT line; and a "land use/transportation/air quality" or LUTRAQ,
option, representing a combination of higher residential densities, other
transit-oriented development features, several additional LRT lines,
higher parking costs, and subsidized transit passes for commuters. The
alternatives are summarized in table 3.2.4

These scenarios were run through a metropolitan planning model, cal-
ibrated to the Portland area. That is, the simulations are essentially fore-
casts based on past behavior together with additional assumptions re-
garding trends in area demographics, the travel impacts of new roads,
LRT lines, bus routes, parking charges, and transit subsidies. The key
results are summarized in table 3.3. The main difference is that the
LUTRAQ alternative doubles the mode share for commuting trips by
transit. Trips and VMT for cars drop accordingly.

Above all, the Portland LUTRAQ simulations make this argument:
Higher population densities near transit corridors for subsidized transit
will increase the transit share of work trips. No doubt this is true. As
travel by alternative modes becomes easier and less expensive, and travel
by car becomes more costly, there will be migration from the latter to the
former.

However, it is the extent of change that is the central question, and the
LUTRAQ estimates of change are quite large. They are in turn based on
estimates of ridership, trip generation, and VMT in Portland and other
areas considered comparable, then adjusted further for the specifications
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of the alternatives in table 3.2. Thus, it is the accuracy of those estimates
on which the simulations depend, in addition to the details of the alter-
natives themselves.

If residential densities increase in Portland along a transit corridor,
how will transit ridership respond? If transit passes are subsidized, how
will commuters respond? If parking becomes more expensive, how much
less will drivers drive? These questions are not answered by the simula-
tion; rather, they are inputs. The results in table 3.3 take these relation-
ships as given, but they are not. The source for estimates in models of
this sort are discussed under Multivariate Statistical Studies, below.

Descriptive Studies

Descriptive studies have the strong advantage of working from actual be-
havior. Their weakness is that, as with simulations, they do not attempt
to explain that behavior. Worse yet, from the perspective of one inter-
ested in policy design, they attempt to explain very little at all. As such,
descriptive work can only provide a simple accounting of travel experi-
ences, individually or on average. This simplicity may well mask im-
portant interactions among the factors that explain such behavior. Two
neighborhoods might exhibit different travel patterns, but this informa-
tion is rarely sufficient to explain why those patterns are different.

Table 3.3: Simulated Transportation Impacts of Portland Alternatives

Transportation Alternatives

Travel Measure

Home-based work trip
mode choice

Walk/bike
Single occupant vehicle
Carpool
Transit

Total home-based
mode choice

Walk/Bike
Auto
Transit

Total daily vehicle miles of
travel (VMT)

Daily VMT
% change from No Build

No Build

2.8%
75.8%
14.0%
7.5%

5.1%
85.6%

9.3%

6,883,995

Highways
Only

2.5%
75.1%
13.6%
8.8%

4.9%
85.4%

9.7%

6,995,986
1 .6%

LUTRAQ

3.5%
58.2%
20.1%
18.2%

5.6%
81.4%
12.9%

6,442,348
-6.4%

LUTRAQ = land use/transportation/air quality.

Source: 1000 Friends, 1996.
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Table 3.4: Travel Characteristics of Selected Communities Based on Travel
Survey Data

Community

Downtown San Francisco
San Francisco
Berkeley
Oakland
Daly City
Walnut Creek
Toronto

Central City
Outer Suburb

Vehicle Trips
per Person

per Year

210
555
695
660
730
900
520
NA
NA

Vehicle Trips
per Household

per Year
(estimated)

481
1,610
1,800
1,709
1,898
2,376

NA

VMT per
Person per

Year

1,560
2,600
3,300
4,160
5,500
6,940

NA
1,740
3,800

Auto Driver
Mode Share

NA
40%
45%
55%
59%
66%
NA

VMT = vehicle miles traveled; NA = not available.

Source: JHK & Associates, 1996.

On the other hand, descriptive studies are an extremely important part
of the process of understanding what is going on. They provide a picture,
often very clear, of observed behavior and may contain important data
and revealing insights regarding travel patterns in different settings. An
example is table 3.4, compiled from various sources for a report prepared
for the California Air Resources Board (JHK & Associates, 1995).
Although table 3.4 does not tell us much about the differences in these
cities, it is useful and interesting to see hard data on the range of trip gen-
eration rates, mode share, and VMT by location. In this set of cities, San
Francisco and nearby yet suburban Walnut Creek are the outliers—and
the gaps between them are impressive.

But these data must be interpreted with care. San Francisco and Wal-
nut Creek have a multitude of differences, only partly due to land use
and design features. The dangers of ignoring this fact are evident in an-
other study frequently used to document the transportation merits of tra-
ditional or neotraditional street patterns. Working from household travel
surveys from the San Francisco Bay Area, Friedman, Gordon and Peers
(1992) categorized their observations into either "standard suburban" or
"traditional," depending on whether each area possessed a hierarchy of
roads and highly segregated land uses (the former) or had more of a street
grid and mixed uses (the latter).

They then compared travel behavior in the two groups. Average auto
trip rates were about 60 percent higher in the standard suburban zones
for all trips, and about 30 percent higher for home-based nonwork trips.
Just as in the cities in table 3.4, it is impossible to separate out the rela-
tive importance of the many differences between the two groups of com-
munities in this format, however, and thus to identify how much of the
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observed behavior is influenced by the street configuration or any spe-
cific design feature alone. The traditional areas include those with em-
ployment and commercial centers, and with close proximity to transit
networks servicing major employment centers, such as downtown San
Francisco and Oakland. The standard suburban areas have lower densi-
ties, higher incomes, and longer commutes.

It is difficult to say what these results can tell us about the influence of
any one feature, or any combination of features, without controlling for
the many other significant differences among these communities. For ex-
ample, in a descriptive examination of data from the 1990 National
Personal Transportation Survey, Dunphy and Fisher (1996)

confirmed the patterns found by other researchers of higher levels of
transit use and lower automobile travel in higher density communi-
ties. However, the pattern is not as clear cut because of the interven-
ing relationship between density and the demographic characteris-
tics of certain households. For the national data and the individual
regions examined, the current residents of higher density communi-
ties tend to be those with lower auto needs and greater transit de-
pendency, (p. 90)

Rutherford, McCormack, and Wilkinson (1996) summarize actual
travel behavior, using somewhat more detailed individual level travel di-
ary data, and attempt to draw conclusions regarding how well behavior
corresponds to various land use and design characteristics. Their inter-
est is mainly with the influence of mixed land uses on weekend and
weekday travel, and they employ a data set collected specifically for that
purpose in the greater Seattle area. Travel diaries for three neighbor-
hoods, two of them mixed-use, were compared with similar data for King
County generally. Simple comparisons of average behavior in each neigh-
borhood and the county reveal differences in mode choice, trip purpose,
trip chaining, trip chain lengths, transit mileage, and VMT. The authors
conclude that their information

generally supports the notion that mixed-use or neotraditional
neighborhoods can reduce the amount of travel for most households
. . . although we concur with others that the linkage is very complex.
Residents of the two mixed-use neighborhoods in Seattle traveled 27
percent fewer miles than the remainder of North Seattle, 72 percent
fewer than the inner suburbs and 119 percent fewer than the outer
suburbs, (p. 54)

The study does acknowledge that these neighborhoods differ in several
respects, such as age, labor force participation, and income, but the na-
ture of the analysis does not permit a formal examination of the roles of
those differences.
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Again, the evidence is consistent with the idea that people in mixed-
use neighborhoods travel differently, but it neither demonstrates that the
mixed-use character of the neighborhood is responsible nor establishes
that reducing the land-use homogeneity of suburban neighborhoods
would change residents' travel behavior.

The studies reviewed in the next section try a different approach, one
that in principle can address these and other methodological challenges
more directly.

Multivariate Statistical Studies

Studies in this category also examine observed, rather than hypothetical,
behavior. In addition, their attempts to explain rather than merely de-
scribe what is going on are on more solid methodological footing. Still,
this remains a challenging task given the many reasons people have for
choosing to travel as they do; it is also a key step in understanding the
manner in which planning and design strategies influence driving and
other travel outcomes. This is the primary reference literature for the
questions of this book.

The studies in this category vary in several significant ways. First, they
ask different questions of their data. Second, their data capture different
features of the built environment and of travelers, and at different levels
of detail. Third, they investigate their data by various means.

The complexity of travel behavior, together with the difficulty of isolat-
ing and explaining the role of individual features of the built environment,
indicates the need for an analytical method that controls for as many dif-
ferences among circumstances and behaviors as are necessary. This would
permit the analyst, ideally, to test the specific hypothesis that a particular
urban design element influences travel in one direction or another and at
a certain magnitude, while controlling for the independent influence of
household income, travel demands, mode availability, and the like.

Multivariate regression analysis fits the bill quite well, although the ap-
propriateness of the method and the credibility of the statistical results
in turn depend on a good number of other critical assumptions regard-
ing the form of the data and the structure of the underlying behavior
(Greene, 1993). It is not enough, in other words, to have good measures
of all the factors in question and then to regress an observed travel out-
come on them. The two most critical sets of assumptions concern the
specification of the regression (which variables are to be included and in
what manner), and the estimation of the regression (which statistical pro-
cedure is appropriate to the form of the data and relationships among the
variables). In addition, there may be limits to what one can learn from
aggregate data, for example, particularly where resources, constraints,
demographics, land-use patterns, and other factors vary considerably
among travelers and places.
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As indicated earlier, we divide this literature roughly into two parts.5 In
the first, the relationship between travel outcomes and urban form vari-
ables is significantly ad hoc in that it lacks a strong or even clear be-
havioral foundation. These studies may be based on a description of a
choice process, say, where the factors influencing the relative attrac-
tiveness of alternative travel modes are discussed, perhaps at length and
in detail. This label is not offered pejoratively, but only for lack of a bet-
ter term to refer to analyses with no explicitly systematic theory of
choice, or model, of how decisions among options are made in a system
of exogenous and endogenous environmental factors (see, e.g., Kreps,
1990).

In the second group of studies, the selection of variables and estima-
tion procedure are motivated, usually, by an explicit behavioral frame-
work. Still, the dividing line is not a hard one, and some studies belong
in both, or perhaps in neither. We hope the distinction and subsequent
discussion is useful as an organizing scheme nonetheless.

Ad Hoc Models

Improved data and statistical procedures in recent years mean that the
studies in this category are generally both thoughtfully constructed and
informative. They consider many measures of urban form while at-
tempting to control for differences among communities, neighborhoods,
and travelers. At the same time, however, the travel decision process is
neither well developed nor explicitly described.

Handy (1996a) examined travel diary data for two pairs of cities in
the San Francisco Bay area. She found some differences in nonwork trip
frequencies associated with differences in local and regional shopping
opportunities. In this instance, neighborhoods are categorized and in-
dexed by accessibility measures such as blocks per square mile, cul-de-
sacs per road mile, commercial establishments per 10,000 population,
and accessibility to retail centers. The differences, when statistically
significant, suggest that neighborhoods that are closer to shopping des-
tinations generated more trips, raising the possibility that increased ac-
cessibility—measured as a combination of proximity, density, and
street pattern—might increase rather than decrease trips. Her results
also suggested that the effects of neighborhood design are greater than
the effects of household characteristics when comparing time, fre-
quency, and variety of trip destinations among the traditional and sub-
urban neighborhoods.

Cervero and Gorham (1995) examined matched pairs of communities
selected to juxtapose "transit-oriented" land-use patterns with more typ-
ical post-World War II developments. They compared work and non-
work trip generation rates for seven pairs of neighborhoods in the San
Francisco Bay area and six pairs of neighborhoods in the greater Los
Angeles metropolitan area. Neighborhoods ranged in area from one quar-
ter square mile to two and a quarter square miles. This relatively small
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geographic scale (not much larger than census tracts) is typical of virtu-
ally all recent empirical work on this topic, and the small geographic
scale is also true to the neighborhood scale emphasized in many recent
proposals.

They hypothesized that transit-oriented neighborhoods generate more
pedestrian and transit trips. These neighborhoods were identified using
street maps, transit service information, and census data describing
median household income. The travel data came from census data
describing the journey to work, summarized by census tract. The authors
suggest that street layouts do influence commuting behavior—transit
neighborhoods averaged higher walking and bicycling modal shares and
generation rates than did their automobile counterparts. However, this
finding held only for the Bay Area neighborhoods. In the Los Angeles-
Orange County comparisons, the differences in the proportion of transit
or pedestrian trips between the transit- and automobile-oriented neigh-
borhoods were negligible. Cervero and Gorham suggest the sprawling na-
ture of the region explains the weaker results for the Los Angeles—Orange
County comparisons. In some ways, the potentially dominant role of the
surrounding regional circulation pattern is a difficult hurdle for propo-
nents of neighborhood-scale solutions to traffic problems. (Handy [1992]
and McNally [1993] address this issue explicitly.)

Holtzclaw (1994) measured the influence of neighborhood character-
istics on auto use and transportation costs generally. The neighborhood
characteristics used in the study are residential density, household in-
come, household size, and three constructed indices: transit accessibil-
ity, pedestrian accessibility, and neighborhood shopping. These are in
turn used to explain the pattern of two measures of auto use: the number
of cars per household, and total VMT per household. The data are from
smog-check odometer readings and the 1990 U.S. Census of Population
and Housing for 28 California communities. The reported regression co-
efficient on density in each case is —0.25, suggesting that doubling the
density will reduce both the number of cars per household and the VMT
per household by about 25 percent.

The results also argue that a doubling of transit accessibility, defined
as the number of bus and rail seats per hour weighted by the share of
the population within a quarter mile of the transit stop, will reduce the
number of autos per household and the VMT per household by nearly
8 percent. Changes in the degree of pedestrian access6—based on
street patterns, topography, and traffic—or neighborhood shopping
had no significant effect on the dependent variables in this sample,
however.

Yet the results from Holtzclaw (1994) are based on weak statistical
analysis. The regressions include, as independent variables, only a small
number of the variables mentioned above. For example, the result for
automobile ownership is based on a regression of household car owner-
ship rates on one variable—residential density. This approach highlights
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correlations between pairs of variables, but hypothesis testing and causal
inference is obscured. The end result is an assessment of how VMT and
automobile ownership vary with density without explaining much of the
causal structure that links those with other variables.

Kulkarni (1996) examined 1991 travel diary data for twenty neighbor-
hoods in Orange County, California. The neighborhoods were classified
as traditional neighborhood developments (reflecting land-use patterns
consistent with Neotraditional or New Urbanist designs), planned unit
developments (characterized by separated land uses and curvilinear
street patterns), and an intermediate or mixed case. The traditional
neighborhoods generated the fewest trips per household, and the plan-
ned unit developments generated the most trips per household, but once
income differences across neighborhoods were controlled (in an ANOVA
analysis), income proved to be a much better predictor of differences in
trip generation across neighborhoods.

Messenger and Ewing (1996) provide an interesting attempt to isolate
the independent effect of land-use mix and of the street network by ac-
counting for the joint decision to travel by bus and to own a car. They use
1990 Census data at the traffic analysis zone level for work trips in Bade
County, Florida, and thus do not model individual decisions. Still, they
find that density affects the share of zone work trips by bus only through
its affect on car ownership. Again, the relationship between density and
travel behavior appears too complex to be reduced to a simple design cri-
terion.

Two important methodological shortcomings are apparent in most of
these studies. First, in examining associations between neighborhood
type and aggregate measures of travel behavior, it is crucial to disentan-
gle the effect of urban design and land use from the effect of systematic
demographic differences across neighborhoods. Do residents in dense
neighborhoods travel less because of the density of their neighborhood,
for example, or do dense neighborhoods attract people who prefer not to
travel by car? The policy implications of this distinction can be crucial,
as illustrated by Kulkarni (1996). He suggests that the statistically sig-
nificant association between neighborhood type and car trip rates is,
more properly, an association between household incomes and car trip
rates. This raises the possibility that neighborhood designs might have
little impact on travel behavior unless incomes somehow vary from de-
sign to design. In new neighborhoods, with above-average housing costs,
this is of course quite feasible.

Second, the relationship among neighborhood attributes, the charac-
teristics of residents, and travel behavior is complex. Many of the rela-
tionships that must be understood for policy analysis are obscured by ag-
gregate data. Similarly, behavioral models of travel are best specified and
fitted on individual or household level data, since those are the decision-
making units. Regression analyses of individual travel data hold the
promise of overcoming the shortcomings of statistical studies of aggre-
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gate data. We describe studies using individual data below. While often
innovative, they still lack a clear behavior framework.

Cervero and Kockelman (1997) and Kockelman (1997) use travel diary
data for persons in 50 and 1,300 San Francisco Bay Area neighborhoods,
respectively, to examine the link between VMT (per household), mode
choice, and land use near a person's residence. The neighborhoods were
chosen to correspond to either one or two census tracts. VMT and mode
choice were regressed on a set of individual sociodemographic variables
and variables that included population and employment densities, in-
dices of how residential, commercial, and other land uses are mixed in
close proximity, and street design data for the person's residential neigh-
borhood. The land-use variables had a significant effect in some of the
models, but the elasticities implied by the regression coefficients were
often small compared with sociodemographic variables.

A 1993 study of Portland, Oregon, is similar in approach to the
Holtzclaw report, but has the advantage of using household-level sur-
vey data (1000 Friends of Oregon, 1993). This analysis also attempts
to explain the pattern of VMT, as well as the number of vehicle trips,
using household size, household income, the number of cars in the
household, the number of workers in the household, and constructed
measures of the pedestrian environment, auto access, and transit ac-
cess. The auto and transit access variables were defined as simple mea-
sures of the number of jobs available within a given commute time: 20
minutes by car and 30 minutes by transit. As an example, an increase
in 20,000 jobs within a 20-minute commute by car is estimated to re-
duce daily household VMT by half a mile while increasing the num-
ber of daily auto trips by one-tenth of a trip. The same increase in jobs
within a 30-minute commute by transit reduced daily VMT a bit more,
to six-tenths of a mile, and reduces the number of daily car trips by
one-tenth of a trip.

The pedestrian access variable is more complex, based on an equal
weighting of subjective evaluations of four characteristics in each of 400
zones in Portland: ease of street crossings, sidewalk continuity, whether
local streets were primarily grids or cul-de-sacs, and topography. The fi-
nal score for each zone ranges from a low of 4 to a high of 12, with 12
being the most pedestrian friendly. The regression model reported that
an increase of one step in this index, from 4 to 5, say, decreases the daily
household VMT by 0.7 miles, and decreases the daily car trips by 0.4
trips. These point estimates are used to predict the effects of changes in
the independent variables, such as access to employment by transit, on
the dependent variables. Although this result is consistent with the idea
that neighborhood features influence travel, the composite construction
of the pedestrian access measure limits its usefulness for policy. Since
the effects of the street pattern are not separated out from the sidewalk,
street crossing, and topography variables, we cannot say which features
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matter the most, or if each matters individually or only in tandem with
others.

Kitamura, Mokhtarian, and Laidet (1997) add data on personal atti-
tudes to the list of explanatory variables. Travel diary data for persons in
five San Francisco Bay Area neighborhoods were regressed on sociode-
mographic variables, land-use variables for the person's residence, and
attitude variables that were drawn from survey responses designed to
elicit opinions on driving, the environment, and related questions. (The
five neighborhoods averaged approximately a square mile in area.) The
idea is to consider the relative contribution that attitudes have on travel
behavior beyond land use or neighborhood characteristics.

The authors first regressed socioeconomic and neighborhood charac-
teristics against the frequency and proportion of trips by mode. High res-
idential density was positively related to the proportion of nonmotorized
trips. Similarly, the distance to the nearest rail station and having a back
yard were negatively associated with the number and fraction of transit
trips. But, as the authors ask, do people make fewer trips because they
live in higher density neighborhoods, or do they live in higher density
areas because they prefer to make fewer trips? The attitudinal measures
(including attitudes toward various residential and travel lifestyles) en-
tered significantly, and appeared to explain behavior better the land-use
variables (see also Kitamura et al., 1994). However, the analysis is only a
first stab at accounting for preferences in travel behavior models. It does
not, for example, model the relationship between preferences and loca-
tional choice.

Cervero (1996) is mainly interested in how work trip mode choice is
affected by the land-use mix. He used individual level data on eleven
metropolitan areas from the 1985 American Housing Survey, which in-
cludes data on the density of residential units and the location of non-
residential buildings in the vicinity of the surveyed household. The
model estimates the probability of choosing a given travel mode for the
commute as a function of land use variables (type of housing structure
within 300 feet, commercial or other non-residential building within 300
feet, grocery or drug store between 300 feet and one mile), a dummy in-
dicating if the household lived in the central city, the number of cars
available to the household, the adequacy of public transportation, and
the commute length.

His results suggest that people were less likely to drive to work, and
more likely to use transit, if commercial or other nonresidential units
were nearby, if nearby housing was medium to high density, if they lived
in the central city, if they had short commutes, and if they had few cars.
This is consistent with the idea that commuters are more likely to use
transit if they can stop to shop, and so on, on the way home from the tran-
sit stop. The effects of higher densities and car ownership were stronger
still. A two-stage car ownership model, where the commute length is
treated endogenously, and a two-stage commute length model, where car
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ownership is endogenous, give similar results. In both cases neighbor-
hood residential density and central city location have significant nega-
tive effects on the probability of owning a car and commute length.

Handy, Clifton, and Fisher (1998) examine pedestrian trips for two
purposes, strolling and shopping, based on survey data they collec^d
from selected Austin, Texas, neighborhoods. The report emphasizes the
importance of qualitative analysis of their survey data, indicating the
complexity of accounting for pedestrian travel behavior and attitudes,
but it also includes an interesting statistical model that regressed the
number of walking trips on socioeconomic variables (age, employment
status, children under age 5 in the home, gender, and categorical mea-
sures of income) and within-neighborhood urban form variables (per-
ception of safety while walking, shade coverage, how interesting the lo-
cal housing is, scenery provided by trees and houses, level of traffic,
and frequency and desirability of seeing people while walking). In ad-
dition, the strolling model included a dummy variable for whether or
not the person walked a pet, and the store model included variables
measuring the distance to a store, ease of walking, and walking com-
fort.

Among the urban form variables, only perceived safety, shade, and the

Figure 3.4. Pedestrians on Broadway and 5th, downtown Los Angeles, in the
early '30s. (Security Pacific Collection, Los Angeles Public Library.)
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"people" variable significantly explained strolling trips, while the hous-
ing and scenery variables were significant in the store trip variables.
Three cost variables in the store model are distance, ease of walking, and
walking comfort; all were significant with the expected signs.7

A comparison of these studies reveals many differences in travel out-
come variables, independent variables, statistical approach, and results.
For example, Holtzclaw (1994) and 1000 Friends (1993) offer evidence
that higher density, more accessible neighborhoods are associated with
fewer cars and VMT per household, and with lower car trip rates. Yet
Handy (1996a) reports that neighborhoods that are closer to shopping
destinations are associated with more shopping trips, and the results of
both Kulkarni (1996) and Kitamura, Mokhtarian, and Laidet (1997) sug-
gest that relationships between travel outcomes and neighborhood char-
acteristics might be driven by often unmeasured independent demo-
graphic characteristics and attitudes.8 These unmeasured factors can
affect the policy implications of this literature.

Given such variation in results and messages, one might be tempted to
count studies that support a given conclusion and argue from a prepon-
derance of the evidence—as Ewing (1997a) and Burchell et al. (1998)
have. Yet that would be shaky given the evidence that a study's results
might vary with the pattern of regional accessibility (Handy, 1992;
Cervero and Gorham, 1995), individual characteristics and attitudes
(Kulkarni, 1996; Kitamura, Mokhtarian, and Laidet, 1997), or assump-
tions regarding how variables should be measured, what should be in-
cluded in the statistical model, and how the statistical models should be
and can be estimated. In short, a summary of this literature must include
a comparative assessment of the methodological quality of the various
studies and thus of the reliability of their results.

Yet it is hard to summarize the ad hoc statistical literature reviewed
above succinctly for at least two reasons: the absence of a systematic
choice theory, to help identify how specific hypotheses regarding urban
form relate to the rationality of travel behavior, and the subsequent dif-
ficulty of comparing one study's results with another's. The point of de-
parture for the next section is the argument that the literature on the
transportation impacts of urban form have rarely employed a strong con-
ceptual framework when investigating these issues, making both sup-
portive and contrary empirical results difficult to compare or interpret.
In particular, an analysis of trip frequency and mode choice requires a
discussion of the demand for trips, but this is often lacking in planning
and land-use studies at even a superficial level. That approach should
permit us to explore the behavioral question, for example, of how a
change in trip distance influences the individual desire and ability to
take trips by various modes.

A demand framework outlines how overall resource constraints en-
force trade-offs among available alternatives, such as travel modes or the
number of trips for different purposes, that is, how the relative attrac-
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tiveness of those alternatives in turn depends on resources and relative
costs, such as trip times and other expenses. The studies summarized
next are either explicit or implicit in their use of this approach.

Demand Models

As mentioned above, the travel demand literature is extensive and meth-
odologically advanced (for surveys, see Train, 1986; Small, 1992; Small
and Winston, 1999). However, urban form and land-use factors are typi-
cally ignored. The travel demand literature that does consider urban
structure and design is mainly concerned with the journey to work. The
studies reviewed in this section include both land-use and conventional
demand variables, such as unit travel costs, income, and taste controls,
whether or not the authors specify a full-blown demand model. In other
respects, however, the analyses are less sophisticated in key respects
than are studies we have characterized above as ad hoc. Again, this cat-
egorization is a labeling convention only.

To begin, we look at Kain and Fauth (1976), one the earliest studies to
use disaggregate data to explain urban travel behavior as a function of
both economic circumstances and urban form. As the authors put it,
"this study seeks to determine how the overall arrangement of land uses,
the density, location, juxtaposition of workplaces and residences, in
combination with the transit and highway systems serving them, affect
the level of auto ownership and mode choices of urban households"
(p. 15).

Using 1970 Census individual level travel data from the largest 125
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs), they estimate work
trip mode choice models that in turn use the results from regression mod-
els of auto ownership estimated in earlier stages. Their urban form data
include measures of central city density, central business district (CBD)
employment, the percentage of the housing stock that is single family,
workplace location (CBD, central city, or suburb), and the supply of high-
way and transit services in each SMSA. In addition, these models are ex-
plicitly configured as demand models, although several important de-
mand variables, such as the cost of auto ownership and the relative costs
of travel by each mode, are either left out or assumed to be captured by
urban structure measures.

Although the sample was limited to White, one-worker households,
several results are interesting. Most of the variation in the mode choice
models is explained by the car ownership equations. This result appears
in other work as well, and underscores the importance of the car in travel
behavior, apart from other elements of the travel environment (cf.
Messenger and Ewing, 1996; O'Regan and Quigley, 1999). The value of
the Kain and Fauth (1976) study lies in part, then, in the explanations it
offers for why these households have cars. They find that "differences in
the level of transit service, parking charges, and workplace and residence
densities play a larger role in determining the level of auto ownership in
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CBD than in non-CBD workplaces" (p. 47). The presence of a rail transit
system affected car ownership in all cases, while the bus service variable
did not. The residential density variable also significantly influenced car
ownership, with a particularly pronounced effect on the probability of
not having a car for both CBD and non-CBD workers. On the other hand,
CBD or central city workers in households with two or more cars drove
more than their lower density counterparts.

As an illustration, they applied the models to a comparison of the be-
haviors of Boston and Phoenix residents, who had roughly the same av-
erage socioeconomic characteristics (Kain and Fauth, 1977). There was
no difference in the proportion of households owning one car in the two
places. However, they calculated that differences in urban form—as mea-
sured by the age of the housing stock in each county, the percentage of
the area's units that are single family, and the density of the structure in
which the household lives—explained nearly two-thirds of the differ-
ence in the proportion of households without cars in these two regions
in 1970. Thus, the study does provide evidence that urban form matters,
though mainly as a determinant of car ownership. In turn, once people
have access to cars, they tend to drive to work regardless of where they
live or the structure of their community.9

Kain and Fauth (1976, 1977) removed non-White households from
their sample in order to avoid analyzing differences by race, which they
anticipated would involve additional market problems due to discrimi-
nation. However, the "spatial mismatch" literature was founded by Kain
(1968) and is primarily concerned with racial differences in choices re-
garding the journey to work. Blacks are typically, though not always,
found to face longer commutes or fewer employment opportunities near
their homes than Whites. This is frequently taken as evidence that the
choices of the former are constrained relative to the latter (Ellwood, 1986;
Gordon, Kumar, and Richardson, 1989c; Kasarda, 1995; O'Regan and
Quigley, 1998). (Taylor and Ong [1995], using American Housing Survey
data, found commutes by Blacks to not be longer in distance.)

One explanation is housing discrimination, limiting the ability of
Blacks to live closer to suburban jobs, and another is differences in car
ownership rates.10 Or, as O'Regan and Quigley (1998) put it

In sum, two primary forces are responsible for the specific link be-
tween transport access and employment which limits the economic
opportunities available to low-income and minority households—
slow adjustment in real capital markets to changes in locational ad-
vantage and explicit barriers to the residential mobility of low-in-
come or minority households, (p. 9)

So, while only 11.5 percent of households nationally are without
an auto, 45 percent of central city poor black workers and 60 percent
of central city poor black nonworkers have no access to a car. (p. 30)

Although this work reveals some interesting interactions between mode
use and commute length typically ignored by the design literatures, with
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transit users experiencing considerably longer commute times, none of
these studies include variables capturing the effect of urban structure be-
yond the decentralization of employment and population.

The role of urban structure is explicitly considered by Giuliano and
Small (1993). They use 1980 journey-to-work data for the Los Angeles
Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area, a region of 10.6 million per-
sons and 4.6 million jobs at the time, for 1146 geographic units known
as travel analysis zones. These data include estimates of inter- and in-
trazonal distances and peak travel times. From these they calculated the
minimal required commutes by zone to each of the many employment
centers and subcenters based on the local jobs/housing balance. Notably,
required suburban commutes are shorter than those of people working
downtown and only one-third to one-quarter as far as actual commutes.
Thus, density is inversely related to the required commute length. Both
travel costs and jobs/housing balance appear to matter when explaining
commuting distances and times, but not much. They conclude that poli-
cies attempting to change the metropolitanwide land-use structure will
have disappointing impacts on commuting.

Shen (1998) recently revisited this approach for 787 traffic analysis
zones in the Boston metropolitan area. Though not an explicit demand
analysis, his study includes many elements of one. Rather than utilize
measures of jobs/housing balance and the minimal required commute (as
calculated by an assignment model) to represent urban structure, he
adopted the "accessibility" literature strategy of using a gravity formula-
tion to measure access to employment (see note 5). This can be inter-
preted as an average travel price of sorts.

Shen's (1998) measure is a weighted score of the travel times between
workers' homes and jobs that accounts for car ownership rates. The de-
mand variables are limited to income, poverty status, and the accessibil-
ity measure, as a weighted index of travel cost, which doubles as the ur-
ban structure variable. He then regressed 1990 commute times, from the
Census, on these and household traits, mode, and occupational variables.
Shen interprets the result that greater access is significantly associated
with less commuting as evidence that the land-use/transportation link-
age still matters, weak though it may be.

A recent dissertation by Kockelman (1998) makes progress on several
fronts. First, her modeling of travel choice is explicitly derived from
modern demand theory. In addition, her treatment of urban form and
land use is extensive, incorporating the following measures for the San
Francisco Bay area in 1990: accessibility to all jobs by automobile, ac-
cessibility to sales and service jobs by walking, mix of neighborhood land
uses, mix of neighboring land uses, and developed-area densities (as in
Kockelman [1997], which does not employ a demand model). A key mod-
eling strategy is to treat travel times and costs as choice variables rather
than parameters. She then uses these urban form measures as instru-
ments for the nonwork travel times and costs associated with different
locations, after controlling for trip purpose/activity type. These first-
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stage regressions do not perform well, however, and the individual coef-
ficients on the variables are not reported. That is, Kockelman (1998) es-
timates trip lengths as a function of urban form, but only to obtain an es-
timated trip length as the first stage of later models of the number of trips
for different purposes, her focus. Urban form does not enter the trip de-
mand models directly.11

Demand studies of the influence of urban form on travel have some ap-
peal, given their attention to such basic issues as travel costs and behav-
ioral trade-offs. Much progress remains to be made, however. The miss-
ing step seems to be the consistent and explicit linkage of individual
urban form and land-use measures to the economic concepts of price,
cost, and quality.

Summary

The results described in this chapter are mixed and messy. Numerous
studies report that higher densities, mixed-use development, more open
circulation patterns, and "pedestrian-friendly" environments are all as-
sociated with less car travel. The data are often poorly suited to the pur-
pose, the research designs are faulty or ad hoc and thus difficult to gen-
eralize, and the statistical methods applied to the data are typically
primitive. This does not mean that the results are incorrect, only that they
may lack sufficient robustness to be the basis for policy.

The research strategy in most empirical analyses is simply to search
for correlations among neighborhood features and observed travel—
sometimes controlling for other relevant factors, sometimes not. Inter-
preting the range of results in any one case is also problematic because
the causal theory is not clearly established. What can we generalize about
the factors that generate more car trips in one environment and less in
another? Is density a proxy for demographics, distance, car ownership
rates, transit service levels, and so on? While some studies based on ob-
served behavior do attempt to control for different trip purposes (e.g.,
shopping vs. commuting), trip lengths (e.g., neighborhood vs. regional),
and demographic variables likely associated with trip demand (e.g., in-
come, gender, and age), the approach is commonly idiosyncratic.
Further, the wide range of outcomes found in this work reveals little
about whether a particular land-use pattern or urban design feature can
deliver the reported transportation benefits.

The challenge is that empirical work of this nature is problematic given
the enormous complexity of the behavior to be explained and the great
difficulties of conceptualizing the interaction of travel and the physical
form of the city.

The next two chapters address the drawbacks identified in this chap-
ter in two principal respects. Chapter 4 sketches out a very simple but
consistent choice framework. Our purpose is to clarify in a transparent
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manner how travelers and potential travelers likely weigh travel costs
against the value of travel when making decisions about how many trips
to take. We next discuss what these elementary behavioral foundations
imply about how alternative land-use and urban design features might
influence travel choices in general as a way to identify which behaviors
follow clearly from design, which do not, and which may or may not.
That is, we set up a choice framework to help us identify straightforward
hypotheses. The concluding part of chapter 4 adapts that framework for
empirical testing, which takes place in chapter 5.
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To address several issues raised in chapter 3, in this chapter we develop a

conventional behavioral story. The relative attractiveness of options regarding

where to go, how often to go, and how to get there likely depends, at least in part,

on how their costs and benefits compare. After explicitly including urban form

and land-use variables as characters in the story, we describe their general

relationships. In the end, we argue that certain travel outcomes follow from

alternative urban forms directly, while other outcomes cannot be identified without

data. Then we propose a strategy for using data to test various travel hypotheses.



The Demand for Travel

As described in chapter 1, the new urban designs are part philosophy,
part art, part economics, and part social optimism. Still, a key to their
popularity is the open embrace of conventional and even conservative
standards of neighborhood form, scale, and style. Many new urban de-
signs self-consciously recall small town settings where neighbors walk
to get a haircut and stop on the way to chat with neighbors sitting on the
front porch watching the kids play. The attraction of these ideas is sub-
jective, personal, yet pervasive. After all, in principle, what is not to like
about pretty homes in quiet, friendly, and functional neighborhoods?

But will they improve the traffic? Chapter 3 concluded that existing ev-
idence is unsatisfactory in several respects. Among the problems identi-
fied in the literature was the common absence of a conceptual framework
for hypothesizing how urban form might be expected to influence travel
behavior. In particular, only a small share of the studies in this area even
attempt to model travel behavior in the conventional manner, that is, as
travel demand.

In this chapter, we develop a framework for consistently evaluating the
net travel impacts of changing land-use patterns, such as many new ur-
ban designs propose. The idea is to adapt a simple model of travel de-
mand to measurable urban form elements. This permits us to derive spe-
cific conclusions that follow directly from the assumptions of the model
as well as specific hypotheses that can be tested only with data on ob-
served behavior. These assumptions are summarized in figure 4.2. The
last part of the chapter develops an empirical implementation of the
model and these hypotheses, which is applied to data in chapter 5.

A Behavioral Framework

The theory of demand provides perhaps the most straightforward way to
analyze travel behavior, by emphasizing how overall resource con-
straints force trade-offs among available alternatives, such as travel
modes and trip distances, and how the relative attractiveness of those al-
ternatives in turn depends on relative costs, such as trip times. This
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Figure 4.1. Walk or drive? A stylized comparison of the choice to walk or drive
based on the costs associated with trip length—including time, effort, and out-
of-pocket costs. In this particular example, trips on foot are initially less costly;
walking is the least-cost mode for trips shorter than 8 miles. Beyond 8 miles,
the automobile provides a less expensive trip overall.

framework assumes that individuals make choices, either alone or as part
of a family or other group, based on their preferences over the goods in
question, the relative costs of those goods, and available resources (e.g.,
Kreps, 1990). Preferences include attitudes and tastes, for example, re-
garding the experience of driving versus walking, and are likely corre-
lated with demographic and other personal idiosyncratic characteristics.
But the decision to take a trip to the coffee shop by car or by foot depends
not only on how one feels about those options, but also on external fac-
tors over which one has no or only limited control, for example, on the
cost of one mode versus the other—I may prefer to drive but if the gaso-
line or parking expenses of doing so are high enough, walking may ap-
pear to be the better choice. Thus, the demand for walking trips is ex-
plained not only by one's preferences across modes but also on the cost
of walking relative to the cost of other modes.

The role of accounting for available resources is mainly to fix the im-
portance of costs; the impact of a $5 parking charge on your decision to
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drive to the coffee shop depends on what funds you will have left for that
double expresso you need to get you through the afternoon. Note the
framework applies just as well to any situation where decisions are made
concerning the allocation of scarce resources, whether or not they in-
volve actual money. In the model presented below, for example, the
scarce resource is time, and each mode is compared in terms of the time
consumed rather than the cash. Note also that this framework does not
explain preferences; it only explains how one makes informed decisions
given those tastes together with costs.

The discussion below abstracts from the many other aspects of this
topic to address the effect of improved access on travel distance, trip fre-
quency, and mode split. Two sets of assumptions focus the analysis on
the questions at hand:

1. "Access" is interpreted solely as a price or cost characteristic, re-
lated to trip length.1

2. New urban designs are assumed to reduce the distance required
to make any local trip.

In a sense, the last assumption characterizes these designs as a compres-
sion of existing land-use patterns that, most particularly, shrink effective
travel distances between potential nodes. Compared to an alternative de-
sign, this improvement in access has three somewhat countervailing ef-
fects: It reduces the absolute cost of a trip in each mode; it may change
the relative cost of each mode; and it increases the purchasing power of
any individual making that trip by freeing up time and money resources.
Although the literature on the new urban designs tends to suggest other-
wise, the first and third of these effects will typically increase the de-
mand for trips in all modes rather than reduce it.2 The second may or
may not. The presumption would be that pedestrian travel could become
more attractive in comparison with driving than it had been, possibly be-
cause travel distances for some trips can be made short enough to facili-
tate walking, or because pathways, streetscapes, and public spaces en-
courage more pedestrian activity.

Mode Choice

As benchmarks, the potential effects of the price changes on mode choice
are illustrated in figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 for trips by car and by foot.3 For
any given trip frequency, these figures plot the cost of a trip, for some un-
specified purpose, against trip length. This cost summarizes all the rele-
vant features of the trip, including the aesthetic aspects so critical to the
Neotraditional planners. The purpose of the trip has obvious implications
for the relative merits of walking and driving, and for how those merits
vary with the length of the trip. (As often noted, people rarely walk to the
grocery store when they can drive due to the weight of their return trip
load.) Each chart assumes that the marginal cost of travel is everywhere
rising; both the total trip cost and the marginal cost of walking are initially
lower than for driving, and the cost of walking rises more quickly than
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that for driving does. Hence, people will tend to walk for short trips and
drive for longer trips, all things considered. These idealizations are in-
tended only to clarify how access can influence the means of travel.

Figure 4.2 presents an initial situation, wildly simplified for the sake
of legibility. For short trips, walking is the preferred mode. When the cost
(including the time required as well as out-of-pocket expenses) for the
trip gets to a certain point, however, this person prefers to drive. In the
example, that cost is labeled a and corresponds to a trip of length 8. For
trips of distance 8 or more, say, one-quarter of a mile, it costs less over-
all to drive and the car becomes the best mode. The lower envelope of
the two total cost curves is the mode demand curve at any distance.4

Hence, any change in land-use patterns that reduces trip length enough,
in this case from above 8 to below 8, will substitute pedestrian for auto-
mobile traffic.

If land-use patterns lower travel costs across the board, the relative at-
tractiveness of driving versus walking will depend on the relative change
in the cost of each. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate two such cases. The cost
of traveling any given distance decreases for both modes in each exam-
ple. An asterisk denotes the postimprovement trip cost, such that walk-
ing trips to any distance have fallen from a cost of wto w*. In figure 4.3,
the pedestrian cost falls the most at any distance, so the trip length where
modes change (8*) becomes longer; that is, 8 < 8*. For any given number
of trips, the mode split now features more trips by walking and fewer by
car than before. This is consistent with the work on pedestrian travel by
Untermann (1984), Guy and Wrigley (1987), 1000 Friends of Oregon
(1993), and Handy, Clifton, and Fisher (1998), all of which show that
walking trips rise with an improvement in pedestrian access.

This is not the only possible outcome, however. New urban designs
also promise to improve circulation and reduce trip lengths for automo-
bile travel, and designers have rarely if ever explicitly compared how
these improvements compare with the value of the community's pedes-
trian-oriented features. It is possible that the grid circulation pattern
characteristic of many New Urbanist designs could generate the result
shown in figure 4.4, where a reduction in street congestion along with
other changes lowers per-mile auto travel costs the most. In some in-
stances, the change in automobile circulation is the focus of the design.

While many of the travel-oriented components of the new neighbor-
hood designs are aimed at encouraging pedestrian and transit travel, they
often also include changes in street patterns that will reduce the dis-
tances required to drive between locations. Will this lead to more walk-
ing and less driving, as promised? The charts above suggest that the net
impact on mode choice is ambiguous, except where the (time and money)
cost of nonauto modes are reduced sufficiently more than car travel.

Trip Generation and Vehicle Miles Traveled

What cannot be easily answered with these figures is the impact of im-
proved access on total trip generation and thus on the total amount of
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Figure 4.2. The new urbanism.The grid street pattern lowers trip costs for both
modes in comparison to conventional designs. Walking costs fall from wto w*,
and automobile trip costs fall from a to a*. In this example auto travel costs fall
less than walking costs, so maximum walking trip length rises from 8 to 8*.

travel by mode. Depending on how relative access changes, more trips
are likely to be generated in certain modes, including possibly car travel.
Even in those cases where better access translates to a shift from cars to
pedestrian travel for preexisting trips, new trips by car may result in re-
sponse to the lower cost per trip. Whether total car travel—trip frequency
times trip length—rises or falls therefore depends on how these two com-
ponents compare. If the number of automobile trips increases by more
than the average trip length declines, a result opposite to the New
Urbanist promise is obtained.

To focus on the behavior of interest, consider the problem of individ-
uals making choices over five uses of time: the number of trips they com-
plete by car, foot, transit, or some other transportation mode, and a com-
posite good representing all other uses of time. (I.e., the model abstracts
from other decisions, which is different from assuming they do not hap-
pen but does imply they are not a central feature of the story.) For most
purposes, a trip is a derived demand, meaning that people typically
travel as a means to an end, not as an end in itself. A "trip" is thus de-
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Figure 4.3. The new urbanism backfires. The same comparison as in Figure
4.2, but for an example where per-mile auto costs decrease more than walking
costs, so maximum walking trip length falls from 8 to 8*.

fined here as a hedonic index of the quantity and kinds of goods one ob-
tains during each sort of trip. We ignore nontinie constraints to empha-
size the restriction imposed by the time required for a trip in each mode
on the choice of the number of trips in each mode. (These simplifications
substantially streamline the exposition while not affecting the qualita-
tive results.)

In this case, the decision process behind the choice of the number of
trips may be formalized in a rational choice framework, for example, as
the constrained maximization problem of choosing the number of trips
by each mode to maximize travel benefits, subject to a budget constraint
reflecting travel costs and available time. In the standard functional no-
tation of this modeling approach, the problem statement is to assume that
individuals choose their desired number of trips by each mode to maxi-
mize U (a, w, b, x) subject to y = x + apa + wp^ + bp^, where U is an in-
dex of the benefits of using time for each purpose, a is a vector of the
number of trips by automobile for each purpose, w is a vector of the num-
ber of trips by walking for each purpose, b is a vector of the number of
trips by bus or other transit for each purpose, x is a composite of the time
spent on other activities, the p;. are the respective vectors of times for each
trip type in each mode (i = a, w, b), and y is total available time.
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For example, say there are ten different trip purposes that we index by
7 = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , 10. Perhaps the first purpose is grocery shopping, the sec-
ond trips to school, and so on. Then a = (a1, a2, a3,. . ., a10) = (the num-
ber of car trips to grocery store, number of car trips to school, . . .). The
total number of car trips taken for all purposes during the reference time
period (a week, say) is 2™^ a', and the total time spent traveling by car
was then apa = S™ 1 a'p>a. Note further the time per trip is the quotient of
trip length mj and speed tf; that is, where pi = mi/tii for i = a, w, b, for
any particular trip purpose (i.e., with superscripts suppressed for sim-
plicity).5

The solution to the choice problem is summarized by the trip demand
functions a(pa, pw> pfa,y), w (pa, pw, pb,y) andb(pa, pw, pb,y). These func-
tions have many useful properties, but their practical value for the prob-
lem at hand is that for any given set of travel preferences, they transpar-
ently relate changes in trip costs to the number of trips desired, by trip
purpose. For example, they can be used to estimate the impact of an ur-
ban design change that lowered the time (or other cost) of a trip by foot
on the number of trips by foot, the number of trips by car, and the num-
ber of transit trips—for each trip purpose. This information could thus
be used to calculate how vehicle miles traveled (VMT) respond to in-
creased pedestrian, transit, or auto access due to a change in street pat-
terns. Estimable forms of these demand functions for empirical applica-
tion to specific data may be obtained by specifying a particular form for
[/(e.g., Small, 1992).

However, the basic theoretical implications of the behavioral model
can be explored without data. At least one potential inconsistency re-
garding the transportation benefits of alternative land-use patterns at the
margin is internal to the design principles. To show this most clearly, this
chapter is restricted to deriving some basic implications of the behavioral
model via the method of comparative statics.6

In the context of the model presented above, how can the pivotal fea-
tures of the new plans be represented? Rather than attempt a compre-
hensive review, the analysis is restricted to the three most common de-
sign elements with assumed transportation benefits: a gridlike street
pattern intended to reduce the distance between local trip origins and
destinations, "traffic-calming" measures intended to slow cars down,
and integrated land uses at higher densities intended to combine more
trip destinations at single locations.

The role of the grid in these plans is multifaceted, ranging from in-
creasing the "legibility" of the neighborhood to improving the connec-
tion of people and places. Among the ideas that have been reborn in the
New Urbanism, the renewed popularity of the grid is both the most fre-
quently mentioned by traffic analysts and perhaps the most compatible
with modern street and subdivision codes. For transportation purposes,
its major function seems to shorten local trips.

The relationship between the time required for each trip in each mode
and land use is assumed to be captured by way of a "grid shift" parame-
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ter -y, where an increase in 7 (more gridlike design) decreases trip lengths.
That is, the derivative dmf/dy < 0 for i = a, w, b. Notice this parameter
could represent the effect of any land-use change that made a trip shorter.
It is also compatible with a specification assuming that transit or pedes-
trian trips are shortened more than are car trips, where dma/dy >
dmw/dy, or other possibilities.

Traffic calming refers to the narrowing of streets and intersections, and
other means as well, that slow cars down (e.g., Untermann, 1984; Ben-
Joseph, 1997a, 1997b). We model this effect with a "calming" parameter
X, where an increase in x slows car speeds down; that is, dta/dx < 0.
Finally, mixing, combining, and intensifying the density of land uses to
make any one trip potentially serve more than one purpose might affect
trip demand in at least two ways: It can essentially increase the con-
sumption associated with a trip directly and it can also lower the cost of
any "chained" trip. Defining an increase in the shift parameter (ji to sym-
bolize an increase in land-use mixing or more intense use of a destina-
tion site, the former effect can be represented by da/3(ji < 0 and the lat-
ter by dp^d^ < 0, again for i = a, w, b. More intensive use can also
increase congestion, such that dta/d\L < 0.

The Generic Impacts of Design Features on Travel

With these design features so denned, we can investigate their individ-
ual and collective theoretical impacts on travel behavior via comparative
statics, as in the discussion below.

The Circulation Pattern

We want to examine how travel behavior is, in theory, influenced by the
street circulation plan. Our approach is to see how things change in the
model set up above when the circulation pattern is changed in a way that
shortens trips. Or, in our notation, what happens to VMT when 7 rises?

Note first that total VMT for all car trips is ama = ^^a'm^. Hence, an
approximate measure of the effect on VMT for one particular purpose
due to a move toward a grid street pattern is simply c/VMT/cry, where

(This approach treats trips as approximately continuous. But of course
they are not, and the modifications necessary to account for the discrete
nature of the trip decision are described in Ben-Akiva and Lerman
[1985], Train [1986], and Small, [1992].) Equation (1) succinctly summa-
rizes the automobile travel behavior of an individual benefiting from a
more gridlike street network that in turn leads to shorter trips. The first
term on the right side of equation (1) measures the effect of shorter trips
for the number of car trips prior to the street network change. It enters
equation (1) negatively by assumption, and summarizes the results of the
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studies that have held trip frequency fixed. The second term on the right
side of equation (1) is the induced effect on the number of car trips. Do
we expect trips to increase or fall?

To see this, note that the number of car trips responds to a small change
in trip length according to the total derivative

The first term on the right side is the change in the desired number of car
trips induced by the time savings per trip. This is likely positive, as can
be seen from the Slutksy decomposition for da/dpa, which breaks down
the price change impact into two parts: the impact due to a change in rel-
ative prices, and the impact due to a change in overall costs:

where dac/dpa = 3a(pa, pw, U)/dpa < 0 is the change in demand due to
the change in relative prices (the "compensated" effect) and da/dy is the
impact of having time freed up by the shorter trips. If automobile trips
are a normal good (i.e., the demand for auto trips increases with re-
sources), then da/dy > 0 and da/dpa must be negative.

Thus, the demand curve for automobile trips is typically downward
sloping, as expected, and the first term in equation (2) is positive: All
things considered as the time per trip falls, due in this case to a shorter
trip, people will tend to want to take more trips.

The number of car trips can fall with a decrease in trip length, how-
ever, if the sum of the second and third terms in equation (2) is suffi-
ciently negative. These represent the cross-price or substitution effects
of shorter walking and transit trips on car trips. As walking trip lengths
fall, owing to a better system of walkways, more direct street patterns,
and so on, we might expect people to substitute walking trips for car
trips. Indeed, pedestrian trips are more influenced by trip length (and
purpose) than by trip time, especially when compared to motorized
transport. Evidence that walking trips fall off dramatically after trip dis-
tance of a half-mile (e.g., Untermann, 1984) suggests that the second term
in (2) is highly elastic near that figure, and zero for longer distances.
Shorter transit trips have a less clear effect, again depending on the trip
purpose and other particulars not explicitly modeled here — though the
time of the trip is probably a more important single indicator than the
trip length.

Hence, if automobile trips are a normal good, then da/dmw is negative
and the sign of equation (2) is indeterminate. If the new street network is
such that people tend to substitute walking or transit for car trips com-
pared to an alternative plan, and the demand for car trips is relatively in-
sensitive to the length of the trip, the number of car trips can fall. But if
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these conditions are not met, car trips can rise. Whether VMT rises or
falls is a separate matter. VMT is the product of the number of trips and
their length. If trip lengths fall, as implied by a move to a grid, (2) shows
that the number of trips could rise—especially where few transit or walk-
ing trips are substituted for car trips and if car trips are sensitive to their
length. If the number of car trips rises enough, then VMT could rise as
well.

To see this, look at how VMT for a given trip purpose changes with an
increase in the grid parameter:

where e < 0 is the own-price elasticity of demand for trips by car. A
sufficient condition for the right side of equation (3) to be negative, and
hence for VMT to be lower in more gridlike neighborhoods, is that trip
demand be price inelastic (i.e., e > — 1) and the cross-price elastici-
ties be negative. In that case, the number of desired car trips does not in-
crease enough to offset the shorter trip distances, and total travel falls.
(This is more likely the slower the trip.) If the price elasticity of trip de-
mand is elastic and the cross-price elasticities are sufficiently small,
however, VMT will rise.7

More simply, a move to a grid shortens trip lengths for all modes. The
demand for trips in each mode will then likely rise. In part, however, this
depends on how well one mode substitutes for another for a given trip
purpose and how the resulting trip lengths suggest for the feasibility of
either walking or transit. Even with more car trips, VMT may fall—or it
may rise.

Traffic Calming

The remaining results can be obtained with much less work. The effect
of slowing car speeds can be assumed unambiguously to lower the de-
mand for car trips. That is, da/d\ < 0 and VMT must fall:

While this feature is an important part of many new plans (e.g., Seaside,
Florida), it is also among the most difficult to put into practice. Lower ca-
pacity streets and narrower intersections conflict with most transporta-
tion and subdivision trends and standards (see, e.g., Reps, 1965; Kaplan,
1990; Bookout, 1992a; Southworth and Ben-Joseph, 1997; Ben-Joseph,
1997a, 1997b).
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Mixed and Intensified Uses

These design elements refer to practices that try to encourage residents
to accomplish more with each trip, perhaps by bundling more trip des-
tinations at a given node, apart from reducing trip lengths or slowing traf-
fic. Many mixed-use strategies effectively do all three, but in this section
we want to isolate the impacts of these plans that are different from those
discussed above. Afterward we will consider their cumulative effect.

As discussed above, mixing and intensifying uses has two clear con-
sequences for the travel environment: It essentially increases the poten-
tial yield of any one trip, and it reduces the effective cost of additional
trips. In the first view, a given trip can accomplish more. Therefore, you
do not need to travel as often to obtain a given set of goods. An increase
in the mixed-use parameter thus reduces the demand for car trips: da/d^
< 0. In the second view, the marginal cost of all trips beyond the first are
lower if they can be "piggy-backed" onto the first. This effect on car trip
demand is positive: (da/dpa)(dpa/d\i.) > 0. These two effects overlap
somewhat, but both seem to capture part of what would happen, and the
net influence is again indeterminate, as

A third potential effect is that higher densities could increase conges-
tion, thus increasing trip times. Wachs (1993a, 1993b), for example, has
pointed out that while the per-capita VMT is lower in such densely de-
veloped and populated places as New York, Hong Kong, and Singapore,
congestion is climbing and VMT per square mile is very high. Congestion
in turn might depress the demand for car trips relative to walking and
transit, depending on how well transit fared with the new densities.

One could argue that the first factor dominates the second; that is, since
a given quantity of goods can be obtained with fewer trips, the stimula-
tive impact of the lower cost of chained trips is only secondary. That
seems likely in many situations, but it is not axiomatic. The impact of
the third potential effect is impossible to generalize without more struc-
ture and detail, but congestion may well reduce the number of car trips
demanded. Again, the net effect on trip frequency and mode choice is
uncertain. The effect on VMT is also unclear, in part because there is the
added possibility that walking trips would substitute for car trips—but
this seems unlikely for most trip purposes, especially where goods are to
be carried back home.

Table 4.1 summarizes these individual results. A move toward a street
grid increases the number of car trips demanded, with an uncertain net
affect on VMT. Traffic-calming measures reduce car trips and VMT.
Mixing and intensifying uses probably reduces trip demand and thus
VMT, but it may not, depending on the manner in which it is imple-
mented, the congestion induced, and the purpose of the trips. Table 4.1
also lists the effects of each element on automobile mode split, and the
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Table 4.1: Qualitative Effects of Different Neighborhood Design Features
on Car Travel

Design Element

Traffic Measure

Car trips

VMT

Car mode split

Grid Traffic Calming
(shorter trips) (slower trips)

Increase Decrease

Increase Decrease
or decrease
(depends on
sensitivity to
trip length
by trips of
each mode)

Increase Decrease
or decrease

Mixing Uses and
Land-Use
Intensification

Increase
or decrease
(depends on
trip purpose
and length,
and induced
congestion)

Increase
or decrease

Increase
or decrease

All Three

Increase
or decrease
(depends on
relative mix
of elements)

Increase
or decrease

Increase
or decrease

cumulative effects of all three features on each behavior: While the de-
tails of any one plan would provide a more precise outcome, in general
a combination of these features may either increase or decrease both au-
tomobile trips and VMT.

However well intentioned, land-use changes intended to reduce car
traffic can actually cause problems when naively applied. A second pur-
pose of this chapter is to suggest how such problems can be avoided. The
next section shows how the behavioral framework can be used as the ba-
sis for comparing the impacts of different plan elements on traffic and
pedestrian travel in practice. By way of example, chapter 5 then applies
this approach to actual data.

Issues for Applied Empirical Work

The framework in the preceding sections illuminates several issues im-
portant for empirical research. Each is discussed below.

Urban Design Influences the Cost of Travel

This is the fundamental insight of the behavioral framework. Those ur-
ban design strategies aimed at changing either the time cost of traveling
on different modes, the "psychic" cost of travel, or both, can be analyzed
within a consumer demand framework much as one would analyze price
changes for other goods.
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While this idea is straightforward and provides a ready link to a large
literature on how consumption changes with prices, the architects and
planners popularizing the new urban designs have rarely spoken in these
terms. Street grids, mixed land uses, and inviting pedestrian neighbor-
hoods all are intended to change either the time cost of traveling (e.g., by
placing origins and destinations in more direct proximity) or the relative
cost across modes (e.g., by slowing auto travel and facilitating nonauto-
mobile alternatives). Similarly, the more aesthetically oriented design el-
ements, such as plazas and streetscapes, are intended to alter what we
will call the relative "psychic" cost of travel on different modes, for ex-
ample, by making walking trips more pleasing.

Urban Design and Nonwork Travel

Many of the new urban designs are implicitly and sometimes explicitly
aimed at influencing nonwork travel. The goal is often to cluster shop-
ping, entertainment, or other nonwork destinations closer to residences,
and to encourage people to walk or use transit to get to those destina-
tions. While work trips are also mentioned (most notably in transit-ori-
ented development plans proposing to facilitate transit commuting), the
more discretionary nonwork trips play a prominent role in the trans-
portation plans of modern-day urban designers.

At an intuitive level, this focus on nonwork travel is appropriate.
Persons have more discretion over nonwork travel, and so might pre-
sumably be influenced more by the proposed land-use and urban design
changes.8 Furthermore, close to 80 percent of all urban trips are for pur-
poses other than commuting to work, so there is much to be said for in-
creasing the focus on nonwork travel (NPTS, 1993). Yet an emphasis on
nonwork travel brings with it the disadvantage that we know very little
about the determinants of nonwork travel behavior.

Transportation demand models are still based on the four-step method,
a model of commuting flows, developed in the 1950s and 1960s (see
chapter 1). The behavioral framework of the model is quite weak, even
for the work trip that it purports to predict, but it worked tolerably well
when restricted to commuting behavior. The assumptions and perfor-
mance of the four-step model break down severely, however, when ap-
plied to nonwork travel.

Transportation engineers and economists have for years been trying to
develop alternatives to the four-step model of travel demand estimation.
This includes attempts to develop travel demand models with a solid be-
havioral foundation that can predict both commuting and nonwork
travel. The complexity of that task has proven enormous. While progress
has been made, there is still no commonly accepted model that reliably
predicts nonwork travel with data and computing requirements modest
enough to allow the technique to move out of a research environment.
The implication is that the designers and planners who propose linking
urban form and transportation policy have, possibly unwittingly, bumped
into one of the frontier topics of travel behavior research. Thus, thinking
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about nonwork travel and urban design is at least as much a research
agenda as it is a policy program.

The Complex Choices That Influence
Nonwork Travel

If urban design can influence the price of travel, so can many other
things. Importantly, travelers themselves can influence the cost of trips
through decisions about where to live, where to travel, and when (e.g.,
what time of day) to travel. This makes travel demand more complicated
than many other types of consumer behavior.

Transportation economists have long tried to deal with that complex-
ity by incorporating a range of choices within their models. The discrete
choice models pioneered by McFadden and others (McFadden, 1974;
Domencich and McFadden, 1975) model travel demand as the outcome
of a several linked choices, potentially including choices about when to
travel, how to travel (i.e., by which mode), and where to travel. Activity
models have a similar motivation, although they use different modeling
techniques (e.g., Kitamura and Recker, 1985; McNally, 1997). As men-
tioned above, this approach is complex and has not yet produced a model
that can be implemented by practicing planners and engineers.

Our approach attempts to strike a balance between the complexity of
activity-based and discrete-choice frameworks and the limited behav-
ioral foundations of the traditional four-step model. We strike that bal-
ance in the following way. First, we base our empirical tests on the be-
havioral framework described above, thereby placing our work squarely
in the realm of theories of consumer behavior. Second, we focus on em-
pirical tests of hypotheses, rather than on predicting nonwork travel pat-
terns. This simplifies our task. Our goal is not to reliably predict nonwork
travel flows. Instead, we propose the more modest goal of reliably test-
ing whether there is a link between nonwork travel and urban design.9

Third, while not incorporating all possible traveler choices into the
model (that, we believe, would swamp us with unnecessary complexity),
we incorporate the most important choice margins into our empirical
analysis. That gives our analysis more credibility and suggests how fu-
ture research might similarly incorporate other choices into more com-
plex empirical models.

Trip Generation and Mode Split

The theoretical model in the Behavioral Framework section above con-
founds the choice of the number of trips and the mode of travel. In terms
of the four-step model, this confounds trip generation and mode choice.
For simplicity, we separate the trip generation and mode choice compo-
nents of the framework in the empirical implementation.

Land Use Near Origins and Destinations

Land use near both origins and destinations of trips can potentially in-
fluence travel behavior. For several trips linked together in a tour (called
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"trip chaining"), land use throughout the travel route can be important.
This has been recognized in the recent design literature (e.g., Bernick and
Cervero, 1997), but most data sources are limited in their geographic de-
tail. The travel diary data used in chapter 5, like most such data, have no
information on the exact location of nonwork trip destinations. For that
reason, we focus on land-use patterns near travelers' residences. While
this is a necessary simplification given our data restrictions, land use
near residences is prominently mentioned in the new urban design lit-
erature and is an appropriate place to begin an empirical evaluation.

The Importance of Geographic Scale

The ideas associated with the new urban designs are typically at a neigh-
borhood scale. This is due in part to the emphasis on pedestrian travel,
and in part to a concern for neighborhood character and sense of place
in this emerging literature. Because of the fine geographic detail empha-
sized in the new urban designs, most recent research on travel behavior
and design has measured land-use characteristics for census tracts or
similarly small geographic areas.10 Yet census tracts are often much
smaller than the distance of nonwork trips. Tracts can be only two to
three miles across at their widest point in urban areas. Many nonwork
trips, especially for the data used in chapter 5, are longer.11

For nonwork trips that extend over several miles, land use immedi-
ately near any one location (e.g., a trip origin) might be an incomplete de-
scription of the land-use characteristics that influence travel. This is re-
lated to the need to identify land-use characteristics near both trip origins
and destinations. If one can only measure land use near a person's resi-
dence (as is often the case), measuring that land use for increasingly
larger areas can potentially capture information on land use near some
nonwork trip origins. Yet larger geographic areas also obscure the land-
use character in the immediate neighborhood of residence. Overall, dif-
ferent levels of geographic detail should be tested in empirical research.
With the exception of Handy's (1993) explicit test of the importance of
geographic detail in linking land use and travel, this idea has been al-
most completely overlooked in the recent literature.

The next section addresses many of these issues.

An Empirical Strategy

Our basic approach, informed by the ideas above, is to regress trip be-
havior variables on variables that include measures of land use. The regres-
sions are derived from the model presented in the Behavioral Framework
section of this chapter. The dependent variable for the regressions mea-
sures the number of nonwork automobile trips (trip generation).

The data come from two travel diaries for southern California. One sur-
veyed persons in Orange County and nearby parts of greater Los Angeles
(hereafter called the Orange County/Los Angeles data), and the other di-
ary is from San Diego.
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Travel diaries ask respondents to keep a log of all trips made during a
particular time period—usually one or two days. Trips are classified ac-
cording to purpose (e.g., work, work related, shopping, entertainment,
education), allowing us to identify nonwork trips. Unlike many trans-
portation demand models, including those based on the four-step
method, travel diary data are available at the individual level. The abil-
ity to deal with individual rather than aggregated data allows us to link
the empirical model more closely to the individual behavioral frame-
work described above.

The regression model of travel behavior includes three classes of in-
dependent variables. First, we include the price of travel and the income
level of the individual or household, analogously to other consumer de-
mand models. Second, we include several sociodemographic variables
that are known from prior research to influence driving behavior, pre-
sumably via their influence on preferences, such as gender, education
levels, and age and number of persons in the household (Vickerman,
1972). Third, we include measures of land-use and urban design charac-
teristics near the residences of the individual travel diary respondents.

The model above yields travel demand functions for three different
modes—automobile, walking, and transit—as a function of the price of
travel on each mode and individual income. The travel demand func-
tions, the number of trips that an individual wants to take on each mode
at each price, are

where, as before, a, w, and b are the number of automobile, walking, and
transit trips respectively; pa, pw, and pb are the trip prices on those
modes; and y measures the resources available for travel.

As discussed above, travel is a derived demand based on the demand
for activities and goods that require travel. Yet a fully operational derived
demand model for travel behavior is more complex than is necessary to
get insights into the research questions examined here. The behavioral
framework described above is a simplification that allows us to represent
travel within the framework of consumer demand theory without re-
quiring that we model the complicated details of individual demand for
the various goods and activities that require travel.

We further simplify the framework in equations (4) by focusing on only
one mode of travel at a time. This yields trip generation functions for
each mode. To be consistent with the recent literature's emphasis on re-
ducing automobile travel, we focus on nonwork automobile trips:

where
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a = the number of nonwork automobile trips taken by an individual,

p = the vector of relative time costs (or prices) of a nonwork auto-
mobile trip (note that we use only the scalar form p hereafter),

y = individual travel budget, and

S = a vector of sociodemographic shift (or taste) variables.

The trip generation model in equation (5) is consistent with our data for
southern California, where most travel is by private automobile.12 For ur-
ban areas with a greater diversity of travel options, travel on other modes
should be examined in more detail.

In general, travel expenses include both money and time. However, our
samples are limited to private automobile users who are faced with sim-
ilar money costs.13 Hence, the model is simplified to consider only the
time cost of travel. The time cost of travel varies across individuals de-
pending on their respective values of time. Differences in individual time
value are captured by income and other sociodemographic characteris-
tics. As suggested by Kitamura, Mokhtaria, and Laidet (1997), income
squared (y2) can help control for both the extent to which nonwork trip-
making is a normal good and the extent to which time spent driving is
more valuable (and thus more costly) for persons with higher income.14

The time cost is a generalized time cost from the person's residence to
all possible nonwork destinations. Thus, the variable p measures acces-
sibility, which can be influenced by densities, street grid orientation, the
mix of commercial and residential uses, and other land-use characteris-
tics. This is shown by

where L is a vector of land use characteristics to be denned below.
At this point, there are three possible choices in modeling technique:

Model 1:
Price Variation Completely Determined by Observable
Land-Use Characteristics

If the differences in time costs of nonwork trips can be completely ex-
plained by differences in land-use patterns, equation (6) can be substi-
tuted into equation (5) to yield

The model in equation (7) is a reduced form reflecting the assumption
that differences in the time cost of travel are due to differences in land
huse and urban design at different locations. The advantage of the model
in equation (7) is that the time cost of travel is potentially endogenous in
a trip generation regression (because, e.g., persons choose residential lo-
cations or departure times for reasons that are correlated with their de-
sired travel behavior), but land-use and urban design characteristics are
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more plausibly exogenous to individual travel behavior.15 The disad-
vantage of this model is that if land use and design are measured in-
completely, there might be differences in the time cost of travel even af-
ter the land-use variables are introduced into a trip generation regression.
This suggests the next model.

Model 2:
Include Both Price and Land Use Variables
in the Trip Generation Regression

Perhaps, however, price effects are not completely captured by land-use
variables. This is more likely the more mixed the travel patterns, the
higher the number of employment centers and other major travel desti-
nations in the region, and the more diverse the commute and nonwork
travel options, among other things. Particularly in large metropolitan ar-
eas, as studied here, it seems improbable that land uses and urban design
completely reflect the costs of each trip taken.

Both the price variable and the land-use variables can be used in a re-
gression equation, as shown by

The time-cost variable can be broken down into two components: trip
distance and trip speed. These variables can be more easily linked to pol-
icy:

where m and t denote the median nonwork trip length and speed for each
travel diary respondent. Median, rather than mean, trip lengths and
speeds were used to reduce the influence of extreme patterns.

While the model in equation (9) controls for price variation beyond
what can be measured with the L variables, trip distances and speeds are
potentially endogenous. Without being able to treat median distance and
speed as endogenous variables (due to data limitations), we report results
from both model 1 and model 2 here, to demonstrate that the effect of the
land-use variables does not vary much across the two specifications.16

Model 3:
A Two-Step Procedure

The possibility that trip costs may be at least partly up to the individual
traveler could introduce a form of simultaneity bias in our statistical re-
sults if not properly accounted for. Our response to this threat is a two-
step procedure that can be implemented by first regressing the price vari-
ables (each individual's median nonwork trip distance and median
nonwork trip speed) on land-use characteristics near that person's resi-
dence, as suggested by equation (6) and shown by
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The predicted distances and speeds from that regression will, by con-
struction, be uncorrelated with other determinants of trip prices. Those
predicted values can then be used in the trip generation equation shown
in equation (5), to yield

where m and fare the predicted median nonwork trip distance and speed
from the first stage regression in equation (10).

Equation (11) is a reduced form that includes the effect of land use on
trip prices (through the effect on median trip distance and median speed)
and the effect of prices on trip generation. The disadvantage of this model
is that it obscures the relationship between land use and trip generation,
since land-use variables do not appear in equation (11). Because that
complicates the interpretation, the results of model 3 might not, by them-
selves, be useful for policy analysis. Yet model 3, when combined with
the results of models 1 and 2, provides a more detailed understanding of
how land use and design influence the components of trip prices (costs)
and thus travel behavior.

Summary

The theory and empirical models developed in this chapter are general
and can be applied to data from most any urban area. In chapter 5 we il-
lustrate this point by fitting the empirical models on two data sets from
southern California. Of course, the policy questions are most interesting
in cities that have emphasized new urban design practices or that have
a variety of land-use patterns and neighborhood types. On that count,
many locales other than southern California might be logical tests for the
empirical framework.

Yet several points make a test using southern California data interest-
ing. First, southern California is not the homogeneous, auto-dominated
landscape that many assume. There is diversity in neighborhood types
throughout the region. Second, the new urban designs have often been
proposed in rapidly growing urban areas such as southern California,
and recent evidence suggests that those designs have had much impact
on planning thought in Los Angeles, Orange County, and San Diego
(Reckhard, 1998). Third, and most important, the empirical examples in
chapter 5 are intended to illustrate and test the behavioral framework de-
veloped in this chapter, and to provide examples of how similar analy-
ses can be conducted for other urban areas.
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The theory and empirical models developed in chapter 4 are general and can be

applied to data from any urban area. In this chapter we illustrate that point by fitting

the empirical models on two data sets from southern California. Following a

discussion of land-use variable measurement issues and estimation procedures,

we show the statistical results to be sensitive to the form of the empirical strategy.

We find that, first, land use and design proposals, if they influence travel behavior,

do so by changing the price of travel. Second, such impacts become evident in our

data only when the endogeneity of residential location choice and issues of

geographic scale are incorporated into the regression model.



An Empirical Study of
Travel Behavior

Overview and Data

The empirical strategy described here involves matching travel diary
data to land-use characteristics for two different southern California re-
gions.1 The first data set is from Orange County and nearby parts of sub-
urban Los Angeles, and the other data are from San Diego. Each data set
poses somewhat different opportunities and challenges in measuring the
factors of interest, so we describe these in turn.

Orange County/Los Angeles Data

The Orange County/Los Angeles travel diary data set includes data for
769 southern California residents. These were obtained from a 1993 sur-
vey administered as part of the Panel Study of Southern California
Commuters.2 Because that survey includes each respondent's street ad-
dress, we were able to match the travel diary data to land-use variables
from the 1990 census and from the Southern California Association of
Governments (for the years 1990 and 1994).

The travel diary covered a two-day period, and respondents were pre-
assigned days, so trip making on all days of the week is represented in the
data. Individual respondents were first contacted through their employer,
and then for follow-up waves the same persons were contacted at home.
The sample is employer based, and consequently the respondents are not
a random sample of southern California residents. About half of the
respondents worked at the Irvine Business Complex, a large, diversified
employment center near the Orange County Airport, and the other half
worked elsewhere throughout the Los Angeles metropolitan area.

The descriptive statistics shown in table 5.1 illustrate how the survey
oversampled Whites, highly educated persons, and persons with high in-
come. This suggests some caution is warranted in interpreting beyond
these individuals. Yet restricting attention to an educated, upper-middle-
income, largely suburban population still provides interesting informa-
tion, because many of the new urban designs are intended for low-
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density, suburban environments with demographics similar to those in
this sample.

The dependent variable for the model is the number of nonwork auto-
mobile trips made by an individual during the two-day travel diary pe-
riod.3 The sociodemographic variables in the model [the vector S in
equation (5) from chapter 4] are

• FEMALE: a dummy variable equal to one if the respondent is fe-
male;

• AGE: the age of the respondent;
• NONWHITE: a dummy variable that equals one if the respondent

is Black, Hispanic, or Asian;
• a dummy variable that equals one if the respondent did not grad-

uate from high school;
• a dummy variable that equals one if the respondent is a college

graduate;
• the number of children under age 16 in the household;
• the number of cars per licensed drivers in the household;
• the number of workers in the household;

Table 5.1: Summary of Selected Demographic Variables
for Orange County/Los Angeles Data

Variables Frequency % Share

Gender
Male
Female

Race
White
Non-white

Education
Did not graduate from high school
High school graduate
Some college
Four-year college degree
Some graduate study

Household income
Less than $15,000
$15,000-$24,999
$25,000-$34,999
$35,000-$44,999
$45,000-$54,999
$55,000-$64,999
$65,000-$74,999
$75,000-$84,999
$85,000-$94,999
$95,000-$! 19,999
$120,000-$1 49,999
$150,000 and over

377
364

510
73

10
93

234
188
234

8
20
47
74

100
64
79
87
73
82
57
38

50.9
49.1

86.9
13.1

1.3
12.2
30.7
24.6
30.7

0.5
1.1
2.7
6.4

10.1
8.7

10.8
11.9
10.0
11.2
7.8
4.2
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• a dummy variable equal to one if the respondent's commute is
longer than the sample median (which is thirteen miles);

• a dummy variable equal to one if the respondent completed the
travel diary during a two-day period that contained at least one
work day; and

• an interaction term for the long-commute and work-day dummy
variables.4

Many of these variables have been included in previous studies of the
determinants of individual travel behavior (e.g., Vickerman, 1972).

In measuring the land-use variables, the researcher must decide how
to operationalize the multifaceted ideas associated with the new urban
designs. Most past empirical work on urban design and travel has mea-
sured density, land-use mix, and street geometry (see, e.g., Cervero and
Kockelman, 1997, for a discussion). The following variables were used
to measure those three characteristics:

• POPDEN: population density, in 1990.
• %GRID: the percentage of the street grid within a quarter-mile ra-

dius of the person's residence characterized by four-way inter-
sections.5

• RETDEN: retail employment divided by land area. This is in-
tended to proxy for the land-use mix (and especially for com-
mercial land uses) near each person's residence.

• SERVDEN: service employment divided by land area. This is also
used, in conjunction with RETDEN, to proxy for the land-use mix
of neighborhoods.

The models in this chapter used two levels of geographic detail for
three of the four land-use variables in the Orange County/Los Angeles
model. Consistent with previous studies, we first measured all variables
at the level most closely corresponding to the neighborhood. For POP-
DEN, data were available at the census block group level. For RETDEN
and SERVDEN, data for census tracts were used because block group data
were not available. The POPDEN, RETDEN, and SERVDEN data for block
groups and tracts are for the year 1990. For %GRID, we measured the
street geometry within a quarter mile of each person's residence, based
on 1994 census TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding
and Referencing) files.

Many of the nonwork trips in our sample were long enough that they
did not start and end in the same census block group or tract, so we also
used a broader scale of geography that involved measuring POPDEN,
RETDEN, and SERVDEN for the ZIP codes containing each respondent's
residence.6 Because of the time needed to construct the street geometry
variable, %GRID was not measured at any level other than a quarter-mile
circle centered on each person's residence.

Chapter 4 concluded that the expected sign for each of the land-use
variables is ambiguous, emphasizing the need for an empirical analysis
of this topic. Population density, measured by POPDEN, might proxy for
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closer origins and destinations, which decreases the cost of trips and thus
might encourage more trip making. Yet population density might also
proxy for congestion, which increases the cost of trips and can discour-
age travel. If street geometry lowers travel costs by creating more direct
routes, the expected sign on %GRID is positive. If, on the other hand,
street geometry proxies for narrow streets or other factors that slow au-
tomobile travel speeds, there can be a negative relationship between
%GRID and the number of nonwork car trips.

If land-use mixing (measured by RETDEN and SERVDEN) reduces the
cost of trips by placing them closer to origins, it might induce more driv-
ing. Yet if mixed land uses place nonwork destinations close enough to
residences to facilitate walking (or other alternatives to driving), or if
mixed land uses are correlated with characteristics that slow automobile
travel speeds, land use mixing can reduce the number of car trips even
when the total number of trips for all modes increases.

San Diego Data

The travel data for San Diego are from the 1986 Travel Behavior Surveys
developed jointly by the San Diego Association of Governments and the
California Department of Transportation (SANDAG, 1987b). The sample
was obtained using a random telephone number "plus one" method, said
to eliminate biases against households that have unlisted numbers and
households that have recently moved. Participants answered the socioe-
conomic questions over the telephone. Subsequently, the travel diary
was sent to their home address and the information was collected for
their travel characteristics on the designated travel day for that house-
hold. In total 2,754 households participated, yielding data for 7,469 per-
sons and 32,648 trips.

For this analysis, the data are restricted to those households where a
successful address match was obtained based on the household's phone
number (Drummond, 1995, discusses this procedure). The resulting sam-
ple yielded 4,199 home-based nonwork trips, summarized in table 5.2
and illustrated by location in the map of San Diego County in figure 5.1.
Note that by far the two most common mode choices were automobile
and walking, with the latter at about 9 percent. Only about 3 percent of
nonwork trips were by transit in this sample.

The dependent variable for the trip generation models described in the
following sections is the number of nonwork automobile trips taken by

Table 5.2: Sample Mode Distribution
for San Diego Data

Mode Number of Trips % of Trips

Auto
Walk
Other

Total

3,609
369
221

4,199

85.95
8.79
5.26

100.0
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Figure 5.1. Location of sample households in San Diego County.

all individuals in the household during the day covered by the travel di-
ary. Because the San Diego residents were asked to describe household
travel, it was not possible to isolate individual travel as with the Orange
County/Los Angeles data.

The San Diego respondents were asked to specify their income ac-
cording to categories.7 The two income variables included in the model
are a dummy variable equal to one if the household had income less than
$20,000 per year and a dummy variable equal to one if household income
was between $20,000 and $40,000 per year. The sociodemographic (or
taste) variables in the San Diego model are

• the mean age of household members;
• the number of children under age 16 in the household;
• HHSZ, household size;
• TENURE, housing tenure ( = 1 if owner occupied); and
• SFR, type of housing unit ( = 1 if a detached single-family

dwelling).

The land use variables for San Diego are8

• Street network variables, GRID and MIXED: The variables de-
scribing the street network of the neighborhood are based on a vi-
sual inspection of the network within a half-mile of the house-
hold, using Geographic Information System software. The network
was judged to be either a "connected street" network (GRID = 1),
a "cul-de-sac" network (the omitted category in the regressions),
or a mixture of the two (MIXED = 1). An example of an observa-
tion in a "connected" neighborhood is given in figure 5.2, while
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Figure 5.2. Example of a Connected Neighborhood.

the distribution of the sample trips by street pattern is summa-
rized in tables 5.2 and 5.3. As table 5.3 illustrates, the great ma-
jority of trips were by car, and most originated in cul-de-sac neigh-
borhoods, though some walking trips and many connected areas
are also represented.

Table 5.3: Trip Characteristics by Residential Street Configuration at Trip
Origin (San Diego data)

Street Pattern

Grid
Cul-de-sac
Mixed

Total

Duration
(in minutes)

14.88
14.59
13.10
14.09

Distance
(in miles)

4.71
5.72
4.55
5.13

Speed
(miles per

hour)

17.06
22.96
20.19
21.02

Number of
Trips

664
2,010
1,525
4,199

Percentage
of Trips

15.8
47.9
36.3

100.0
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• Land-use mix variables, %RESID, %COMM, and %VACANT: The
land-use mix variables are the proportion of land in the house-
hold's census tract in residential use (%RESID), commercial use
(%COMM), or vacant (%VACANT). The land-use mix data were
available by census tract for San Diego County for 1986 (SANDAG,
1987a, 1987c). These data were obtained by aerial photography
and site visits and thus represent actual land use rather than func-
tional representations based strictly on political or zoning deci-
sions.9

• Proxies for density and neighborhood character, D_CBD and
D_CBD2: We included the distance of the trip origin from the cen-
tral business district (D_CBD) as well as that same distance
squared (D_CBD2) to account for nonlinearity in the effect of dis-
tance. The distance variables are meant to proxy for neighbor-
hood age and density, assuming that newer and more suburban
neighborhoods are more distant from the central business district
(CBD). (In this case, the distance from the CBD is measured from
the intersection of 4th Avenue and B Street in downtown San
Diego, per the practice of the California Department of Transpor-
tation).

• Street network density, HEAVY: The remaining street network
variable identifies dense street patterns (HEAVY = 1). This vari-
able was measured by visual inspection of street maps within a
quarter mile of each respondent's residence tract.

The hypothesized signs of the land-use variables for San Diego, like
those for Orange County/Los Angeles, are generally ambiguous. The
street network variables can proxy either for more direct access (lower
trip cost) or for slower travel speeds. A similar point applies to the land-
use variables. If the distance variables proxy density, then the effect is
theoretically ambiguous. Similarly, heavy street densities might be asso-
ciated either with more direct travel routes (lower trip costs) or with nar-
rower and more heavily traveled streets, which can be associated with
slower trip speeds.

Base Models

The results of fitting the regression models from chapter 4 on the Orange
County/Los Angeles data are shown in table 5.4. In column A, we only
include the sociodemographic control variables from the model in equa-
tion (7) of chapter 4 (the model with only land-use and sociodemo-
graphic control variables). Note that the sociodemographic variables gen-
erally perform as expected. Based on column A, women make more
nonwork automobile trips, older persons make fewer nonwork car trips,
nonwork auto trips increase with income (at the 10 percent two-tailed
significance level), persons with more children in the household take
more nonwork car trips, and nonwork trip making increases with the
number of workers in the household (at the 10 percent two-tailed signif-
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Table 5.4: Ordered Probit Regressions for Number of Nonwork Automobile Trips (Orange County/Los Angeles data)

Column A:
Demographics Only

Independent Variables

Trip time-cost variables
Median nonwork car trip speed
Median nonwork car trip distance

Land-use variables
%GRID
POPDEN (1 ,000 persons/sq mile)
RETDEN (1,000 retail jobs/sq mile)
SERVDEN (1 ,000 service jobs/sq mile)

Income variables
Household income ($1 ,000s)
Household income squared

Sociodemographic variables and controls
Female
Age
Non-White
No high school
College
Number of children <16 years
Cars per drivers in household
Number of workers in household
Long commute
Work day
(Long commute) * (Work day)

N
log(L)

Coefficient

0.0117
-0.0001

0.2979*
-0.0107*
-0.1096
-0.6369

0.1018
0.1980*
0.1003
0.1228
0.0211

-0.2744
-0.1075

463
-1027.91

Z statistic

1.89
-1.60

2.95
-2.32
-0.75
-1.07

0.97
3.06
0.84
1.92
0.11

-1.59
-0.48

Column B:
Block Group/Tract

Land-Use Variables

Coefficient

0.0024
-0.0333

0.4218
-0.1607

0.0021*
-0.0001*

0.4397*
-0.0081

0.1125
-0.6790

0.1193
0.1886*
0.0127
0.1008

-0.2380
-0.4957*

0.1219

353
-777.35

Z statistic

0.98
-1.09

1.56
-1.41

2.88
-2.41

3.70
-1.54

0.66
-1.13

0.97
2.52
0.09
1.44

-1.08
-2.48

0.48

Column C:
With Median

Speed and Distance

Coefficient

0.0128*
-0.0183*

0.0025
-0.0280

0.1086
0.0018

0.0122
-0.0001

0.5502*
-0.0093

0.1677
-1.4663

0.0559
0.1258

-0.0751
0.1300
0.1806

-0.5802*
-0.3385

259
-572.83

Z statistic

2.12
-3.24

0.87
-0.76

0.32
0.01

1.35
-1.20

3.92
-1.50

0.85
-1.38

0.38
1.50

-0.45
1.62
0.69

-2.47
-1.12

•Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level.



icance level).10 These results generally agree both with intuition and
with previous research on the determinants of individual trip generation
(e.g., Vickerman, 1972; Gordon, Kumar, and Richardson, 1989c; Rosen-
bloom, 1993).

The land-use variables are added to the regression in column B of table
5.4. The land-use variables in table 5.4 are measured at the census block
group level for population density (POPDEN), for quarter-mile radius cir-
cles centered on each residence for %GRID, and at the census tract level
for retail and service employment densities (RETDEN and SERVDEN, re-
spectively). Thus, the geographic scale in table 5.4 corresponds to the
neighborhood level emphasized in most recent research on the effect of
urban design on travel behavior. None of the four land-use variables for
the Orange County/Los Angeles data are statistically significant, either
individually or jointly, in the model in column B.

The price variables, median nonwork car trip speed and distance, are
added to the model in column C, which corresponds to the regression
model in equation (9) from chapter 4.11 The price variables are significant
with the expected signs: persons with higher median trip speeds make
more nonwork automobile trips, and as median distance increases non-
work trip frequency drops. The land-use variables are again insignificant,
both individually and jointly, in column C of table 5.4. The results shown
in table 5.4 are not meaningfully different when the land-use variables are
measured for ZIP codes, so those results are not reported here.

In table 5.5 we report the results from fitting the same models on the
San Diego data. Column A of table 5.5 explains trip frequency using only
the sociodemographic variables. (Recall that trip frequencies for the San
Diego data are for households, not individuals.) The signs on the income
dummy variables suggest the same quadratic income effect that was ev-
ident in table 5.4. As income increases, household trip frequencies first
increase (when household income moves into the $20,000 to $40,000 per
year range) and then decrease (for incomes greater than $40,000.) Trip
frequency also increases with the average age of the household, with the
number of children under age 16 in the household and with household
size.12 The effect of age on trip frequency is opposite from the effect in
the individual data reported in table 5.4, and the effect of housing tenure
is difficult to interpret, but generally the influence of the sociodemo-
graphic variables is similar to the results in table 5.4.

We add land-use variables to the model in column B of table 5.5. The
coefficients on GRID and MIXED are significantly positive at the 5 per-
cent level. If gridded street patterns reduce the cost of nonwork automo-
bile trips, this result is consistent with the theory presented in chapter
4. Yet at this point in the analysis the primary message is that the effect
of land-use characteristics on trip generation is complicated and poten-
tially contrary to the expectations associated with the new urban designs.
The coefficient on HEAVY is significantly negative at the 10 percent
level, suggesting a tendency for dense street networks to be associated
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Table 5.5: Ordered Probit Regressions for Number of Non-Work Automobile Trips (San Diego data)

Independent Variables

Trip time-cost variables
Median nonwork car trip speed
Median nonwork car trip distance

Land use variables
GRID (=1 for grid street network)
MIXED (=1 for mixed street network)
HEAVY (=1 for dense street network)
%RESID (percent residential)
%COMM (percent commercial)
%VACANT (percent vacant)
D_CBD (distance from cbd)
D_CBD2 (distance from cbd, squared)

Income variables
Household income less than $20,000
Income between $20,000 and $40,000

Sociodemographic variables and controls
Mean age of household members
Number of children <16 years
Number of persons in household
Tenure (=1 if owner occupied residence)
SFR (=1 if detached single family dwelling)

N
log(4

Column A
Demographics Only

Coefficient Z statistic

-0.1558 -1.87
0.1633* 2.63

0.0045* 2.26
0.1154* 2.36
0.3980* 10.52
0.2468* 3.55

-0.0854 -1.29

1450
-2776.99

Column B
Land-Use Variables

Coefficient

0.1874*
0.1663*

-0.1101
-0.0420
-0.4342
-0.3387

0.0446*
-0.0009*

-0.2107*
0.06001

0.010357*
0.191778*
0.389135*
0.205049*

-0.08823

1336
-2600.81

Z statistic

1.97
2.49

-1.65
-0.23
-1.04
-1.49

4.08
-3.50

-2.40
0.93

4.86
3.81
9.96
2.77

-0.27

Column C
With Median Speed

and Distance

Coefficient

0.0475*
-0.0355*

0.1819
0.1432*

-0.1219
0.0058
0.3187

-0.4320
0.0303*

-0.0007*

-0.0998
0.1138

0.0125*
0.2079*
0.3794*
0.1893*

-0.0958

1336
-2455.16

Z statistic

16.18
-6.17

1.89
2.12

-1.80
0.03
0.75

-1.87
2.73

-2.57

-1.12
1.75

5.79
4.08
9.55
2.52

-1.35

CBD = central business district; SFR = single family residence.
"Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level.



with fewer nonwork car trips. This tension is more consistent with the
rhetoric of the new urban designs, and helps emphasize the complex na-
ture of the travel behavior being studied.

The effect of distance from the central business district is quadratic in
column B. Households located farther from the CBD tend to make more
nonwork car trips, but the effect reverses signs at a distance of approxi-
mately twenty-five miles from the downtown. This likely proxies for the
effects of density, congestion, and road network quality on trip-making
behavior. It is difficult to interpret more precisely the coefficients on dis-
tance and distance squared, but the significant coefficients suggest some
possible role for land use and urban form as a determinant of travel be-
havior.

The price variables, median nonwork car trip speed and distance, are
added to the model in column C, and both variables are highly signifi-
cant with the expected signs. The significance of the land-use variables
does not change much when the price variables are added to the model.

In tables 5.6-5.9, we report the results of fitting the two-step routine
that is described in chapter 4. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 give results for the
Orange County/Los Angeles data, and tables 5.8 and 5.9 show results for
San Diego. In tables 5.6 and 5.7, no land-use variable is significant at the
5 percent level in the regression for either median speed or median dis-
tance. Not surprisingly, predicted median speed and distance, obtained
from the first-stage regressions, are not significant in the second-stage
regression in table 5.7. The land use variables for Orange County/Los
Angeles appear to be weak predictors of trip prices (speeds and dis-
tances), and that could help explain the insignificant coefficient on the
land-use variables in the earlier Orange County/Los Angeles models re-
ported in table 5.4.

Table 5.6: Two-Step Method for Nonwork Automobile Trip Frequency
(Orange County/Los Angeles data): Step 1, Get Predicted Speed
and Distance

Dependent Variables

Median Speed Median Distance

Independent Variables

%GRID
POPDEN
RETDEN
SERVDEN
Constant

N
R2

F statistic*

Coefficient

-0.0511
-0.0005
-2.0657
-0.2671
26.4034*

399
0.02

F(4,394) =

T statistic

-1.67
-1.36
-0.61
-0.25
22.61

2.33

Coefficient

0.0150
-0.0001
-6.5425

2.2214
13.4419*

454
0.01

F(4,449) =

T statistic

0.34
-0.23
-1.39

1.38
8.14

0.67

"Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5% level.
fFive percent critical value for both F(4,394) and F(4,449) is 2.37.
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Table 5.7: Two-Step Method for Nonwork Automobile Trip Frequency
(Orange County/Los Angeles data): Step 2, Use Predicted Speed and
Distance in Ordered Probit for Nonwork Car Trip Frequency

Independent Variables Coefficient Zstatistic

Female
Age
Non-White
No high school
College
Household income
Household income squared
Number children <1 6 years
Cars per drivers in household
Number of workers in household
Long commute
Work day
(Long commute)*(Work day)
Predicted median nonwork car trip speed
Predicted median nonwork car trip distance

N
iog(/-)

0.4399*
-0.0076

0.1135
-0.7152

0.1184
0.0210*

-0.0001*
0.1916*
0.0466
0.1068

-0.2251
-0.5065*

0.1300
-0.0051
-0.0442

353
-778.73

3.70
-1.45

0.67
-1.20

0.97
2.94

-2.48
2.56
0.34
1.53

-1.03
-2.55

0.51
-0.19
-1.13

•Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5% level.

Table 5.8: Two-Step Method for Nonwork Automobile Trip Frequency
(San Diego data): Step 1, Get Predicted Speed and Distance

Dependent Variables

Independent Variables

Median Speed Median Distance

Coefficient T statistic Coefficient

'Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5% level.
tFive percent critical value for F(8,1333) is 1.94.

T statistic

GRID
MIXED
HEAVY
%RESID
%COMM
%VACANT
D_CBD
D_CBD2
Constant

N
R2

F(8,1333)f

0.5094
0.7367

-0.0603
-1.3912

-25.3062*
2.3135
0.5584*

-0.0103*
14.6874*

1342
0.0756

13.63

0.42
0.85

-0.07
-0.59
-4.80

0.79
4.00

-3.07
6.54

0.6386
-0.0489
-0.3959
-0.4024
-6.904*

0.8929
0.0864

-0.0013
4.214*

1342
0.0255
4.35

1.13
-0.12
-0.97
-0.36
-2.77

0.65
1.31

-0.79
3.97



Table 5.9: Two-Step Method for Nonwork Automobile Trip Frequency (San
Diego data): Step 2, Use Predicted Speed and Distance in Ordered Probit
for Nonwork Car Trip Frequency

Independent Variables Coefficient Z statistic

Income <$20,000
Income between $20,000 and $40,000
Mean age of household members
Number children <16 years
Number persons in household
Tenure (=1 if owner occupied residence)
SFR (=1 if detached single family dwelling)
Predicted median nonwork car trip speed
Predicted median nonwork car trip distance

N
log(L)

-0.2048*
0.0552
0.0098*
0.1901*
0.3773*
0.1921*

-0.106
0.0471*

-0.1088

1336
-2610.18

-2.34
0.86
4.66
3.79
9.73
2.61

-1.53
2.13

-1.34

SFR = single family residence.
"Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5% level.

The land use variables for San Diego appear to be better measured. This
is especially the case for land-use mix, measured by the proportion of
land devoted to residential (%RESID), commercial (%COMM), and va-
cant (% VACANT) uses. Recall that for Orange County/Los Angeles, land-
use mix was measured by the density of retail and service employment,
a potentially indirect proxy for land-use character. The regressions in ta-
bles 5.8 and 5.9 give further evidence that the land-use variables are bet-
ter measured for San Diego. The proportion of land in commercial uses
(%COMM) is significantly negative in both the median speed and median
distance regressions. The variables for distance from the CBD are signifi-
cant, with opposite signs, in the median speed regression. Predicted me-
dian nonwork car trip speed is significantly positive in the second-stage
regression in table 5.9.

Overall, tables 5.6-5.9 are consistent with the theory in chapter 4.
When land use variables have an impact on nonwork auto trip genera-
tion, that impact is through the effect on trip prices (speed and distance).
When there is no link between land use and trip prices (possibly because
land use has been incompletely measured), the model gives no evidence
of a link between land use and trip generation.

The San Diego results are especially important in clarifying the poten-
tially complicated influence of commercial concentrations near residen-
tial locations. The first-stage regressions in table 5.8 suggest that persons
living in tracts with more commercial land use have both shorter non-
work trip distances and slower nonwork trip speeds. The net effect on
trip cost is ambiguous, providing important perspective on the wealth of
ambiguous or weak evidence in the empirical literature to date. The cru-
cial question for land-use policy is how the competing effects of slower
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speeds and shorter trip distances net out.13 This emphasizes that re-
searchers and planners should examine how land use and design attrib-
utes influence trip costs (speeds and distances), and from there consider
how the effect on trip costs influences trip generation and other charac-
teristics of travel behavior.

Incorporating Choices About Residential Location:
An Empirical Model

The regression models in the preceding section implicitly assume that
causality flows from land use and urban design to travel behavior. That
assumption is commonplace in the recent literature; the studies re-
viewed in chapter 3 very often leap from observed correlations between
urban design and travel behavior to the conclusion that design changes
can cause changes in individual travel. This thinking overlooks the com-
plexity of travel behavior, and risks confounding observed correlations
with causal influences. As discussed in chapter 4, individual travel pat-
terns are the result of a large number of decisions about where to live,
where to travel, when to travel, and how to travel. In attempting to dis-
cern how urban design influences, for example, trip generation (as in the
preceding section), it is important to account for other choices that might
be wrapped up with the decision to make nonwork automobile trips. We
do that here by incorporating residential location choice into the non-
work automobile trip generation model from the preceding section.

It is quite possible that persons choose their residential location based
in part on their desired driving patterns. For example, persons who dis-
like driving might both drive less and choose to live in a high-density,
mixed-use neighborhood that supports transportation alternatives other
than driving. If that occurs, the regression estimates in the preceding sec-
tion are confounded by the residential location choices of individuals.
Urban design, in this scenario, might not lure would-be automobile com-
muters out of their cars as much as the new designs might provide resi-
dential neighborhoods for persons who already prefer to drive less.14

The research question is whether urban design influences how persons
wish to travel or whether preferences about driving are rather fixed and
persons simply choose to live in neighborhoods that support their de-
sired travel behavior. Phrased that way, the analysis can get complex
rather quickly. A simpler approach is to control for the influence of ur-
ban design on residential location choice, and then examine any re-
maining link between land use and travel behavior.

More formally, the econometric problem is that the land-use variables
in the L vector in equations (7) and (9) in chapter 4 could be correlated
with the error term in the same equations, akin to classic endogeneity
bias in least-squares models. To illustrate this problem, and a solution,
we simplify the model from equation (7) of chapter 4. Assume that the
number of nonwork automobile trips is approximately continuous, such
that the number of nonwork automobile trips is given by
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where the (3s are the parameters to be estimated (with p^ and p^ vectors),
u is the regression error term, and the other variables were defined pre-
viously.

If persons choose residential locations (and thus land-use patterns near
their residence) based on unobserved preferences correlated with atti-
tudes about driving, the variables in the L vector can be correlated with
u, the error term in equation (1). If that occurs, the least-squares para-
meter estimates for (1) will be biased and inconsistent.15 As in other sit-
uations where independent variables are correlated with the regression
error term, a solution is to use instrumental variables.16

Choosing instruments for L requires some consideration of the deter-
minants of land-use patterns near persons' residences. This in turn re-
quires some consideration of residential location choice. A large litera-
ture has studied moving and residential location decisions (e.g., Quigley
and Weinberg, 1977; Linneman and Graves, 1983; Sarmiento, 1995). A
brief summary is that equilibrium residential locations (and thus land-
use patterns near individual residential locations) are the result of
matches between individuals (the choosers) and residential sites (the
choice set).17 Thus, the residential location of an individual is a function
of individual and location characteristics, as shown by

where ResLoc^, denotes the residence location chosen by person k, Ck are
k's sociodemographic characteristics, and A^ are the characteristics of
residential locations, including location-specific amenities such as
school quality, the demographic composition of the surrounding neigh-
borhood, and the age of the housing stock in the surrounding neighbor-
hood.

The variables in equation (2), because they explain residential location
choice, are potential instruments for the L variables in equation (1). Of
the variables in (2), the individual characteristics in C are likely to be the
same as the demographic variables in S, leaving only neighborhood
amenities (A) as allowable instruments.18 We chose four neighborhood
amenities as instruments:

• %BLACK: the proportion of the 1990 census block group, census
tract, or ZIP code area population that is Black

• %HISPANIC: the proportion of 1990 block group, tract, or ZIP
code population that is Hispanic

• HousePre40: the proportion of 1990 block group, tract, or ZIP
code housing stock that was built before 1940

• HousePreBO: the proportion of 1990 block group, tract, or ZIP
code housing stock that was built before 1960

These demographic and housing stock variables are likely to be corre-
lated with the land-use patterns measured by L, but because they de-
scribe amenities unrelated to transportation, the instruments above are
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plausibly exogenous to the error term in equation (I).19 For all instru-
mental variables regressions reported below, we measured the instru-
ments at the level of geography that most closely corresponded to the ge-
ographic detail of the land-use variables. In practice, this meant using
instruments measured both at the block-group/tract level and the ZIP
code level for the Orange County/Los Angeles data. Because the land-use
variables for the San Diego data are measured in most instances at the
level of census tracts, the instruments were measured for census tracts
in San Diego.

The research question addressed below is whether the results from the
preceding section change once instrumental variables estimation is used.
Phrased more directly, when we control for the possibility that individ-
uals choose to live in neighborhoods with particular land-use and design
characteristics, does a link from urban design to travel behavior remain?
If so, that would be evidence that design can influence travel demand and
encourage drivers to change their travel behavior.

Incorporating Choices About Residential
Location: Results

The results from fitting the instrumental variables model are reported in
three steps—for the Orange County/Los Angeles data with land-use vari-
ables measured at the census block group and tract level, for the San
Diego data with the land-use variables measured at the census tract level,
and for the Orange County/Los Angeles data with the land-use variables
measured at the level of ZIP codes. For each step, we discuss both the co-
efficient estimates and the results of diagnostic tests of model validity.

The question, at each step, is not only whether the instrumental vari-
ables technique changes our assessment of the influence of land use on
trip generation, but also whether diagnostic tests suggest that the model-
ing technique has promise in controlling for the influence of residential
location described above. These questions are of course linked; the results
from models with good diagnostics should be treated more seriously.20

Step 1: Orange County/Los Angeles
(Block Group and Census Tract Land-Use Variables)

The results of fitting the instrumental variables regression on Orange
County/Los Angeles data are reported in table 5.10.21 They suggest that
using instrumental variables does not affect the basic conclusion from
table 5.4; the land-use variables are statistically insignificant in all in-
strumental variables routines in table 5.10.

The overidentification statistics reported at the bottom of each column
test the null hypothesis that the instruments are orthogonal to the re-
gression error, which is required for instrumental variables to give unbi-
ased and consistent estimates.22 The statistic is distributed \2 with de-
grees of freedom equal to the number of excluded instruments (four in
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Table 5.10: Instrumental Variables Regressions for Nonwork Automobile Trip Frequency (Orange County/Los Angeles data): Block Group/
Tract Land Use Variables

Column A:
%GRID

Independent Variables

Land use variables
%GRID
POPDEN (1,000 persons/sq mile)
RETDEN (retail jobs/sq mile)
SERVDEN (service jobs/sq mile)

Income variables
Household income ($1 ,000s)
Household income squared

Sociodemographic variables and controls
Female
Age
Non-white
No high school
College
Number of children <16 years
Cars per drivers in household
Number of workers in household
Long commute
Work day
(Long commute) * ( Work day)
Constant

N
Overidentification test
Degrees of freedom

Coefficient

0.0125

0.0458*
-0.0002

1 .0076*
-0.0239

0.2323
-2.1102

0.1380
0.4504*

-0.1253
0.2905

-0.3464
-1.1719*

0.0459
1.9921

354
9.13
3

T statistic

1.241

2.49
-1.95

3.21
-1.74

0.51
-1.32

0.43
2.27

-0.35
1.57

-0.59
-2.21

0.07
1.58

Column B:
POPDEN

Coefficient

-0.1877

0.0369
-0.0002

1 .0755*
-0.0245

0.4990
-1.7292

0.2726
0.4688*

-0.1917
0.2518

-0.4983
-1.1606*

0.0788
3.2713*

359
9.87
3

T statistic

-0.88

1.95
-1.60

3.47
-1.76

1.07
-1.06

0.84
2.37

-0.52
1.35

-0.85
-2.20

0.12
1.99

Column C:
RETDEN & SERVDEN

Coefficient

-3.6414
3.5458

0.0618*
-0.0003*

0.8400
-0.0353

0.1952
-1.4880
-0.0475

0.5206*
-0.0530

0.3927
0.3237

-0.5671
-0.7301

0.7380

358
0.79
2

T statistic

-0.55
0.98

2.42
-2.03

1.91
-1.47

0.34
-0.73
-0.11

2.08
-0.12

1.51
0.36

-0.73
-0.72

0.39

'Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level.



the case of column A in Table 5.10) minus the number of instrumented
endogenous variables (one in the case of Column A in Table 5.10). The
degrees of freedom for each overidentification test is shown below the
statistic in tables 5.10-5.12.

For the first two instrumental variables regressions (for %GRID in col-
umn A and POPDEN in column B), the overidentification test rejects the
assumption of orthogonal instruments at the five percent level. (The five
percent critical value for chi-squared with three degrees of freedom is
7.81.) In column C, the overidentification test for the instrumental vari-
ables regression for RETDEN and SERVDEN (retail and service employ-
ment densities) does not reject the hypothesis that the instruments are
valid. (The 5 percent critical value for \2 with two degrees of freedom is
5.99.) At this point, these results suggest that the instrumental variables
technique is sometimes, but not always, an appropriate way to control
for residential location choice when studying the link between land use
and trip generation.

Step 2: San Diego
(Census Tract Land-Use Variables)

The instrumental variables results for San Diego are shown in table
5.II.23 The most important changes, comparing instrumental variables
to the ordered probit regressions in table 5.5, involve the street grid vari-
ables (GRID and MIX) and the variable for commercial land use within
each resident's census tract (%COMM).

Beginning with the results for the street GRID variables, GRID and
MIXED, note that the coefficient on GRID is significantly negative in the
instrumental variables regression in column A of Table 5.11 and that
MIXED is insignificant in the same regression. Recall that both GRID and
MIXED were significantly positive in the ordered probit routines in table
5.5. In terms of hypotheses, the ordered probit regressions indicate that
grid-oriented neighborhoods generate more, rather than less, nonwork
automobile travel. By contrast, the instrumental variables routine suggests
that grid-oriented neighborhoods generate 7ess nonwork automobile trips.
This demonstrates how choices about econometric specification can cru-
cially affect the interpretation of how land-use characteristics influence
travel behavior.

The %COMM variable is significantly negative in column E of Table
5.11. Recall that, in the ordered probits in table 5.5, the only land-use
mix variable that was significantly different from zero was the negative
coefficient on %VACANT in column C. Thus, the only evidence on land-
use mix from table 5.5 is that persons living in tracts with more vacant
land take more nonwork car trips. In contrast, in the instrumental vari-
ables routines in table 5.11, the results suggest that persons living in
tracts with more commercial land make fewer nonwork car trips. Again,
the travel hypotheses of the new urban designs are only supported by the
instrumental variables regressions.
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Table 5.11: Instrumental Variables Regressions for Nonwork Automobile Trip Frequency (San Diego data)

Column A:
GRID & MIXED

Column B:
HEAVY

Column C:
Distance

Column D:
%RESID

Column E:
%COMM

Independent Variables Coeff Tstat Coeff Tstat Coeff Tstat Coeff Tstat Coeff Tstat

Column F:
%VACANT

Coeff Tstat

Land use variables
GRID (=1 for grid street

network)
MIXED (=1 for mixed

street network)
HEAVY (=1 for dense

street network)
D_CBD (distance from

cbd)
D_CBD2 (distance from

cbd, squared)
%RESID (percent

residential)
%COMM (percent

commercial)
%VACANT (percent

vacant)

Income variables
Household income

<$20,000
Income between

$20,000 and $40,000

-1.3618* -2.23

0.7147 0.88

-0.6595 -1.49

0.1830* 3.22

-0.0054* -3.06

-0.5091 -1.08

-0.2867 -1.45 -0.2964 -1.54 -0.2705 -1.39 -0.3389 -1.80

0.1309 0.89 0.1761 1.26 0.2013 1.41 0.1764 1.27

-6.84857* -2.51

0.6367 1.35

-0.19789 -0.97 -0.3234 -1.71

0.22871 1.57 0.1776 1.27

(continued)



Table 5.11: (Continued)

Column A:
GRID & MIXED

Independent Variables

Sociodemographic
variables and controls

Mean age of household
members

Number of children
< 1 6 years

Number of persons in
household

Tenure (=1 if owner
occupied)

SFR(=1 if detached
single family)

Constant

N
R2

Overidentification test
Degrees of freedom

Coeff

0.0194*

0.7162*

0.6639*

0.2446

-0.2167

-0.4198

1320
0.26
6.34
2

Tstat

3.85

6.23

7.44

1.23

-1.39

-0.99

Column B:
HEAVY

Coeff Tstat

0.0181* 3.97

0.6739* 6.23

0.7169* 8.68

0.4266* 2.65

-0.1799 -1.20

-0.1907 -0.46

1320
0.31

10.30
3

Column C:
Distance

Coeff Tstat

0.2388* 4.56

0.7355* 6.43

0.6835* 7.98

0.3892* 2.36

-0.2250 -1.47

-1.6835* -3.84

1320
0.28
1.06
2

Column D:
%RESID

Coeff Tstat

0.1752* 3.86

0.6643* 6.13

0.7189* 8.71

0.4616* 2.93

-0.1953 -1.31

-0.3629 -0.95

1320
0.31

11.35
3

Column E:
%COMM

Coeff Tstat

0.01543* 3.25

0.65067* 5.82

0.67328* 7.74

0.30633 1.74

-0.3468* -2.11

0.21252 0.47

1320
0.27
5.41
3

Column F:
%VACANT

Coeff

0.0175*

0.6597*

0.7179*

0.4344*

-0.2177

-0.7325*

1320
0.31

10.69
3

Tstat

3.85

6.07

8.68

2.70

-1.45

-2.43

'Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level.
CBD = Central business district; SFR = single family residence.



Theoretically, the instrumental variables technique should be pre-
ferred (contingent on the diagnostic tests discussed below), because that
specification controls for the influence of land use on residential loca-
tion choice. The implication is that, at least in the case of the San Diego
data, the instrumental variables specification is vital in illuminating in-
fluences from land use that otherwise would have been missed in a re-
gression analysis.

The results for commercial land use (column E of Table 5.11) are es-
pecially interesting. Recall from tables 5.8 and 5.9 that, for the San Diego
data, commercial concentrations (as measured by %COMM) are nega-
tively related to both median trip speed and median distance. These two
effects work at cross purposes—slower speeds should discourage trip
making while shorter distances might increase trip frequencies. Once
residential location is controlled, the net effect in San Diego is to reduce
nonwork car trip frequencies, as some proponents of mixed-use devel-
opment have contended. Yet that result does not follow from a priori the-
ory, and there could be different results in other urban areas. Similar tests
should be implemented for other urban areas to examine how commer-
cial land use influences trip frequencies in other locations.

The overidentification test statistics are again reported at the bottom of
each column. Note that the overidentification test rejects the hypothesis
of valid instruments in four of the six regressions.24 This suggests some
caution is warranted in using and interpreting the instrumental variables
results, as many of the overidentification tests do not support the hy-
pothesis of valid instruments.25 Yet, importantly, the overidentification
test does not reject the hypothesis of valid instruments for the regression
for %COMM in column E of table 5.11, indicating that the intriguing re-
sults for that variable should be taken seriously.

Step 3: Orange County/Los Angeles
(Zip Code Land-Use Variables)

The results from using the instrumental variables routine with land-use
variables measured for ZIP codes for the Orange County/Los Angeles
data are shown in table 5.12. Because of the labor-intensive nature of con-
structing the street geometry variable, %GRID was not measured for ZIP
codes. Thus, only three of the four land-use variables for Orange County/
Los Angeles were measured for ZIP codes.

The instrumental variables regression for population density (POP-
DEN) is reported in column A of table 5.12. The coefficient on POPDEN
is insignificant, giving the same result as the ordered probit regressions
with ZIP code land-use data. (Recall that the results of the ordered pro-
bits for ZIP code data, because they did not meaningfully differ from the
ordered probits for census block group and tract land-use data, were not
reported.) The overidentification test, reported at the bottom of column
A, does not reject (at the 5 percent level) the hypothesis that the instru-
ments are orthogonal to the error term.
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Table 5.12: Instrumental Variables Regressions for Nonwork Automobile Trip
Frequency (Orange County/Los Angeles data) ZIP Code Land Use Variables

Column A
POPDEN

Column B
RETDEN &
SERVDEN

Independent Variables Coefficient T statistic Coefficient T statistic

Land use variables
POPDEN (1,000 persons/sq mile)
RETDEN (1,000 retail jobs/sq mile)
SERVDEN (1 ,000 service jobs/sq mile)

Income variables
Household income ($1 ,000s)
Household income squared

Sociodemographic and controls
Female
Age
Non-White
No high school
College
Number of children < 16 years
Cars per drivers in household
Number of workers in household
Long commute
Work day
(Long commute) * ( Work day)
Constant

N
R2
Overidentification test
Degrees of freedom

0.0312

0.0289
-0.0001

0.7033*
-0.0260*
-0.0260
-1.8284

0.2317
0.4854*
0.1679
0.2503

-0.0229
-0.9585*
-0.3464

2.6309*

434
0.11
7.38
3

0.31

1.70
-1.35

2.53
-2.09
-0.06
-1.16

0.80
2.73
0.52
1.45

-0.04
-1.97
-0.56

2.06

-3.8203
2.0006*

0.0456*
-0.0002

0.4467
-0.0375*

0.1215
-1.8440
-0.0340

0.3773
0.0072
0.2331
0.2424

-0.6496
-0.6626

2.8348

432
0.11
0.09
2

-1.85
2.28

2.19
-1.78

1.30
-2.42

0.27
-1.01
-0.10

1.75
0.02
1.15
0.35

-1.06
-0.87

1.78

"Coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level.

The instrumental variables regression for RETDEN and SERVDEN, re-
tail and service employment densities, is in column B. Note that RET-
DEN is significantly negative at the ten percent level and SERVDEN is
significantly positive at the 5 percent level. Both RETDEN and SERV-
DEN, when measured for ZIP codes, were insignificant in the ordered
probit regressions reported in table 5.4. The Overidentification test, re-
ported at the bottom of column B, does not reject the hypothesis of valid
instruments.

Overall, the regressions in tables 5.10-5.12 suggest that, in certain in-
stances, treating residential location choice (and thus land-use patterns
near residences) as endogenous creates important changes in the results.
In the case of the San Diego data and the ZIP code data for Orange
County/Los Angeles, the instrumental variables results are more sup-
portive of the travel hypotheses of the new urban designs than were the
ordered probit regressions in tables 5.4-5.9.
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The overidentification test provides reason for both optimism and cau-
tion. The overidentification test rejects the hypothesis of valid instru-
ments in many of the specifications in tables 5.10-5.12. Yet the overi-
dentification test accepts the hypothesis of valid instruments in some of
the most intriguing regressions, and the results of the diagnostic test sug-
gest that, in some instances, the instrumental variables approach is an
appropriate way to handle location choice problems that are endemic in
this research.

Most important, the results emphasize that the influence of land use is
sensitive to choices about regression models and geographic scale, and
researchers should consider that when examining the link between land
use, urban design, and travel behavior.

Summary and Discussion

Both the theory in chapter 4 and the empirical examples in this chapter
suggest that the link between urban design and travel behavior is a com-
plex one. It is premature to conclude that, at the margin, neighborhood
design can be a consistently effective transportation policy tool. But it is
also premature to dismiss the possibility that land use does influence
travel behavior. In fact, our regressions provide some evidence that street
patterns and commercial concentrations are associated with fewer non-
work automobile trips. Yet those results became evident only when res-
idential location choice and geographic scale were included in the sta-
tistical analysis.

More generally, our evidence is preliminary. Rather than firm policy
prescriptions, these results attempt to disentangle the link between land
use, urban design, and travel behavior. In that spirit, the most important
lessons from the empirical work in this chapter are summarized below.

First, land-use and urban design proposals, if they influence travel be-
havior, do so by changing the price of travel. That idea should be the fo-
cus of future research on this topic. Linking neighborhood design char-
acteristics to price variables provides a systematic framework that can
guide empirical research and help structure its interpretation.

The importance of a price framework is illustrated by the regression re-
sults for commercial land use in San Diego in table 5.11. Individuals liv-
ing in San Diego census tracts with larger proportions of commercial land
use both have slower nonwork car trip speeds and take shorter nonwork
automobile trips. Both effects are intuitive, both are predicted by many
advocates of using land use as transportation policy, but (importantly)
the net effect of both slower speeds and shorter distances on trip gener-
ation is ambiguous. Shortening trip distances can induce increases in
trip generation, as discussed in chapter 4, while slowing travel speeds
tends to reduce trip generation.

The regression results in Table 5.11 suggest that, in San Diego, persons
living in tracts with more commercial land use make fewer nonwork car
trips. That result depends crucially on the countervailing influences of
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slower trip speeds and shorter trip distances, and it would be naive to
assume that the results in San Diego would hold for other urban areas.
Instead, empirical research and policy practice in other urban areas
should ask, first and foremost, how urban design influences average (or
median) trip speeds and distances, and from there attempt to infer the
net effect on travel behavior, traffic flows, congestion, and other trans-
portation policy variables.

Second, geographic scale is important. The evidence for Orange
County/Los Angeles revealed a link between land use and trip genera-
tion only when land use was measured for ZIP code areas. Urban designs
emphasizing a "village" scale focus on small distances—typically a quar-
ter mile or less. While there is evidence that such small distances are the
appropriate scale for walking trips (Untermann, 1984), it is not clear, on
an a priori basis, whether automobile trips are influenced by the urban
form within small nearby neighborhoods or over larger areas. The evi-
dence for Orange County/Los Angeles demonstrates the importance of
examining different scales of geography when studying the link between
urban design and travel.

Third, residential location choices matter. The evidence in this chap-
ter supported the travel hypotheses of the new urban designs only when
residential location choice was accounted for by the model. The point is
not that incorporating residential location choice will reveal a link be-
tween urban design and travel in other urban areas—that is a topic for
future study. Rather, the results of empirical research are sensitive to
modeling choices regarding residential location. The instrumental vari-
ables technique outlined above is one way to control for the influence of
residential location choice in trip generation. Future research should ex-
amine that approach further and should also adopt more detailed mod-
els of the joint decision about where to live and where to travel (as in,
e.g., Linneman and Graves, 1983; Zax, 1991, 1994; Zax and Kain, 1991;
Crane, 1996c; Van Ommeren, Rietveld, and Nijkamp, 1997).

Given that residential location choices seem bound up with individ-
ual preferences regarding travel behavior, an analysis of the travel im-
pacts of urban design must consider how individuals choose where to
live. This includes examining both the demand for different neighbor-
hood types (location choice) and the supply of neighborhood types. The
latter issue is important, but often overlooked.

Some authors suggest that modern planning regulations discourage the
production of mixed-use, walking-oriented developments of the sort ad-
vocated by proponents of the new urban designs. The claim, best articu-
lated by Levine (1998), is that zoning regulations restrict the supply of
alternatives to the typical post-World War II, single-family, residential
neighborhood. If true, the transportation claims of proponents of the new
urban designs cannot be separated from the question of how to build
neighborhoods that incorporate those designs.

The issue is not just whether persons travel differently once they live
in neighborhoods designed differently, but also whether it is profitable
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and possible to build such neighborhoods. As one example, our research
on transit-oriented development (TOD) in the following chapters sug-
gests that, regardless of any effects on rail transit, local governments have
incentives to avoid at least the residential component of TOD. This is but
one take on the larger question of how private and public sector incen-
tives influence the supply of neighborhoods that incorporate the new ur-
ban designs. Those issues are the focus of the next part of this book.
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The Supply of Place



Chapter 5 closed by concluding that the supply of neighborhoods can be important

in interpreting tests of travel/design linkages as well as the policy implications of

those tests. A critical question is whether there are barriers to building communities

that incorporate the new urban designs. If so, lowering those barriers could

influence travel behavior even if the only effect is to provide a greater variety of

neighborhoods, including those less dependent on car travel. The question of the

supply of such neighborhoods is the focus of this and the next two chapters.



Neighborhood Supply Issues

Chapter 3 reviewed the literature regarding the influence of the built en-
vironment on travel behavior, and chapter 4 then described one way the
issue might be usefully studied. The empirical work in chapter 5 pro-
vided intriguing results while illuminating some complex issues that re-
main unresolved in the analysis of urban design and travel behavior.
Overall, our analysis thus far suggests that the link between the built en-
vironment and travel is intimately tied to the how urban form influences
the cost of travel, and that the effect of design is complex in ways not ad-
equately appreciated in most policy discussions. Neighborhood design
in particular might affect automobile travel, but we still have much to
learn about the nature, generality, and policy role of any such link.

That said, our analysis so far has been conventional in that it has fo-
cused on travel behavior. Yet that is only half of the story. It is also im-
portant to understand whether and how alternative land-use strategies
might be more broadly implemented.

Having sketched out the role of the demand for travel in understand-
ing the impacts of urban form on trip making, we now examine the sup-
ply of urban form. Put another way, how do communities shape cities to-
ward transportation ends?

Neighborhood Supply

As discussed in chapter 3, a major difficulty in empirical work on travel
behavior and urban design is that persons might choose residential lo-
cations based in part on how they wish to travel. Those who prefer walk-
ing are more likely to choose to live in pedestrian-friendly neighbor-
hoods. People who prefer to commute by rail are more likely to live in
transit-oriented developments.1 If so, then simply looking at differences
in travel patterns across different neighborhoods does not give insight
into how urban design causes persons to travel differently. It is possible
that urban design might not lead persons to travel differently at all, at
least not in the sense of changing the way they desire to travel.
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//there are an adequate number of communities providing less auto-
dependent environments, then building more might have no influence
on travel behavior. An "extra" transit-oriented neighborhood, in this
sense, might attract residents who prefer to and then actually do travel
by car for trips they could take by train. Travel behavior would then be
largely unchanged by building more such places. The error of assuming
this possibility away, discussed in chapter 5, is known as "self-selection
bias." The observed differences in behaviors in different kinds of neigh-
borhoods are explained by the self-selection of residents to those neigh-
borhoods, not by the features of the neighborhoods themselves.

There is another possibility, however. Say the assumption that such
communities are in surplus is plain wrong. Even if urban design does not
influence individual preferences about travel, but transit- or pedestrian-
oriented neighborhoods are constrained by local land use and design reg-
ulations, then building more developments that support alternatives to
automobile travel can influence travel patterns simply by providing more
places where people who want to drive less can do so.

The results in chapter 5 indicate that this may be an issue. Our evi-
dence supporting a link between nonwork automobile trip generation
and urban design came from regression specifications that corrected for
the influence of residential location choice. Yet, rather than attempt to
infer information about long-run residential location choices from re-
gressions that explain short-run travel choices, we prefer to tackle the
question of the supply of the new urban designs more directly.

In doing so, two issues are important. First, the travel pattern impacts
of urban design flow both from (a) the link between those designs and
long-run location decisions and (b) any shorter run link between urban
design and how persons choose to travel. Second, to address the ques-
tion of whether the new urban designs are undersupplied, the term "un-
dersupply" must be defined in a more precise and policy-relevant way.
We discuss each of those two issues below.

Any travel impact of the new urban designs is the result of effects in two
markets. Building less auto-dependent neighborhoods can affect the res-
idential location choices available.2 Travel patterns could change either
because people who desire certain types of travel prefer less car-depen-
dent neighborhoods for that reason (an effect due to residential location),
because urban design influences the way persons wish to travel (an ef-
fect that can be quite distinct from choices about residential location), or
from some combination of both. Conceptually, the net travel impacts of
urban design and land use result from effects that appear both in long-
run residential (and other) location markets and in the shorter run mar-
ket for day-to-day travel. The best way to analyze that behavior would be
to model both the long-run location choice decision of persons and firms
and short-run individual travel behavior decisions.

The question of the supply of the less car-dependent designs links the
supply of particular neighborhood types to travel demand. Importantly,
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the link discussed here is between supply and demand in different mar-
kets. How does the supply of choices for long-run residential locations
affect the demand for short-run day-to-day nonwork automobile travel?

More to the point, what does it mean to conjecture that certain urban
designs might be undersupplied? At first glance, many would be tempted
to answer that designs are in short supply if persons who wish to live in
those neighborhoods cannot buy into them. In that sense, a supply short-
age would have the intuitive connotation that there are not enough to ac-
commodate all those who would wish to live there. Yet this definition of
undersupply is not useful from either a policy or an analytical perspec-
tive.

Residential location choices, like many other things in life, are com-
modities bought at a price. Shortages are reflected in high prices, but a
high price, in and of itself, need not be a policy problem. Luxury auto-
mobiles might be in short supply, in the sense that everyone who would
like to have one cannot afford one. The same holds for beach-front homes
selling for millions of dollars. If homes in less auto-dependent neigh-
borhoods have a similar quality—if they are more expensive than some
persons might like—why would that be a policy problem? We argue that,
as long as the market for residential development operates efficiently, the
supply of the new urban designs is not a policy problem, and any scarcity
of that good should be no more troubling than scarcities of luxury cars
or seven-bedroom houses.3

The question of the supply of the new urban designs then becomes a
question not of the level of supply, as such, but of how closely the hous-
ing market approximates the characteristics of a well-functioning com-
petitive market in relation to transportation-oriented communities. Are
there factors that constrain the supply of these designs, and are those fac-
tors due to imperfections in either the functioning or the regulation of
the housing market? That is the policy question that must be addressed,
since any undersupply that results from market failure or from inappro-
priate regulation is appropriately a policy issue.4

Market Failure and Government Failure

Different persons often desire to live in different types of neighborhoods,
so supply in the market for neighborhood types is inherently a matching
problem—how well does the array of available neighborhood types
match the diversity of neighborhood types demanded? With that ques-
tion in mind, consider constraints on the supply of neighborhood types
from two sources: failures in the market for residential development and
failures of government regulation.

In terms of market failure, the question is whether the housing market,
acting on its own, will provide the diversity of neighborhood types that
correctly matches the variety in consumer demand.5 In other words,
would an unregulated housing market respond to the wishes of con-
sumers who seek to purchase homes in places that adhere to transit- and
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pedestrian-oriented guidelines? We see no clearly articulated reason why
an unregulated housing market would not. There is some concern about
whether developers would build communities in ways that depart from
more traditional practice, or whether banks would lend money for such
developments (Fulton, 1996). Yet whether developers and banks will or
will not, in time, build alternative designs to meet market demand re-
mains to be seen. Certainly many developers say they plan to, and many
projects are in place, but how well they incorporate alternative trans-
portation plans is not generally known.6

If the development market is not a source of economically inefficient
supply constraints, what of governments? Is there government failure of
one sort or another, rather than market failure (e.g., as in Wolf, 1993)?
Some conclude so.

Levine (1998), for example, argues that zoning regulations are often at
odds with the less car-dependent places.7 This idea is echoed more stri-
dently in the writing of Kunstler (1993) and was also developed in the
widely cited, and highly regarded, work of Jacobs (1961). At face value,
there is much in local zoning codes that appears to work that way. Many
zoning codes are grounded in attempts to segregate residential from com-
mercial, office, and industrial land uses, rather than mix them. The New
Urbanism often proposes densities that are higher than common in most
suburban areas, and many zoning codes have maximum densities that
cannot be exceeded. The street design standards of the Neotraditional de-
signs of Duany and Plater-Zyberk (1991, 1992), for example, emphasize
narrow lanes, pedestrian access, and possibly design elements that are
intended to slow traffic. These can be at odds with local street codes that
focus on facilitating automobile traffic flow.

The disjunction between the ideas of the new designs and existing traf-
fic codes is serious enough that the Institute of Transportation Engineers
(1997) recently developed guidelines to help cities modify their traffic
codes to allow the narrower, more pedestrian-friendly streets that are
part of these plans. Overall, it is not difficult to see how zoning (and traf-
fic) codes might restrict rather than facilitate the development of some
neighborhood designs.

The question is then not only whether local regulations constrain the
supply of the new urban designs, but why they do so. There are, broadly
speaking, two types of answers, one more benign than the other. First,
zoning and traffic codes reflect earlier thinking that segregated land uses
and deemed that automobile mobility should be essentially the entire fo-
cus of local land-use regulation (see Altshuler, 1965). To that extent, lo-
cal regulations might simply have failed to keep pace with changing in-
dividual preferences. Education about how development options have
changed, and how local land-use regulation should evolve in ways that
do not constrain those options, would presumably go a long way toward
overcoming the problem of local governments unwittingly restricting
less car-dependent communities.
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The point is not that such communities should be built but rather that
they should not be unnecessarily denied permission to build. Certainly,
that education should occur, and we believe it is occurring in many ur-
ban areas. Many suburban communities are experimenting with mixed-
use developments, traffic calming, and improved pedestrian access
(Knack, 1995, 1998; Bernick and Cervero, 1997). This is different from
saying that such communities can deliver on their transportation prom-
ises by rhetoric alone. The lessons of chapters 3 and 5—that is, careful
case-by-case attention to traffic impacts, and the preparation of contin-
gency plans if traffic does not respond as expected—still apply. But if all
that is needed is more mention of the range of neighborhood possibili-
ties that are available, then we are on our way there.

The other possibility, which leads to less sanguine conclusions, is that
local governments have incentives to regulate in ways that constrain this
type of project. If so, this is more than an education problem. There are
many possible reasons why local governments would behave this way.
Many of these have been discussed in other contexts, and a brief review
is appropriate before proceeding (Fischel, 1985).

For one, it has long been contended that local governments might en-
gage in exclusionary zoning—attempting to keep out persons of certain
races or socioeconomic classes by requiring, for example, minimum lot
sizes that essentially price many of the targeted persons out of the city
(e.g., Danielson, 1976). The practices of fiscal zoning, such as minimum
lot sizes, are often the same as the techniques of exclusionary zoning, but
the motive for fiscal zoning is more directly related to local taxes and ex-
penditures (e.g., Mills and Dates, 1975). In a system of property tax fi-
nance, municipalities might seek to discourage in-migrants who either
consume large amounts of public services or desire low-cost housing that
would lower the per-capita property tax base. In practice, it can be hard
to distinguish exclusionary zoning from fiscal zoning because in both in-
stances rich communities will try to use zoning to discourage poorer in-
migrants from moving to the wealthy city. Yet the motives for exclu-
sionary and fiscal zoning differ, and fiscal zoning is best considered one
among several possible motives for exclusionary zoning.

Both exclusionary and fiscal zoning are strategies by which communi-
ties pursue their narrow self-interest to the possible detriment of broader
social goals. Such social goals might well include the well-being of po-
tential in-migrants who prefer to live in the exclusionary city but who
are kept out by regulatory policy. If the gains to the potential in-migrants
exceed the losses that accrue to city residents when, for example, the per-
capita property tax base is lowered by in-migration, the city's attempts at
fiscal zoning can be undesirable from a social perspective even while
those actions further the narrower self-interest of the city residents.8

For our purposes, does a similar phenomenon occur in relation to al-
ternative transport neighborhood designs? Might local incentives en-
courage municipalities to constrain the supply of certain neighborhood
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types in ways that work against broader social goals? If so, then local in-
centives embedded in land-use regulation must be understood both to as-
sess whether the supply of some neighborhood styles is artificially con-
strained and to point the way toward any needed policy reforms.

There are several reasons why localities might use their zoning power
to inhibit specific kinds of neighborhood developments. For example, lo-
cal governments might zone for fiscal or economic reasons—to increase
their tax base or to lure new jobs—and those zoning policies might not
be consistent with less auto-oriented developments. In some communi-
ties, increasing density can be politically sensitive, which by itself could
provide an impediment to the new urban designs. The street traffic im-
plicit in the new urban designs might create concerns about safety in sub-
urban communities that are not accustomed to pedestrian environments
(see the discussion in Handy, Clifton, and Fisher, 1998).

All of these are reasons why local regulations might constrain urban
form and land use in ways that are suboptimal in the very specific sense
that developments which would otherwise be built by private markets
are not. We do not examine all these issues here, but as an illustration,
we do consider a specific set of issues regarding a specific type of trans-
portation-oriented land-use strategy: Do fiscal and economic concerns re-
strict the supply of transit-oriented development (TOD)? We use that
topic both as a window into broader issues and as a way to illustrate how
empirical techniques on this topic should focus on illuminating the be-
havior of local governments.

Planning Incentives

Do municipalities, acting in their own self-interest, have incentives to re-
strict the diversity of neighborhood types? Our answer is possibly yes,
and we examine this issue in some detail in chapters 7 and 8. Yet the
question of how local governments might constrain urban design is quite
broad.9 Rather than looking at all possible local incentives and all types
of designs, we ask whether local governments might restrict the supply
of transit-based housing for fiscal or economic reasons. We believe this
single example can nonetheless clarify a broad range of issues concern-
ing the supply of the new urban designs.

Transit-based housing is a key component of TOD, an idea first popu-
larized by Kelbaugh (1989) and Calthorpe (1993). TODs are pedestrian-
friendly, mixed-use developments focused around rail transit stations.
They are typically built at higher densities than most suburban develop-
ment and emphasize public spaces and aesthetically pleasing street-
scapes that encourage foot traffic. While TOD and the New Urbanism de-
veloped separately, they share many characteristics in that TOD is, in
many ways, New Urbanist neighborhoods built around rail transit sta-
tions.

Examining transit areas, rather than other new kinds of neighborhood
designs, has several advantages for our purposes. First, the potential sites
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for those neighborhoods can be easily identified, as they focus on rail
transit stations. Second, many urban areas in the United States have been
building or planning rail transit systems, so many have several potential
sites that can be the basis for empirical analysis. Third, local fiscal and
economic issues are especially stark in the case of TOD.

In some cities, such as Washington, B.C., rail stations have become cen-
ters of economic development (Cervero, 1994a, 1994b). For that reason,
rail transit is possibly a venue over which battles for local economic de-
velopment are fought. Transportation investments have often fueled de-
bates about their effect on municipalities that compete for mobile eco-
nomic activity.10 Thus, the economic pressures leading municipalities to
compete for jobs might be especially stark around rail transit stations.

Development near rail stations can also have fiscal impacts. In a sys-
tem of local property taxes, residential development might not pay its
own way, in the sense of bringing increased tax revenues that equal or
exceed the increased local expenditures (schools, public safety, and the
like) required to serve the new residents (e.g., Ladd, 1975; Ladd and
Yinger, 1989). Commercial development, on the other hand, often does
not bring the same public service requirements, and so might be more at-
tractive to local governments concerned about the fiscal impacts of
growth. With local sales tax finance, these trends are exacerbated, due to
the fact that commercial properties generate taxable transactions.11 With
either local property or sales tax finance, commercial development might
be favored over residential development for fiscal reasons.

In our own work, we have suggested that those fiscal pressures lead
municipalities to favor commercial (or office) development near rail sta-
tions, to the detriment of the residential component of TOD that is a vi-
tal part of the mixed-use character of those neighborhoods (Boarnet and
Crane, 1997, 1998a; Boarnet and Compin, 1999). The argument, loosely
speaking, is that if local governments prefer commercial or office devel-
opment for fiscal reasons, they might especially prefer that type of de-
velopment near rail stations, given the fact that rail stations can be a nat-
ural place to focus new commercial and office development. We repeat
that analysis in chapters 7 and 8 by examining both the economic and
the fiscal incentives for commercial development near rail stations. If lo-
cal governments are motivated in part by economic and fiscal concerns,
and if those motives influence local land-use regulations, then the effect
of those motives should be evident in land-use regulation near rail tran-
sit stations.

Again, this is a window into a broader issue. Do local governments
have incentives to zone in ways that restrict the supply of some urban
and suburban designs? Examining that question would be difficult, in
part because of the difficulty in operationalizing and measuring the var-
ious characteristics of alternative design schemes and in part because it
is difficult to identify where any such restrictive zoning would be most
evident. Instead, it is easier to measure zoning that might constrain res-
idential TOD, and to identify where those constraints should be evident
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(near rail transit stations). Our point is not that if local zoning restricts
residential development in transit station areas then it will necessarily
also restrict other designs. Rather, there is a need to understand how mu-
nicipalities regulate the land market and, more specifically, how paro-
chial self-interest can provide incentives to restrict the supply of partic-
ular types of communities. By examining that issue within the context of
TOD, we illustrate both empirical techniques and policy ideas that can
have broader applicability to other types of community plans.

Policy and Neighborhood Supply

Some characterize the New Urbanism as an ambitious government in-
tervention in land markets (e.g., O'Toole, 1996). If so, as in chapter 2, we
would wonder what market failures justify it. But what if government
regulations prohibit such developments, rather than require them?
Levine (1998), in particular, has argued that the new urban designs
should be viewed as deregulation, not regulation, and that accordingly
advocates of free market policies should favor lessening of rules that fa-
cilitate the development of less car-dependent places.

First, the question of whether the new urban designs are constrained
by government regulation is an empirical one, on which there is little ev-
idence. But our analysis in chapters 7 and 8 provides at least some rea-
son to believe that local incentives can at times work against the devel-
opment of new urban designs, consistent with the evidence that Levine
(1998) presents.

More important, focusing on the supply of neighborhood types makes
some policy decisions easier. If someone wishes to live in New Urbanist
or similar neighborhoods, there is value in having such neighborhoods
exist. If, further, it can be demonstrated that such designs are undersup-
plied due to local government regulations, there can be benefits in re-
laxing those regulations.12

What would happen if regulations were relaxed? In many instances,
this question need not be answered a priori. If the development market
otherwise functions well but is constrained by onerous or inappropriate
local regulations, relaxing those regulations permits the market to re-
spond to latent demand—be the market niche large or small.

Having said that, it is useful to have some sense of the likely effect that
relaxing local regulations will have on development patterns, urban ar-
eas, and automobile travel. Can the solution to the policy problem de-
scribed in chapter 2 be as simple as removing government constraints to
certain subdivision features?

We suspect not, for two reasons. First, while there may be latent de-
mand for such developments, there might not be enough to result in the
large-scale changes in urban form needed to have a sizable impact on
metropolitan travel patterns.13 Second, the travel impacts of building
more neighborhoods that are less car dependent are in important respects
still incompletely understood. For both reasons, policy analysts should
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view facilitating the development of the new urban designs as one part
of a broader menu of possible transportation policies.

The policy implication of focusing on the supply of neighborhood
types is thus twofold. If local government policies and incentives con-
strain the development of the new urban designs, planners should rec-
ognize that facilitating certain development patterns might require
deregulation rather than additional regulation. This changes some of the
focus of policy attention. Second, if as chapters 7 and 8 indicate, mu-
nicipalities have incentives to resist some land uses aimed at reducing
car travel, the implementation problems associated with building those
developments can be considerable and were underestimated in the past.
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Proponents of high-density residential development near rail stations argue that

such projects will get more people onto trains, reduce developers' expenses, and

lower commuting costs, housing prices, and air pollution in the bargain. This

chapter focuses on a separate question: Transit-oriented housing developments

remain relatively rare. Why?

Our analysis of more than 200 existing and proposed southern California rail

transit stations concludes that cities' parochial fiscal and economic interests may

be an obstacle—and an opportunity.



Transit-Oriented Planning

There has been a boom in American rail transit construction in the past
two decades. That new investment has prompted the question of what
planners can do to support rail transit. One popular answer has been
transit-oriented development (TOD),1 increasingly described as a com-
prehensive strategy for rail-based land-use planning throughout an ur-
ban area. This is most clearly illustrated by Bernick and Cervero's (1997)
description of how such projects can link together to create "transit me-
tropolises" where rail is a viable transportation option for many of the
region's residents.

In addition, TOD provides an opportunity to examine the regulatory
issues discussed in chapter 6, both because it is an explicit attempt to use
urban design as transportation policy and because the intergovernmen-
tal issues are especially stark in relation to these developments. Having
discussed how travelers behave in the first part of this book, we now ask
what we know about how cities behave.

Stated in general form, the question is rather broad. It concerns the
process by which cities and other land-use authorities decide where to
put streets, how to structure the local hierarchy of streets, when to de-
velop more or less densely, how to position employment centers relative
to residential areas, and so on. Still, the feasibility of land-use plans with
transportation goals depends critically on how such authorities behave.
Any discussion of the effectiveness of these strategies must address both
how communities plan for transportation and how travelers respond to
those plans.

Transit-Oriented Planning

The primary transportation goal of TOD generally, as currently practiced,
is to coordinate land-use policies to support rail transit. In particular, fo-
cusing both residential and commercial development near rail transit sta-
tions is aimed at increasing rail ridership (e.g., Bernick, 1990; Bernick
and Hall, 1990; Calthorpe, 1993; Cervero, 1993; Bernick and Cervero,
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1997). Some evidence suggests that residents near rail transit stations are
two to five times more likely to commute by rail when compared with
persons living elsewhere in the same urban area (Pushkarev and Zupan,
1977; Bernick and Carroll, 1991; Cervero, 1994d).2

Significantly, the emergence of transit-oriented plans can be traced in
part to development experiences near San Francisco Bay Area Rapid
Transit (BART) stations. When BART opened in the early 1970s, plan-
ners assumed that the new rail transit stations would become centers for
economic development or (more often) redevelopment. The presence of
the heavy rail transit system would encourage medium- and high-den-
sity development, and presumably some of that development would be
residential units offering easy access to a BART station (Bernick, 1990).
Yet early evaluations suggested that BART created at best only small
land-use effects (Webber, 1979), and later studies still found only small
effects (Cervero and Landis, 1997; Landis and Cervero, 1999).

By the late 1980s, it was clear that redevelopment near many BART
stations had proceeded at a slower pace than expected. Planners began
to conclude that the land market, if left to its own devices, would not
fully exploit the development opportunities near stations. Some practi-
tioners and scholars argued that government would have to intervene.
Suggested policies included rezoning land near stations for residential
uses, offering density bonuses or subsidies, or otherwise facilitating de-
velopment (especially residential development) near rail transit. This
policy activity meshed with academic thought that advocated a return to
more dense pedestrian- and transit-oriented communities (e.g., Kelbaugh,
1989), and the TOD idea was born (Bernick, 1990; Bernick and Cervero,
1997; Culthorpe, 1993).

Yet for several years residential transit-oriented planning was some-
what rare in practice, so much so that some supporters regard the lack of
residential development near rail transit stations as a public policy prob-
lem requiring both explanation and intervention (Bernick, 1990; Bernick
and Hall, 1990, 1992; Calthorpe, 1993). The supply issues discussed in
chapter 6 are thus potentially important for this design strategy.

Many TODs involve a multitude of public and private actors, yet the
incentives of some are often overlooked. To be built, these developments
require both a healthy local economic environment and supportive mu-
nicipal and regional land-use regulation. In this chapter, we focus on an
empirical analysis of the incentives of local governments, which have
virtually all land use regulatory authority in most states in the United
States. Because TOD requires that residential, commercial, and mixed-
use projects be built near rail transit stations, local land-use regulations
can be crucial in either facilitating or impeding those developments. This
issue applies equally well to all urban designs, but particularly those re-
quiring changes in land-use policy.

We suggest three reasons to doubt whether municipalities, if left to
their own devices, would aggressively pursue transit-based housing. The
first is financial, based on the increasingly tough economic competition
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between cities, within and across metropolitan areas. The second is his-
torical. Advocates of transit-based housing often ignore the economic
and political forces that led to the demise of notable earlier rail transit
systems; yet those same economic and political forces are alive and well
today and may cause localities to shy away from transit-based housing.
The third reason is an example, recounted below, of what happened
when several suburban city governments had the opportunity to provide
the initial impetus for an urban rail plan. The choices those municipal
governments made about station sites provide instructive lessons for ad-
vocates of transit-based housing.

Economics

One explanation for the limited implementation of transit-oriented hous-
ing is that localities aim, by way of either long-term planning strategies
or incremental zoning decisions, to use rail transit stations as a means to
enhance their fiscal position. To the extent that rail transit stations are
perceived as opportunities to focus new development or redevelopment,
a municipality might choose to emphasize land uses that have the most
favorable impact on its tax base.

Planners have long recognized that urban and suburban municipalities
tend to compete for both employment share and tax base. The term "fis-
cal zoning" has even been coined to describe zoning that is aimed at
boosting a city's revenue, and the use of fiscal impact analysis to evalu-
ate the merits of one land use over another is now widespread (Wheaton,
1959; Burchell and Listokin, 1980; Burchell et al., 1998).

Many authors have suggested that local governments will favor com-
mercial over residential uses in a system depending on either property
or sales tax finance, since commercial properties often generate tax rev-
enue without the service requirements of new residents (e.g., Ladd, 1975;
Schneider, 1989; Altshuler and Gdmez-Ibanez, 1993). In California, the
propensity to use fiscal zoning was arguably exacerbated after the prop-
erty tax limitation Proposition 13 passed in 1978. That act fixed the typ-
ical property tax rate at near 1% of assessed value, and set assessed prop-
erty value at the higher of either (a) its 1978 market value plus a
maximum of 2% appreciation per year, or (b) its last sales price since
19 78 plus a maximum of 2% appreciation per year. (Since the early 1980s
communities have also been permitted an additional special assess-
ment—or "Mello-Roos"—of up to 1% of assessed value explicitly for the
purpose of financing infrastructure associated with new developments.)

Proposition 13 decreased the relative importance of the property tax
and increased the relative importance of the sales tax as local revenue
sources (Lewis and Barbour, 1999). (A share of locally generated sales tax
collections is rebated by the state back to each local jurisdiction.)
Localities in California do not have much direct control over either the
property or sales tax rate.3 Their influence over the fiscal environment
is, rather, mainly indirect via their control over the revenue-generating
ability of alternative land uses.
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The broader trends are by no means unique to California however. A
general pattern of decreased federal funding for municipal operations
over the past two decades, and the labor-intensive nature of many local
services have led to growing state and municipal fiscal stress nationwide
(Ladd and Yinger, 1989; Gold and Zelio, 1990). Municipal responses
have ranged from service cutbacks, on the spending side, to increased
use of debt (Crane and Green, 1989) and impact and application fees
aimed at getting development to "pay its own way" (e.g., Nelson, 1988;
Altshuler and Gomez-Ibafiez, 1993; Levine, 1994; Brueckner, 1997b;
Dresch and Sheffrin, 1997; Burchell et al., 1998). Planners have long in-
corporated fiscal impact analysis as either a formal or informal element
of the development evaluation process, and both common sense and
anecdotal evidence suggest that, if anything, this will continue as fiscal
pressures rise.

History

In the years between World War I and World War II, Los Angeles's re-
nowned urban rail system lost patronage to the automobile and began to
fall into disrepair. After World War II, Los Angeles was at a crossroads,
having to decide what to do with its urban rail while embarking on an
ambitious program to build freeways. As Adler (1991) has documented,
the city's answer was to some extent preordained by the perceived ad-
vantages of auto travel. Rail transit was probably destined to lose its dom-
inant role, and in the post-World War II years the question was what, if
any, rail service would be preserved in the West's largest metropolis. The
answer, it turned out, was none.

Despite the popularity of blaming coalitions of oil companies and au-
tomobile manufacturers for the demise of the Pacific Electric Railway
(and likewise the other rail lines in Los Angeles), Adler (1991) shows that
their disappearance is best credited to the workings of political coalitions
that favored freeways over rail. For many suburban municipalities, the
advantage of a highway network was that it supported economic devel-
opment within their communities. Rail, with its hub-and-spoke orienta-
tion, was perceived to favor the economic development of downtown Los
Angeles. Although concentrating business and commercial activity in
the central core appealed to the downtown business community, it was
anathema to the developing economic centers in places such as Santa
Monica, the San Fernando Valley, the San Gabriel Valley, and Long Beach.

In the end, highways drew support from a broad coalition of suburban
municipalities and downtown business interests (Wachs, 1984; Adler,
1991). Most major political actors viewed freeways as supporting eco-
nomic development in their communities, while rail was perceived as
supporting growth only in the downtown. It was as if local governments
voted in their own economic development interests, and more munici-
palities perceived freeways as benefiting their local economies. The pol-
itics of local economic development helped shape a transportation sys-
tem, and in the process led Los Angeles from rail to freeways. Given this
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history, and the fact that political battles over transportation often are in-
fluenced by the spatial pattern of economic benefits, it is reasonable to
expect that the current generation of rail transit systems in Los Angeles
and other regions is subject to the same political pressures.

A Suburban Example
Forty years after the decisions that led to the demise of Los Angeles's
Pacific Electric rail system, the southern California region began to re-
construct the rail transit system that it no longer had. While most of the
activity was focused in Los Angeles (and, even earlier, in San Diego),
other areas within the metropolis also pursued rail transit plans. Orange
County, a densely developed residential and employment center to the
south of Los Angeles, began to seriously consider an urban rail system in
the late 1980s.

The original Orange County plan was developed not by county gov-
ernment, but by a coalition of cities (Central Orange County Fixed
Guideway Project, 1990). Those cities—Anaheim, Costa Mesa, Irvine,
Orange, and Santa Ana—are of comparable size and political influence.
They are also located along a north-south line containing the county's
most dense development. The original project prospectus suggested us-
ing an elevated fixed guideway (e.g., a monorail), greatly reducing right-
of-way acquisition costs and making right-of-way a less important issue
in siting both the line and the stations.4 Having been freed from some of
the most difficult siting constraints, system planners were not tied to
building rail transit on historical routes or on current freight lines. With
the ability to site the line without concern for right-of-way issues, it is
telling that the five Orange County cities chose to use their rail system to
connect employment centers, rather than residential centers5 (see the
proposed line placement in figure 7.1).

The coalition cities perceived urban rail as a catalyst for local eco-
nomic development. While some thought was given to how to link resi-
dential areas to the transit system, mainly by the road network, the early
planning documents and proposed station locations indicate that this
question played a secondary role in the station siting decisions:

The changing character of land use patterns in Orange County over
the past two decades has influenced the development of employment
and retail commercial concentrations in growing activity centers. An
activity center is defined as an area of existing and increasing inten-
sification of office and commercial activity with a minimum of
13,000 employees and an employment density of 10,000 jobs per
square mile. . . . As proposed, the [rail transit] Project will serve [the
13 existing activity centers] on the main line and the circulation sys-
tems. . . . Since the [rail] Project will not provide all the necessary
links to residential areas to accommodate the home-to-work com-
mute, the system will be integrated with the countywide HOV sys-
tem of commuter lanes and transitways now being developed. . . .
(Central Orange County Fixed Guideway Project 1990; pp. 3, 5)
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Figure 7.1. Proposed light rail route map of the Central Orange County Fixed
Guideway Project (1999), linking major activity areas.

Rail would be a tool for local economic development, and stations were
proposed for the county's largest commercial and employment centers.

Evidence from Southern California

The Orange County story fits the idea that localities will view develop-
ment near rail stations as a way to enhance their economic or fiscal po-
sition. One implication is that local fiscal incentives toward transit sta-
tion areas, heretofore often overlooked, should be examined more
generally. It matters little whether neighborhood design influences travel
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behavior if those designs overlook, and thus underestimate, political and
regulatory challenges in implementation.

The purpose of the empirical analysis below is not to comprehensively
examine all possible political obstacles to TOD implementation, but in-
stead to focus on the role of economic and fiscal incentives. Two ques-
tions are important: Do localities regulate land near rail station areas in
ways that suggest systematic local incentives motivated by the economic
and fiscal concerns described earlier? And if so, what is the implication
for TOD and, more generally, for the role of urban design in transporta-
tion policy?6

There are four transportation authorities currently operating rail tran-
sit in southern California, and in 1994 we collected data on all 232 ex-
isting and proposed rail transit stations in the region at the time (see table
7.1 for a summary). The oldest existing system is operated by the
Metropolitan Transit Development Board (MTDB) in San Diego, best
known for its trolleys running from downtown to the Mexican border.
The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA)
opened the Blue Line in 1990, the Red Line (the city's first subway) in
1993, and the Green Line in 1995. The Southern California Regional Rail
Authority (SCRRA) operates the MetroLink interurban system, which
opened in the early 1990s. The North County Transit District (NCTD) op-
erates the Coaster, which opened in 1997 and runs from northern San
Diego County into San Diego.7 As mentioned, the Orange County
Transportation Authority (OCTA) is engaged in the planning process for
a rail transit line.

We also gathered zoning data for quarter-mile-radius circles centered
on each of the region's rail transit stations that were open or proposed at
that time. We chose zoning as the best available measure of local land-

Table 7.1: Operating Status of Stations in Southern California

Operating
Authority
and Line
Date

MTA
Blue
Red
Green

MTDB
East
North
Center
South

NCTD
OCTA
SCRRA

Total

No. of
Stations

in Dataset

70
35
18
17
41
15
3

11
12
22
44
55

232

No. in
Operation
as of 1 995

26
22
4
0

35
12
0

11
12
0
0

47

108

Proposed Start Date

Late 1995

13
0
0

13
6
3
3
0
0
6
0
0

25

Later

26
13
13
0
0
0
0
0
0

16
0
8

50

No Star

5
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
0
0

44
0

49
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use regulations. This required collecting zoning information from the
eighty municipalities that have land-use authority over part or all of a
station's quarter-mile area in southern California.

Zoning data were gathered for six categories: (1) low-density residen-
tial, (2) high-density residential, (3) all residential, (4) commercial, (5)
mixed use, and (6) industrial. Close attention was required to categorize
zoning data, which are not necessarily consistent across municipalities.
For example, discrepancies in the ways cities classify and report low-
and high-density residential cause the "all residential" category to be not
the simple sum of "low-density residential" and "high-density residen-
tial." In addition, many municipalities either do not have a "mixed-use"
zoning classification or do not report the percentage of municipal land
that is zoned for mixed-use development. Thus, the "mixed use" data are
missing for many stations and lines.

Having said that, a simple comparison by rail line does provide an in-
teresting look at how the patterns of land-use zoning near stations are re-
lated to station characteristics. The zoning data are provided in two
forms. Table 7.2 shows the share of land within a quarter mile of a sta-
tion in each zoning category ("station share"), and table 7.3 shows the ra-
tio of the station's land in any zoning category divided by the share of the
surrounding city's land in that same zoning classification ("station ra-
tio"). These measures are explained further below. Each captures a dif-
ferent aspect of the relationship between zoning near a station and the
community containing that station.

Zoning Measure 1: Station Share

Looking at the "station share" measure for the zoning categories in table
7.2, and as illustrated by transit authority in figure 7.2, on average 9.5
percent of the station area land is high-density residential, 24.5 percent
is residential, 22.5 percent is commercial, 6.0 percent is mixed use, and
14.9 percent is industrial. Residential is the highest single category, most
of which appears to be low density.

This pattern differs substantially by rail line, however. By line, the
"low-density" share varies from 1 percent for MTDB Center, in down-
town San Diego, to 26 percent for the two MetroLink lines to Moorpark
and Hemet—both peripheral suburban communities. On average, the
NCTD stations are the most "low-density residential" and the MTA sta-
tions the least. These figures accurately reflect the range one expects
when comparing suburban residential communities with major central
employment centers. The pattern of "high-density" residential is quite
different, with MTA stations having the highest share at 17 percent and
OCTA and MetroLink stations the least at about 5 percent.

The share of station area land zoned commercial across rail lines
ranges from 1 percent in MTDB North stations, to 46 percent for the main
OCTA stations. Most lines are in the 15 percent to 30 percent range, how-
ever. The most commercial station areas are on the OCTA lines, on aver-
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Table 7.2: Land Use Zoning Near Rail Stations, Station Share

Rail Line
Industrial

MetroLink total (SCCRA)
Hemet-Riverside
Moorpark-L.A.
Oceanside-L.A.
Redlands-San Bernardino
Riverside-L.A.
San Bernardino-L.A.
Santa Clarita-L.A.
San Bernardino-Riverside

MTA total
Blue
Green
Red

MTDB total
Centre
East
North
South

NCTD

OCTA total
Main
Alternate
Extension

Low-
Density

Residential

15.7%
26.2%
26.5%

4.2%
4.2%

15.0%
19.3%
20.6%

5.0%

12.4%
1 1 .9%
18.3%
6.7%

14.5%
1 .0%

22.5%
5.3%

19.3%

23.1%

14.6%
10.2%
24.2%
14.8%

High-
Density

Residential

5.1%
4.6%

10.4%
6.9%
0.0%
1 .0%
6.3%
3.2%

14.7%

16.8%
17.3%
10.2%
21.3%

7.3%
0.2%

16.7%
0.0%
4.0%

9.1%

5.4%
4.7%
6.8%
5.6%

All
Residential

20.9%
30.8%
36.9%
11.1%
4.2%

16.0%
25.6%
23.7%
19.7%

29.1%
29.2%
28.5%
28.0%

21.9%
1 .2%

39.2%
5.3%

23.3%

32.2%

20.1%
14.9%
31 .0%
20.4%

Commercial

20.0%
16.5%
12.4%
19.6%
41 .8%
19.3%
19.0%
26.1%
16.2%

21.1%
14.9%
16.2%
38.1%

16.3%
21.7%
18.8%
0.7%

12.1%

19.1%

35.1%
46.4%
18.3%
28.5%

Mixed Use

2.7%
—
—

8.3%
4.4%

—
2.2%
5.1%

—

7.1%
9.3%
9.4%

—

7.0%
8.7%
4.0%

13.2%
7.7%

12.5%

4.3%
2.0%
7.9%
5.4%

25.4%
16.2%
25.9%
25.6%

3.3%
39.0%
26.7%
16.7%
27.2%

1 1 .6%
14.2%
16.5%
3.3%

1 1 .0%
19.1%
6.3%
7.8%

10.3%

13.4%

1 1 .3%
3.8%

1 1 .9%
24.7%



Table 7.3: Land-Use Zoning Near Rail Stations, as the Ratio of the Share of Land in Each Use Within 1/4 Mile of Station Divided
by the Share of City Land in That Use: Station Ratio

Rail Line

MetroLink total (SCCRA)
Hemet-Riverside
Moorpark-L.A.
Oceanside-L.A.
Redlands-San Bernardino
Riverside-L.A.
San Bernardino-L.A.
Santa Clarita-L.A.
San Bernardino-Riverside

MTA total
Blue
Green
Red

MTDB total
Centre
East
North
South

NCTD

OCTA total
Main
Alternate
Extension

All

Low-
Density

Residential

1.67
0.83
0.86
0.18
0.10
0.48
6.23
0.55
0.07

0.44
0.47
0.63
0.21

0.62
0.06
0.66
0.31
1.29

0.68

0.31
0.22
0.45
0.35

0.76

High-
Density

Residential

1.97
2.20
4.52
1.73
0.00
0.11
2.68
0.00

13.61

0.87
0.97
0.53
0.89

1.38
0.02
3.51
0.00
1.15

4.29

0.88
0.48
0.72
1.39

1.47

All
Residential

0.57
1.07
0.98
0.30
0.10
0.45
0.56
0.52
0.96

0.56
0.62
0.44
0.51

0.72
0.05
1.08
0.21
1.05

0.83

0.40
0.31
0.56
0.43

0.59

Commercial

4.37
5.16
9.21
5.30
5.03
3.27
2.18
4.73
3.82

1.95
1.28
1.86
3.14

3.56
5.57
3.00
0.19
3.19

4.72

8.37
14.11

1.32
3.71

4.41

Industrial

5.23
8.49
4.06
4.44
0.29
7.23
3.99
2.34
5.64

1.78
2.17
0.89
1.72

2.96
5.37
1.73
2.19
2.38

4.26

1.35
0.33
1.33
3.22

2.93

Mixed Use

—
—
—
1.29
—
0
0
—
—

—
0
0
0

—
1.14
—
—

10.99

11.85
8.34

17.80
15.25

8.61



Figure 7.2. The share of station area land zoned in each category, by transit
authority ("station share").

age, and the least commercial are on the MTDB stations. Though less
station area land is commercial than residential, on average, the differ-
ence is not great. Combining commercial land with the land zoned for
industrial use, more land in the station area would appear generally to
be for shopping or employment generation purposes than residential.
Moreover, this last fact appears to hold in suburban as well as central city
areas.

In summarizing these descriptive results on land-use zoning near rail
stations in southern California, three main points emerge. First, there is
a good deal of variation by line. The patterns seem to follow from the ge-
ography of the urban area, as expected, with suburban communities hav-
ing considerably more residential station areas than major employment
centers. The second result is that station area "high-density" and "low-
density" residential zoning patterns are different. Low-density suburban
areas have the most low-density residential land near stations, while cen-
tral city areas have the most high density. Third, for most lines, more land
is devoted to residential uses near stations than to commercial uses—al-
though the sum of commercial plus industrial nearly always exceeds res-
idential.

Zoning Measure 2: Station Ratio

Looking simply at station shares for zoning categories has one major
drawback. Some stations might have large shares in a particular use be-
cause the surrounding city also favors that use. The raw data certainly
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suggest that suburban municipalities do not have large amounts of high-
density zoning near their stations. One obvious reason is because subur-
ban municipalities do not have much high-density zoning anywhere in
the city. The operative question is not whether a particular station has
more or less commercial, residential, or other zoning, but how the zon-
ing near stations compares to the rest of the city. If localities view station
areas as attractive places for commercial uses, then there should be more
commercial zoning near a station than elsewhere in the surrounding city.
To measure how station area zoning patterns compare to zoning in the
surrounding city, we constructed an additional zoning measure called
the "station ratio."

The station ratio is the percentage of land within a quarter mile of the
station in a particular zoning category divided by the percentage of land
in the entire municipality in that category. For example, if 25 percent of
the land within a quarter mile of a station is zoned residential while 50
percent of the land in that city is residential, the Station Ratio for that
station is 0.5. In that case, the station area is half as residential as the ju-
risdiction as a whole. If the station ratio for a zoning category is less than
one, the area near the station has a smaller share of its land zoned in that
use than does the surrounding city. If the station ratio for a zoning cate-
gory is greater than one, the area near the station has more of that land
use (as a percentage of land area) than the surrounding city has.

Table 7.3 and figure 7.3 present the average station ratio for each rail
transit line in southern California. First compare the ratios for residen-
tial and commercial land. Note that, for every rail line save one, the sta-
tion ratio is larger for commercial zoning than for total residential. (The
exception is the MTDB North line, which has a station ratio of 0.19 for
commercial and 0.21 for residential.) Likewise, for every line save three,
the station ratio for commercial zoning is larger than that for high-den-
sity residential. (The exceptions in this case are the MetroLink San
Bernardino lines to Los Angeles and to Riverside and the MTDB East
Line.)

Controlling for existing municipal zoning patterns, there is a stronger
trend toward commercial than toward residential zoning near rail sta-
tions. This pattern is consistent across existing and proposed lines, lines
in central and in suburban communities, lines that use heavy and light
rail, and indeed essentially all lines in southern California. Also note that
the station ratio is generally greater than one for commercial zoning, but
often less than one for residential. This bolsters our claim that cities view
stations more as sites for economic development than as residential lo-
cations.8

The good news for transit-based housing proponents is the large sta-
tion ratio for mixed use zoning (see table 7.3). Yet most cities do not re-
port mixed-use zoning for the municipality, and the station ratio for
mixed use represents little other than the proposed lines in Orange
County and north San Diego County. Also, the Station Ratio for mixed-
use is relative to a very small base of mixed-use development in most mu-
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Figure 7
("station
city).

.3. The ratio of station area zoning to city zoning, by transit authority
ratio," which equals 1 when the station area is zoned the same as the

nicipalities. Perhaps cities are receptive to mixed-use zoning near sta-
tions, but the clearer pattern is that cities are receptive to commercial,
not residential, zoning near rail transit stations.

Interpreting the Evidence

Our suspicion is that the large values of station ratio for commercial zon-
ing reflect municipal desires to use rail transit stations as centers of eco-
nomic rather than residential development. This assumes either that mu-
nicipalities adjust their zoning code once rail transit plans have been
unveiled, or that municipalities exert some influence on the station sit-
ing process. Note that either could lead to the observed propensity to-
ward commercial zoning near transit stations. The most likely explana-
tion in our view is that municipalities exert some influence on the station
siting decision.9 For the purpose of inferring local incentives, however,
it is unimportant whether the observed data are the result of zoning
changes once stations are sited or of municipal influence on the station
siting process.

There is also a third possibility that could give rise to the pattern dis-
cussed in the preceding section but that would give no information about
municipal behavior. It is possible that a trend toward commercial zoning
near stations reflects nothing more than the historical accident that
southern California rail lines often used existing freight rail right-of-way.
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Since industrial land uses are common and residential land uses some-
what rare near freight rail, it is possible that the existing rights-of-way
used for rail transit were near land that was used primarily for business
rather than residential purposes.10

Yet, for several reasons, we believe that historical right-of-way patterns
are not driving the results described in the preceding section. First, the
case of Orange County, which planned a line with no consideration of
the existing right-of-way and sited stations in economic centers, is a clear
counterexample. In particular, note that the station ratio data reported in
table 7.3 show an especially pronounced trend toward commercial zon-
ing near the stations on the OCTA main line (where the average station
ratio for commercial is over 14).

Second, the consistency of the data in the preceding section argues
strongly for a behavioral interpretation. While some lines were con-
strained by right-of-way, many were not. The fact that virtually all lines
lean toward commercial development implies that something broader
than right-of-way explains the trend. Third, we develop two behavioral
models that predict land-use patterns near rail transit stations, and those
models support our hypothesis that municipalities will want concentra-
tions of commercial zoning near stations. That result holds when the
models are fit only on data from stations on lines not constrained to use
existing right-of-way, as shown in the following section.

Two Behavioral Models of Transit-Oriented Planning

The zoning data summarized above show that rail transit stations have,
in an overwhelmingly large number of instances, more commercial zon-
ing than does the surrounding city. Does that reflect municipal incentives
to use land near stations for local economic or fiscal benefits? To answer
that question, we developed two models of commercial zoning near sta-
tions. Both models test the hypothesis that the disproportionate share of
commercial zoning near stations is due, in part, to local incentives. The
first model focuses on municipal incentives to use stations to concentrate
or enhance economic development within their city. The second model
examines the more narrow hypothesis that zoning near stations reflects
local fiscal pressures.

Model A: A Model of Zoning

If municipalities influence zoning patterns near rail transit stations, ei-
ther through changes in the code or through station siting decisions,
there should be systematic relationships between municipal character-
istics and the observed zoning patterns. We tested for this first by devel-
oping a regression model of how municipal zoning behavior is linked to
the ability to use rail transit to further local economic development goals.

In considering how economic development goals influence zoning
near stations, it is important to realize that municipalities might spe-
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cialize, with some choosing to become residential enclaves and others
desiring to become employment growth centers. (See Tiebout [1956] for
the seminal statement of this idea in the context of residential location
choice.) We control for any desire to specialize by examining the station
ratio for commercial zoning. The question studied below is not how
much commercial zoning will be near stations in different cities, but
rather how commercial zoning near stations compares to the rest of the
city. Because the station ratio pegs zoning near stations to zoning in the
surrounding city, the commercial station ratio controls for differences in
local tastes regarding the amount of desired commercial zoning in the
city.

The second important point to consider in constructing an empirical
test is that all localities might want the same thing—more economic
growth. Once we control for local tastes regarding commercial zoning,
all municipalities should desire to compete equally for any benefits from
economic development near rail stations. Observed differences in zon-
ing behavior, then, are not due to different preferences about economic
development (those are controlled through the commercial station ratio),
but rather to differences in municipal abilities to act on a desire to use or
site stations to focus commercial development. To test this idea, we use
the regression model

where

LINESHARE = the number of stations on the line located in the mu-
nicipality that contains that particular station, divided by the total
number of stations on the line;

EMPgo B[) = employment change from 1980 to 1990 in the munici-
pality that contains the station;

DENSITY = 1990 population divided by land area (land area mea-
sured in acres);

AREA = land area for the city that contains the station;

POP90 = 1990 population for the city that contains the station;

NSTATION = number of stations on the line;

u = the error term; and

p's = the parameters to be estimated.

The observations for the regression are the 232 existing and proposed
stations in southern California as of 1995. The key independent vari-
ables are LINESHARE and EMPgo_80. Both capture how some localities
might be better able to act on a desire to use stations as economic devel-
opment centers. LINESHARE is intended to proxy for the amount of po-
litical influence that a locality can exert within the context of a rail line.
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EMPgogo,employment growth from 1980 to 1990, is intended to proxy for
the extent that a municipality is well suited to economic development. We
hypothesize that places with large amounts of growth during the 1980s are
more likely to be able to attract economic development during the 1990s.
If so, those high-employment-growth cities might be most likely to use rail
stations to attract commercial development, and so we expect the sign on
EMPgo 80 to be positive.

The role of the LINESHARE variable is best explained by an example.
Suppose a station is on a line with nine other stations. Also suppose the
station is in a municipality that has three other stations (for the same line)
within its borders. Thus, LINESHARE for that station (and all other sta-
tions on the same line within the same municipality) is 0.4 (the four sta-
tions within the city, divided by the ten total stations in the line). In gen-
eral, LINESHARE must be greater than zero but less than or equal to one.
Larger values of LINESHARE indicate that the station is within a mu-
nicipality containing a larger fraction of the line's stations. Stated differ-
ently, larger values of LINESHARE show that the station is within a mu-
nicipality that is "important" within the context of the rail line.

Presumably, municipalities with large portions of a line will have more
influence over siting and coordinated land use near stations. Thus, the
trend toward commercial zoning should be more pronounced in stations
with large values of LINESHARE, and we expect the coefficient on LINE-
SHARE to be positive in the regression equation.11

Population density in 1990 (DENSITY) was included in the regression
because density is often thought to be linked to a city's land-use (and zon-
ing) character.12 We also included three variables that are correlated with
LINESHARE and thus are expected to bias the coefficient on LINESHARE
if omitted from the model. By definition, stations in large cities are more
likely to have large values of LINESHARE (it is more likely that a large
city is important in the context of any particular rail line). Likewise, sta-
tions on small rail lines are more likely to have large values of LINE-
SHARE (it is more likely that any particular city can be important in the
context of a small line). Thus, to be certain LINESHARE does not mea-
sure a large city or small line effect, we included the variables AREA,
POP90, and NSTATION.

The regression results for all stations are reported in column 1 of table
7.4, and columns 2 and 3 show regression results for existing and pro-
posed stations. Column 4 shows regression results for all stations outside
of Los Angeles and San Diego. The results are rather consistent, and sup-
port our hypothesis that municipalities view stations as opportunities for
economic and commercial development. The coefficient on EMPgo 80 is
significantly positive in columns 1—4, and LINESHARE is significantly
positive in two of the first four columns. Yet the question remains
whether the results demonstrate the effect of local incentives toward
land near rail stations or whether the results simply reflect the historical
legacy of zoning patterns near the often preexisting freight rail rights-of-
way that were used for some of the rail transit lines in southern California.
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Table 7.4: Economic Model of Station-Area Zoning3

Independent
Variable

LINESHARE

tlvlr9Q_g0

DENSITY

AREA

POP90

NSTATION

CONSTANT

R2

R2 adj.
N

1
All

Stations

7.68*
(2.74)

1.74X 10-4*
(3.75)
-0.88

(-5.75)
-1.52 X 1CT4

(-4.50)
-5.15 X 10"6

(-4.82)
0.10

(1.45)
8.68

(4.72)

0.20
0.17
211

2
Existing
Stations

4.17
(1.78)

1.26X 10~4*
(2.12)
-0.61

(-3.11)
-1.10 x 10~4

(-2.47)
-3.71 X 10~6

(-2.56)
-0.02

(-0.34)
8.95

(5.28)

0.20
0.15
101

3
Proposed
Stations

13.48*
(2.34)

1.84X 10~4*
(2.44)
-0.93

(-4.15)
-1.51 X 10~4

(-2.67)
-6.21 x 10~6

(-3.61)
0.28

(1.97)
4.05

(1.00)

0.21
0.17
110

4
Exclude LA.

and S.D

9.68
(1.67)

2.56 x 10~4*
(4.31)
-0.07

(-0.24)
2.29 x 10~4

(1.91)
-6.08 x 10~5

(-3.43)
0.22

(2.12)
-1.79

(-0.48)

0.24
0.21
145

5
Exclude

Right-of-Way
Constrained

7.30
(1.40)

1.43 X 10~4

(1.86)
-1.21

(-4.95)
-1.33 X 10-4

(-2.37)
-4.79 x 10~6

(-2.61)
0.59

(3.46)
6.22

(1.91)

0.29
0.25
107

6
Exclude
SCRRA

MetroLink

9.96*
(2.62)

1.85 x 10~4*
(2.79)
-0.99

(-5.40)
-1.63 x 10~4

(-3.55)
-5.82 X 10~6

(-4.15)
0.16

(1.64)
8.06

(2.79)

0.22
0.19
164

7
Exclude

SCRRA and
Right-of-Way
Constrained

24.80*
(2.96)

1.22 x 10-4

(1.03)
-1.39

(-4.87)
-1.10 x 10~4

(-1.38)
-8.20 X 10-6

(-3.41)
1.21

(4.62)
-7.07

(-1.15)

0.42
0.37
79

8
Exclude
Orange
County

3.86*
(2.30)

3.79 X 10~4

(1.04)
-0.33

(-2.191)
-4.53 X 10~4

(-1.65)
-1.59 X 10~6

(-1.76)
-0.04

(-1.02)
6.77

(5.82)

0.42
0.37
79

aThe share of station area land zoned commercial, relative to the share of city land zoned commercial. T statistics are shown in parentheses.
"Those coefficients on LINESHARE and EMPgo.so that are statistically significant at the 5 percent level (two-tailed test).



The problem with right-of-way constraints is best handled by omitting
stations on lines that were constrained to use existing rights-of-way.

We used two techniques to identify lines that were constrained to use
existing rights-of-way.13 Both methods were based on excluding lines
with a large amount of industrial zoning near stations, on the assump-
tion that heavy concentrations of industrial zoning are a sign of the land-
use legacy of preexisting freight rail routes. By identifying stations with
high concentrations of industrial zoning (specifically, those stations with
industrial station ratios in the 80th percentile or above), we excluded the
following seven lines: MetroLink Riverside to Los Angeles, MetroLink
San Bernardino to Los Angeles, MTA Blue, MTA Green, NCTD Oceanside
to San Diego, MTDB South, and MTDB Centre City.14 The results of ex-
cluding those seven lines from the regression in equation (1) are reported
in column 5 of table 7.4. We also omitted all SCRRA MetroLink stations
from the regression, again based on the fact that those lines had heavy
nearby concentrations of industrial zoning at several stations. The re-
gression results are reported in column 6. In column 7 we exclude all sta-
tions on the lines that were identified as right-of-way constrained by ei-
ther of the two criteria used in columns 5 and 6.15

The results in columns 5-7 of table 7.4 continue to support the hy-
pothesis that high commercial station ratios reflect local incentives to use
rail stations to enhance or attract economic development. Two of the
three models in columns 5-7 yield significant coefficients for at least one
of the LINESHARE and EMPQn __ variables. Note further that while nei-yu-ou
ther LINESHARE nor EMPgo 80 are significant at the 5 percent level in
column 5, EMP90_80 is significant using a 10 percent two-tailed test. In
the last column of table 7.4, we exclude all stations in Orange County, to
show that the significant coefficient on LINESHARE is not simply due to
the influence of those stations.

Overall, the results in table 7.4 are consistent with the descriptive data
presented above, and strongly support our argument. The city employ-
ment growth rates and shares of the transit system are in most cases pos-
itively and significantly associated with commercial zoning near rail
transit stations, controlling not only for the land-use character of that
community, but also for other relevant community characteristics as
well. Growing employment centers use station areas for commercial de-
velopment. In addition, the more influence a city has over station siting
and coordination, as measured by the share of the system within juris-
diction borders, the more likely it is that a municipality will concentrate
economic development activities in the station areas. These patterns
hold up across virtually all city and rail line types.

Taken together, both facts suggest that the observed trend toward com-
mercial zoning near stations reflects municipal intentions. At least one
of the two coefficients (LINESHARE or EMPgo 80) is significant in all re-
gressions but one, and the tendency toward commercial zoning appears
somewhat insensitive to the nature of the rail lines, the right-of-way
used, or the size or character of the cities containing these lines. This pat-
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tern supports our hypothesis that municipalities tend to view stations as
centers of economic development.

Model B: Zoning and Public Finances

A further test of municipal incentives toward zoning near rail stations fo-
cuses specifically on the role of fiscal pressures. The relative concentra-
tion of commercial zoning near rail transit stations is consistent with our
hypothesis that municipalities see stations as opportunities to enhance
their fiscal position. In this section, we test that hypothesis.

Assigning each station to the city, or sphere of influence, in which it is
located gives us 65 municipal jurisdictions in the data set, spanning six
counties.16 These represent a diverse array of large central cities, emerg-
ing suburban centers, and small communities. Various fiscal data were
collected for these communities, and several measures of fiscal charac-
ter were in turn calculated. The raw data included sales tax collections,
property tax collections, total revenues, and total expenditures for the fis-
cal years 1980/81 through 1990/91. These were then put into per-resi-
dent terms for each year and adjusted for inflation, and the rates of
change over the period were determined. In addition to having total tax
collections and per-capita collections for both the sales and property tax,
as well as the percentage real change in those numbers, the share of each
tax's contribution to total revenues was also calculated as a measure of
the community's "dependence" on each tax base. Tax base levels and
trends were also examined.

Several of these aggregate revenue patterns are presented in table 7.5.
The average city saw its property tax collections increase twice as fast as
sales tax collections over the 1980s, to the point that they comprised
about a quarter of the average city revenue pie at the end of that period.
This partly reflects the low property tax collections in 1980/81 resulting
from Proposition 13 rolling back both property tax rates and property as-

Table 7.5: City Revenue Levels and Trends

1991/92 Levels

Revenue Measure

Property taxes
Sales taxes
Property taxes per capita
Sales taxes per capita
Share of property taxes

in general revenues
Share of sales taxes

in general revenues

City Average

$17,304,402
$13,927,614

$87
$128

24.5%

30.7%

Standard
Deviation

(71,108)
(33,621)

(51)
(150)
(12.2)

(13.4)

% Real Change,
1980/81-1991/92

City Average

87.9%
38.0%
46.8%
0.5%

1 1 1 .8%

33.8%

Standard
Deviation

(71.8)
(80.5)
(89.7)
(59.6)

(132.8)

(42.7)
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sessments substantially. The property tax base then steadily grew
through the California housing market expansion of the 1980s. Sales tax
collections grew but more slowly, especially as a share of all revenues.
The average per-capita growth of sales tax collections was flat. Both taxes
increased their importance in local revenues, but the property tax by
more. Again, this reflects the small property tax base left in the wake of
Proposition 13. Thus, the main source of fiscal growth through this pe-
riod was population growth and associated land development.

The dependent variable for the regression model is again the station ra-
tio for commercial zoning. The independent variables are intended to ac-
complish two things. First, they measure fiscal characteristics that might
help explain the observed tendency toward relatively large commercial
station ratios reported in table 7.3. Second, the independent variables
help control for other, nonfiscal, determinants of zoning that might be
correlated with the fiscal effects that we are testing for here.

The fiscal independent variables measure the extent to which the mu-
nicipality that contains the station depends on local sales and property
tax revenues, controlling for total budget size. If the tendency toward
high commercial station ratios is due in part to fiscal influences on zon-
ing and siting, then we hypothesize that the commercial station ratio will
be larger in those municipalities that depend more heavily on either sales
or property tax revenues. Those variables are labeled STAXDEP, for sales
tax dependence, and PTAXDEP, for property tax dependence. Between
the two, we expect there to be a stronger link between sales tax depen-
dence and station-oriented commercial zoning because commercial de-
velopment can generate taxable sales. The property tax has become more
important in recent years, relative to 1979, as property values rose and
new property was developed to accommodate a much larger population,
but this is not due exclusively to commercial development. To control
for the size of the local budget in per-capita terms, we also include cur-
rent municipal expenditures per capita.

The nonfiscal variables included in the model are population density,
median household income, and percentage of the population that was
White in the municipality that contains the station. All those variables
are measured in 1990, and all control for nonfiscal factors that might in-
fluence development patterns near stations. Because the region's rail
lines run through cities that span the gamut from large urban centers to
small outlying communities, we include density to control for the de-
velopment differences that one would naturally expect with such varia-
tion.17 Income and percent White are intended to proxy for "municipal
tastes" toward land use policy that might also be correlated with the tax
instruments we focus on here.

The public finance regression model is thus
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where

STAXDEP = fiscal year 1990/91 sales tax revenues divided by to-
tal municipal revenues,

PTAXDEP = 1990/91 property tax revenues divided by total mu-
nicipal revenues,
DENSITY = 1990 population divided by land area (land area mea-
sured in acres),
INCOME = 1990 median income,
EXPCAP = 1990/91 municipal expenditures divided by 1990 pop-
ulation,
PCTWHITE = proportion of 1990 population that is White,
e = the error term, and
a's = the parameters to be estimated.

Note that, for each station, the independent variables measure charac-
teristics of the city that contains the station. That allows considerable
variation since there are 65 municipalities containing stations in south-
ern California. (Later in this section, we also show that the results are not
proxying for the effects of the region's two largest cities, Los Angeles and
San Diego.) Note also that the two tax dependence variables, STAXDEP
and PTAXDEP, are not collinear. For most cities in our data set, those two
tax instruments provide much less than the total revenue in the munici-
pality. On average, sales and property taxes provide 56 percent of local
revenues for the cities in our dataset. Only three cities get more than 75
percent of their tax revenues from sales and property taxes combined.18

Thus, a greater reliance on one tax instrument (e.g., the sales tax) does not
necessarily imply a reduced reliance on the other (e.g., the property tax).

The results of fitting the model in equation (2) on data for all existing
and proposed southern California stations are shown in model (a) of Table
7.6.19 Note that the coefficient on STAXDEP is significantly positive us-
ing a 5 percent one-tailed test. The other significant variables are density,
income, and percent White. The positive coefficient on income could re-
flect the ability of high-income cities to support commercial centers.

The negative coefficient on DENSITY suggests that, in low-density
cities, it is easier for station area commercial concentrations to be more
different (i.e., more commercial) than the rest of the municipality. The
negative coefficient on PCTWHITE is more difficult to explain, but in-
terpreted literally municipalities with smaller minority populations
have lower commercial station ratios. For now, note that our attention is
focused on the fiscal variables, and the other independent variables,
PCTWHITE included, are in the model largely to be certain that
STAXDEP and PTAXDEP do not proxy for other, nonfiscal, influences.

In model (b), we add a dummy variable that equals one if the station
has not yet opened as of 1996. This is intended to control for differences
between existing and proposed stations, and can at least partially illu-
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Table 7.6: Fiscal Model of Transit-Area Zoning: Dependent Variable Is Station Ratio for Commercial Zoning

Independent Variables

CONSTANT

Share of revenues from sales
taxes in 1990/91 (STAXDEP)

Share of revenues from
property taxes in 1990/91
(PTAXDEP)

Current expenditures per
capita in 1990/91 (EXPCAP)

1 990 population density

1990 median household
income

Share of 1990 population
that is White

Dummy = 1 if station not
in operation

"Industrial" station ratio

R2

f?2adjusted
N

Model A
Does ratio of station

area commercial
zoning to city average
depend on revenue
mix, controlling for
density, race, and

household income?

-5.15
(1.21)
9.96*

(1.87)
6.14

(0.89)

1.60X 10-4

(0.87)
-0.49*
(2.95)
3.60 x 10~4*

(4.76)
-0.07*
(1.77)

0.20
0.17

214

Model B
Also controlling for

station status

-5.23
(1.23)
10.65*
(1.99)
7.42
(1.06)

1.80 x 10~4

(0.97)
-0.53*
(3.10)
3.41 X 10~4*

(4.42)
-0.08*
(1.88)
1.22

(1.13)

0.20
0.17

214

Model C
Same as Model B
but excluding LA
and San Diego
observations

-5.11
(0.96)
12.04*
(1.84)
8.67

(1.04)

1.65X 10-4

(0.76)
-0.58*
(2.84)
3.32 X 10~4*
(3.64)

-0.76
(1.49)
0.97

(0.62)

0.19
0.15

150

Model D
Same as Model B

but excluding Orange
County observations

0.99
(0.33)
5.47

(1.51)
1 1 .68*
(2.89)

1.63 x 10~4

(1.59)
-0.36*
(3.48)
3.59 x 10~5

(0.67)
-0.02
(0.77)
0.56

(0.86)

0.14
0.10

170

Model E
Same as Model B
but controlling for

"industrial ratio" right-
of-way constrained

stations

-4.57
(1.04)
10.82*
(2.01)
6.60

(0.93)

1.79 x 10" 4

(0.96)
-0.54*
(3.13)
3.28 x 10~4*

(4.02)
-0.08*
(1.80)
1.32

(1.12)
-0.02
(0.62)

0.20
0.17

212

The absolute values of the t-statistics are shown in parentheses.
'Coefficients significantly different from zero with 95 percent confidence (one-tailed test).



minate the relative role of zoning changes versus siting in any fiscal be-
havior toward stations.

Yet we caution that commercial concentrations near existing stations
might reflect past siting decisions, and commercial concentrations near
proposed stations might be a function of zoning changes that have been
made in anticipation of the station opening. The purpose of the dummy
variable is thus not to definitively separate zoning changes from siting
decisions, but to ensure that the relationship between STAXDEP and the
commercial station ratio persists when we control for the existing/pro-
posed status of stations. The results are essentially unchanged from those
in model (a), and the coefficient on the dummy variable for station oper-
ating status is not significant at the 5 percent level.

Model (c) of table 7.6 excludes the stations in Los Angeles and San
Diego. The only change is that the coefficient on PCTWHITE is now in-
significant using a 5 percent one-tailed test. This suggests that this vari-
able was partially proxying for the effect of the two large central cities in
the region, which have larger minority populations than many of the
more outlying communities. Yet note that even when Los Angeles and
San Diego are omitted from the analysis, the coefficient on STAXDEP is
still significantly positive.

Model (d) excludes all stations in Orange County. Orange County sta-
tions are excluded since those showed an especially pronounced ten-
dency toward commercial. (Recall that the station ratio for commercial
for all OCTA stations was 8.4.) This is the only specification in which
STAXDEP is not significantly positive. But note that PTAXDEP is signif-
icantly positive in model (d), giving some evidence that local fiscal pol-
icy affects zoning near stations. Other changes in model (d) are that the
coefficients on INCOME and PCTWHITE are both insignificant. This sug-
gests that, in models (a)-(c), the income variable was to some extent
proxying for the differences between Orange County's system and the
other lines in the region.

The stations on the proposed OCTA lines were specifically designed to
link commercial and employment centers in the county (Central Orange
County Fixed Guideway Project, 1990). It is not surprising that some of
the link between sales tax dependence and commercial station ratios is
due to the influence of the Orange County stations in the regression
analysis. Yet it is notable that, when the Orange County stations are omit-
ted from the regression analysis, the coefficient on PTAXDEP becomes
statistically significant. The link between fiscal variables and commer-
cial station ratios persists when Orange County stations are omitted, but
the nature of that link changes.

This link highlights two important points. First, the fiscal behavior we
examine here varies across municipalities. While we hypothesized that
all municipalities have incentives to use rail transit stations to enhance
their fiscal positions, certainly some cities will be better able to act on
those incentives. The cities along the Orange County line were intimately
involved in the early station siting decisions, and that might be one rea-
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son why the link between STAXDEP and commercial station ratios is in-
fluenced by the Orange County system.

Second, the importance of various tax instruments also varies across
cities. Excluding Orange County, there is a positive link between
PTAXDEP and commercial station ratios, suggesting that the property tax
is more of a focus for municipal fiscal behavior outside of Orange County.
Because Orange County has recently become home to some of the re-
gion's newer employment and commercial centers, the taxable sales that
those centers generate might be more visible to municipal leaders in that
county. Elsewhere, the property tax appears to be an important source for
fiscally motivated planning decisions.

We also tested these results to examine whether the link between the
fiscal variables and commercial station ratios reflects the legacy of freight
rail right-of-way rather than municipal incentives. In the context of the
public finance regression model in table 7.6, the question is whether
cities with freight rail developed commercial concentrations that led
those cities to become dependent on the sales tax. If those commercial
concentrations were also near freight rail lines, current rail transit sta-
tions might have large commercial station ratios. In short, sales tax de-
pendence and commercial station ratios could be positively related not
for fiscal reasons, but because each are influenced by the land-use legacy
of freight rail lines in the region. Similarly, if commercial concentrations
near old freight rail lines generate large property tax revenues, the link
between property tax dependence and commercial station ratios could
reflect the influence of preexisting rail right-of-way. We conducted two
tests to examine this possibility.

First, we identified lines that were constrained to use existing rail
right-of-way, using the definitions of right-of-way constrained lines de-
scribed above. For each definition, we examined whether the cities along
right-of-way constrained lines are more dependent on either the sales or
the property tax when compared to other cities with rail stations. Such
a pattern would suggest the possibility that the fiscal and station ratio
variables both reflect the influence of preexisting land use patterns,
rather than local incentives for land use near or the siting of rail stations.

For all three definitions of right-of-way constrained lines, the only dif-
ferences in property and sales tax dependence were counter to the pat-
tern that one would expect if freight rail created a dependence on either
tax instrument. Cities with stations on right-of-way constrained lines
were either no different from other cities in terms of the proportion of
revenues generated from property and sales taxes, or cities on right-of-
way constrained lines were less dependent than other cities on those tax
instruments.20 This provides some assurance that the relationship be-
tween sales tax dependence, property tax dependence, and commercial
concentrations near stations is not due to the legacy of freight rail in the
region.

The second test is a more explicit attempt to control for the possible
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impact of freight rail right-of-way on the land use character near each sta-
tion. If freight rail lines are near predominantly industrial and commer-
cial uses, we can control for that influence by including a measure of in-
dustrial land use in the regression analysis.

Model (e) of table 7.6 reports the results of including the station ratio
for industrial zoning in the regression reported in model (b). If the rela-
tionship between STAXDEP and commercial station ratios is simply an
artifact of land use patterns associated with preexisting freight right-of-
way, controlling for such uses by including a measure of industrial land
use should cause the coefficient on STAXDEP to become insignificant.
Yet STAXDEP is still statistically significant in model (e), and the coeffi-
cients on the other variables in the model are essentially the same as in
model (b).

Overall, cities with lines that were constrained by freight right-of-way
do not have any greater reliance on either the sales or the property tax,
and explicitly controlling for station-area industrial zoning does not
change the results reported in model (b) of table 7.6. This suggests that the
positive association between STAXDEP and the commercial station ratio
is not due to any historical concentration of industrial and commercial
land near transit lines that follow freight rail right-of-ways. Instead, the
regressions in table 7.6 provide evidence that fiscal motives influenced ei-
ther the siting of stations, the zoning near stations, or both in ways that
lead rail transit stations in southern California to have considerably more
commercial land than the communities where they are located.

Many of these new types of fiscally motivated planning behaviors have
not been studied in great detail. While TOD is one context in which to
study the fiscal influence on land-use planning, it certainly is not the
only opportunity. Earlier literatures studied incentives for fiscal zoning
and attempts to increase the local tax base, but those literatures typically
focused on the property tax (e.g., Mills and Dates, 1975). In California,
and likely in other states also, fiscal pressures are increasingly focusing
on land uses that generate sales tax revenue. Fiscal competition now is
over commercial uses, and the ramification of these new fiscal pressures
are not fully understood. Future research should study other planning
behaviors to see if the fiscal pressures associated with transit-area plan-
ning are also typical of other aspects of land use planning.

Summary

The morals of this chapter are that the literature has inadequately ac-
counted for the motivations of local governments toward transit-based
housing, and that these motivations matter. Our results indicate a con-
flict between local and regional rail transit goals, owing mainly to a mis-
match in the distribution of the costs and benefits of TOD. The advan-
tages of transit-based housing, such as increased ridership, accrue largely
to the region. The advantages of transit-area commercial developments
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accrue disproportionately to those local governments that reap their fis-
cal advantages. This suggests that municipal land-use choices may not
exploit the regional advantages of rail transit—because they were never
intended to.

If this argument sounds similar to the jobs-housing balance debate, it
should (e.g., Cervero, 1989b; Giuliano, 1992). In both debates, local land-
use patterns are perceived to create an "imbalance" from a regional trans-
portation perspective. The potential imbalance in our case is in the form
of an excessive number of employment and shopping "destination" sta-
tions relative to the number of residential "origin" stations. That is, left
to their own devices, almost every city wants the train to bring people
into town in the morning rather than send them elsewhere. The end re-
sult may be too few communities acting as feeders to sustain the health
of the larger rail system, especially as employment continues to decen-
tralize to the suburbs.

This brings up two points mentioned in chapter 6. First, the barriers to
TOD, and more generally to transportation plans that include urban de-
sign elements have possibly been underestimated due to an insufficient
focus on local incentives toward land use. Second, the argument that lo-
cal municipalities will have incentives to restrict the supply of certain
types of land uses has some support in the case of transit-based housing.
This has implications both for the broad approach of using urban design
to bolster transportation policy and the more narrow issue of TOD.

Regarding TOD, transit-oriented plans have to appeal to municipali-
ties' self interest to be successful. Elsewhere, we suggested that the most
promising way to do this is to encourage localities to identify situations
in which residential TOD can bring the same economic benefits normally
associated with commercial and office concentrations (Boarnet and
Crane, 1997). Local governments can be, and often already are, educated
to recognize those instances where building large residential tracts pro-
vides a ready demand for local goods and services. In such cases resi-
dential development, because it supports commercial retail develop-
ment, in turn generates substantial local economic benefits.

To the extent that this happens near rail transit stations, mixed-use
TOD plans might be the best way for a city to reap fiscal and economic
benefits from their land. Rather than merely enabling localities to build
transit-based housing, regional authorities should actively identify those
situations where cities can benefit from a TOD that includes housing. A
notable example is the new Los Angeles General Plan (City of Los
Angeles, 1993), which includes residential development as a secondary
element around stations that are often commercial nodes. The increased
residential development near those stations is viewed as a way of both
increasing ridership and enhancing the economic health of the commer-
cial development in the area.

More generally, municipalities certainly appear to plan with local ben-
efits foremost in their mind, and at least in the case of TOD this can con-
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flict with broader regional plans. This bolsters the argument that local
governments might restrict the supply of some urban designs. Most im-
portant, the evidence in this chapter suggests that understanding local
incentives toward land use and neighborhood design is vital.

Almost all of the discussion about the transportation benefits of the
new urban designs has focused on their impact on travel behavior, leav-
ing the question of local incentives and the municipal regulatory envi-
ronment all but untouched. In the case of TOD, this is an important over-
sight, and we suggest that local incentives can be similarly important
with respect to the new urban designs more generally. For that reason, in
chapter 8 we continue with an in-depth case study of local attitudes and
behavior toward TOD implementation.
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In this chapter we examine the experience of one urban area, San Diego County,

California, to assess the implementation of transit-oriented development projects

along the oldest of the current generation of light rail transit lines in the United

States. By analyzing local zoning codes, planning documents, and detailed

interviews with planning directors, we illustrate both the opportunities for and

barriers to transit-oriented projects in the region. We further characterize the

transit station area development process in San Diego County and draw insights

into the prospects for implementation in other urban areas.



A Case Study of Planning

The facts, figures, and inferences in chapter 7 regarding municipal be-
havior toward transit-oriented housing opportunities illustrate many
points. Still, there is much that even a careful statistical analysis might
miss or misunderstand. For that reason, we also explored what we could
learn by talking to real planners about these issues.1

The case of San Diego is interesting and useful for several reasons.
First, the San Diego Trolley is the oldest of the current generation of light
rail projects in the United States. Unlike many newer systems, the age of
San Diego's rail transit (the South Line opened in 1981) allows time for
land use planning to respond to the fixed investment. Second, the San
Diego system is no stranger to modern transit-based planning ideas. The
San Diego City Council approved a land-use plan for their stations that
includes many of the ideas promoted by transit-oriented development
(TOD) advocates (City of San Diego, 1992). Third, the light rail transit
(LRT) authority in San Diego County, the Metropolitan Transit Develop-
ment Board (MTDB), is often regarded as one of the more successful mu-
nicipal LRT agencies. The initial parts of the MTDB rail transit system
were constructed strictly with state and local funds, using readily avail-
able, relatively low-cost technology (Demoro and Harder, 1989, p. 6).
Portions of San Diego's system have high fare-box recovery rates, in-
cluding the South Line, which in its early years recovered as much as 90
percent of operating costs at the fare box (Gdmez-Ibanez, 1985).

All of these factors make San Diego potentially a "best-case" example
of TOD implementation. When generalizing from this case study, it is im-
portant to remember that the transit station area development process in
San Diego is likely better developed than in many other urban areas in
the United States. The results from San Diego County can illustrate gen-
eral issues that, if they have not already been encountered, might soon
become important in other urban areas with rail transit systems. Also,
given San Diego County's longer history of both LRT and TOD when com-
pared with most other regions, any barriers identified in San Diego
County might be even more important elsewhere.
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Data Sources and Background

We focused our attention on three different sources of information. First,
we gathered data on land use near San Diego Trolley stations. This in-
cluded zoning data for all land within a quarter mile of each station. One
of the co-authors also visually inspected the development near every San
Diego Trolley station. Second, we obtained general and specific plans,
minutes of local planning board and city council meetings, and local
news articles.

The third information source was a series of detailed interviews with
local planning directors in each of the seven cities with one or more sta-
tions on existing San Diego Trolley lines as of 1995. We focused on plan-
ners because our goal was to understand the role of planning in the TOD
implementation process. While previous studies have examined the
roles and attitudes of developers (Bernick, 1990), residents (Cervero and
Bosselmann, 1994), and transit authorities (Cervero, Bernick, and Gilbert,
1994, esp. pp. 8-10) toward TOD, planners have been relatively over-
looked.

Interviews with Planning Directors

The outline for the interviews was developed in early 1995. That outline
was pretested on city planners in two jurisdictions outside of the study
area, and then updated by clarifying potentially confusing questions. The
initial interviews for this study were conducted in August and Sep-
tember of 1995. The planning directors in each of the seven San Diego
County cities with rail transit stations agreed to be interviewed.2 All had
at least thirteen years of experience in the planning profession, and each
had been with their city at least six years except in San Diego, where the
planning director had been with the city for two years as of 1995.

Respondents were asked a series of questions, over the course of about
an hour, designed to illuminate their city's goals for development near
its rail transit stations, the steps taken toward those goals, and any op-
portunities or barriers in the development process. To avoid eliciting
opinions that deferred to recent writings on the topic, the term "transit-
oriented development" was not used at any time prior to or during the
interview.3 The format was open-ended; the respondents were allowed
to elaborate on each question as they saw fit. Each interview was taped
using an audio-cassette recorder, and the interviews were transcribed
verbatim. Following transcription, responses were analyzed both for
their uniqueness and for general patterns.

Because the initial results suggested that the City of La Mesa played a
special role in San Diego County TOD, we returned to that city for a sec-
ond interview in April of 1997. Our primary objective for the second in-
terview was to verify information on the planning process near La Mesa's
rail transit stations during the 1980s. We included both Dave Witt, cur-
rently the planning director in La Mesa, and Dave Wear, currently La
Mesa's City Manager, in the second interview. Wear had been Planning
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Director in La Mesa during the 1980s, and Witt was Assistant Planning
Director during the 1980s. We followed the same procedure in the sec-
ond interview as in the first interview. Our general conclusions were re-
inforced by the second interview, and we uncovered nothing at odds ei-
ther with the first interview or with other information. Overall, we do not
believe that the time gap between the first and second interviews influ-
enced either the interviewees' recollection of the events or their willing-
ness to provide information.

Given the small number of cities (seven) and the unique characteris-
tics of each station and nearby projects, we considered it unrealistic to
believe that the interview subjects could remain anonymous. For that
reason, we informed each participant before the interview of the possi-
bility that the study results would be disseminated in working paper or
published form, and of the possibility that they would be identified.
While that was necessary, it does raise questions about whether the sub-
jects' responses were influenced by their knowledge that the results
would be disseminated. To minimize this concern, we used archival re-
search when possible to cross-check the planning directors' comments
with other accounts of the same process.

The San Diego Trolley

The development of the San Diego Trolley began with legislation intro-
duced into the California State Senate by James R. Mills in 1975. Mills's
bill required that a percentage of highway funds be allocated to rail proj-
ects in Los Angeles, Orange, and San Diego counties. After Los Angeles
and Orange counties objected to certain provisions in the bill, they were
dropped from the legislation. The bill, which then applied only to San
Diego, contained two major stipulations. First, funds must be spent
within five years or the money would be returned to the state. Second,
only off-the-shelf technology already operating successfully elsewhere
could be selected for the rail transit project (Demoro and Harder, 1989,
p. 6).

Once the legislation passed, and the San Diego MTDB was created to
implement the rail plan, there was little time to choose a route and build
the project. An established freight rail route to the north of the city, part
of the San Diego and Arizona Eastern Railroad (SD&AE), was the logical
choice, since that was where most new development in the county was
occurring. Then in 1976 Hurricane Kathleen washed out major sections
of the SD&AE. The MTDB settled for a southern route, beginning in
downtown and terminating in San Ysidro, near Tijuana and the Mexican
border (Demoro and Harder, 1989, p. 6). On July 26,1981, the San Diego
Trolley began service on the South Line. Revenue service on the initial
4.5 mile segment of the Trolley's East Line, to Euclid Avenue, began in
March of 1986, and extensions to the East Line opened in 1989, 1990,
and 1995. The initial portion of the Trolley's North Line, a 3.2-mile ex-
tension from County Center/Little Italy to Taylor Street in Old Town,
opened in 1996.4 The Mission Valley Line, which roughly parallels the
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8 Freeway to the north of downtown, opened in late 1997, after the re-
search for this case study was concluded.5 The MTDB rail system is
shown in figure 8.1.

Zoning and Land Use Patterns
Near Trolley Stations

A good starting point for assessing both potential and actual TOD in San
Diego County is to summarize zoning and land-use patterns near exist-
ing trolley stations. Calthorpe (1993, p. 63) recommends that TODs have
at least 20 percent of their land area devoted to housing, and that crite-
rion is also specified in the City of San Diego's (1992) transit-oriented

Figure 8.1. Map of San Diego trolley system.
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guidelines. According to Calthorpe (1993, pp. 64, 83), average residen-
tial densities within TODs should be at least ten dwelling units per acre
for neighborhood TODs and at least fifteen dwelling units per acre for
more centrally located, or urban, TODs. Calthorpe (1993, p. 78) also sug-
gests minimum floor area ratios (FARs) of 0.3 for retail with surface park-
ing and 0.35 for offices without structured parking, but he encourages
higher FARs for both types of development.

With those guidelines in mind, zoning data were gathered for land
within a quarter mile of the forty-eight trolley stations that were open or
under construction as of the summer of 1995.6 Table 8.1 reveals that nine-
teen of the forty-eight stations have more than 20 percent of their nearby
(quarter-mile radius) land zoned residential.7 The "multifamily residen-
tial" column corresponds, for the most part, to a minimum density of fif-
teen dwelling units per acre.8 This is the density cutoff suggested by
Calthorpe (1993) for what he calls "urban TODs," although it is slightly
higher than the suggested minimum density in Calthorpe's "neighbor-
hood TODs." Overall, the Multifamily column in table 8.1 can serve as a
good approximation to the density levels compatible with what is com-
monly discussed in transit-based housing plans. When focusing only on
multifamily residential, the scope for transit-oriented housing drops dra-
matically. Only eight stations in San Diego County have more than 20
percent of their nearby land zoned at residential densities (Multifamily
in table 8.1) compatible with the "urban TOD" definitions in Calthorpe
(1993) and the City of San Diego (1992) guidelines.

Commercial and mixed-use zoning predominates along the Centre City
Line in downtown San Diego, and commercial zoning is also found near
several stations on other lines. Comparing allowable FARs across mu-
nicipalities is rather difficult. Some cities do not specify FAR require-
ments, instead focusing on parking and height requirements. Thus, it is
not possible to develop a FAR criterion that approximates some standard
of TOD commercial zoning in the way that "multifamily residential" ap-
proximated the suggested densities for residential TOD.

Instead, we gathered information on the dominant land uses near each
station. This is from a visual inspection of all station areas. Those dom-
inant nearby uses are shown to the right of the zoning data in table 8.1.
Note that forty-three of the forty-eight stations have dominant nearby
uses that include a commercial or industrial component. This reflects a
pronounced tendency toward commercial and industrial land uses near
San Diego Trolley stations, consistent with our previous studies of south-
ern California rail transit (Boarnet and Crane, 1997, 1998a).

The information in table 8.1 suggests that, in many instances, local
zoning and existing land uses are not consistent with transit-oriented
housing. Yet to make more specific statements about TOD implementa-
tion in San Diego County, it is necessary to examine specific projects.

In table 8.2, we list all of the San Diego County projects, both existing
and under construction, that we judged to be consistent with the TOD
definition outlined above. We used a two-step process to identify projects
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Table 8.1: Zoning Within a Quarter Mile of San Diego Trolley Stations, with Dominant Nearby Land Uses

Zoning Categories

Municipality or
Jurisdiction Line/Station

San Diego City North
Taylor St. (Old Town Sta.)
Washington

Airport and Palm
Mission Valley East

Morena Area
Fashion Valley
Hazard Center

Mission Valley Center

Rio Vista Center
Jack Murphy Stadium
Rancho Mission

Centre City
County Center/Little Italy
Santa Fe Depot
Seaport Village
Convention Center West

Gaslamp Convention Center
American Plaza Transfer Sta.
Civic Center
Fifth Avenue
City College
Market& 12th
Imperial & 12th Transfer Sta.

South
Barrio Logan

Multi-
family

0%
0%

0%

0%
0%

28.40%

9%

13.30%
0%

39.70%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%

0%

Total
Res.

0%
3.40%

12.60%

<1%
0%

28.40%

27.40%

17.90%
0%

42.80%

0%
3.60%
3.60%
0%

0%
3.6%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%

0%

Commercial

0%
22.40%

0%

0%
74%
37.60%

34.50%

30.60%
25.90%
<1%

23%
24.10%

3%
0%

0%
30.30%
59.90%
57.40%
39.90%
3.40%
0%

0%

Mixed

2.90%
6.50%

3.60%

0%
8%
0%

0%

7.70%
0%
0%

0%
5.10%

20.40%
28.10%

12.50%
2.10%
2%
7.20%
0.80%
4.3%

17.30%

63.60%

Dominant Nearby Land Use

Presidio Park — Old Town S.D.
Industrial — S.D. Intl. Airport/US Marine Corps.

(MCRD)
Industrial — S.D. Intl. Airport

Industrial — near junction l-8and I-5
Auto-oriented commercial — Fashion Valley Mall
Auto-oriented commercial/office/hotel — Hazard

Center
Auto-oriented commercial — Mission Valley

Shopping Ctr.
Undeveloped/retail/office — Rio Vista West
Recreation/commercial — Jack Murphy Stadium
Multifamily residences — near junction I-8 and 1-15

Office/commercial — S.D. County Admin. Ctr.
Office/commercial — Santa Fe Depot
Office/commercial/multifamily residences
Hotels/multifamily residences — S.D. Convention

Center
San Diego Convention Center
Office/commercial/rail stations
Government offices/jail/hotel — Civic Center
Office/multifamily res. /parking
Institutional/commercial — S.D. City College
Industrial/commercial
Commercial office/light industrial — MTS Rail Yard

Industrial/multifamily res. — CoronadoToll Bridge
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01
CO

San Diego/
Naval Reserve

Naval Reserve
Naval Reserve/

National City
National City
Chula Vista

San Diego City

Lemon Grove

La Mesa

El Cajon

Santee

Harborside

Pacific Fleet
8th St

24th St.
Bayfront/E. St.
H.St.
Palomar St.

Palm Ave.
Iris Ave.
Beyer Blvd.
San Ysidro/lnternational Border

East
25th & Commercial
32nd & Commercial
47th St.

Euclid Ave.
Encanto/62nd St.
Massachusetts Ave.
Lemon Grove Depot

Spring St.

La Mesa Blvd.
Grossmont

Amaya Dr.

El Cajon Transit Center
Arnele Ave.

Weld Blvd.

Santee Town Center

0%

0%
0%

0%
15.30%
30%
2.90%

0%
0%
0%
0%

43.70%
51.20%
44.80%

16.20%
22.70%
0%
8.40%

1 1 .40%

7.50%
4.50%

23.90%

10.40%
5.80%

0%

0.50%

0%

0%
0%

0%
15.30%
34.40%
25.80%

55.60%
41 .60%
53.40%
0%

43.70%
51.20%
45%

28.50%
71 .60%
82.10%
16.20%

82%

28.40%
8.60%

72.20%

26.90%
21.30%

0%

10.80%

0%

0%
0.60%

10.20%
48.20%
33%
33%

0%
0%

10.30%
10.50%

0%
0%
0%

8.20%
5.60%
3.50%

60.80%

6.90%

47.30%
78%

14.60%

6.50%
26.10%

1 .50%

23%

19.70%

0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

7%
1 .80%
0%
0%

13.60%
6.30%
7.60%

0.60%
6.10%
0%
3.20%

5.10%

5.50%
2.40%

3.20%

6.40%
0%

0%

0%

Heavy industrial/commercial— National City Steel
Works

Heavy industrial — National City Steel Works
Commercial/industrial — 1-5 corridor

Auto-oriented commercial — 1-5 corridor
Auto-oriented commercial — 1-5 corridor
Commercial/mobile home park — 1-5 corridor
Auto-oriented commercial — 1-5 corridor — Palomar

Center
Commercial/single-family res. /mobile home park
Multifamily res./industrial
Multifamily residences
Border commercial — US/Mexico Border

Light industrial/commercial/single-family res.
Heavy industrial/single-family res.
Multifamily res./commercial — Creekside

Villas Apts.
Single-family res./commercial
Multi/single-family res./commercial
Single-family res./commercial
Commercial/retail/light manufacturing — Town

Center
Multifamily res. — US Navy Housing/Spring

Hill Apts.
Multistory mixed-use — City Center
Commercial/retail/institutional — Grossmont

Ctr./Hospital
Three-story/multifamily res. — Villages

of La Mesa
Industrial
Retail/auto dealership/light industrial —

Parkway Plaza
Undeveloped/industrial/airport — Gillespie

Field (Airport)
Undeveloped/power retail

aZoning categories are, from left to right, percentage of land within one quarter mile of the station zoned multifamily residential, any residential, commercial, and mixed use.



Table 8.2: Transit-Oriented Projects in San Diego County (transit-based residential)

Project

Creekside
Villas

Barrio Logan

Villages of
La Mesa

Navy
housing

La Mesa
Village
Plaza

Rio Vista
West

Station

47th St.

Barrio
Logan

Amaya

Spring
St.

La Mesa
Blvd.

Friars Rd.

City

San
Diego

San
Diego

La Mesa

La Mesa

La Mesa

San
Diego

Year
Completed

1989

1989

1989

1989

1991

Under
construction

Project
Size
(# units)

141

144

384

244

95

679-
1070

Project
Description

Two-storey
apartments

Two-storey
townhouses

Two- and
three-storey
apartments

Two-storey
apartments

Four-storey;
mixed use:
condos and
retail/office

Mixed use:
residential/
retail/office

Redevelopment
Area

Southeastern

Barrio Logan

Alvarado Creek

Eastridge

Downtown

Private
ownership

Developer

WKB General
Partnership

MAACa

Douglas Allred
Co.

US. Dept. of
Defense

Common-
wealth Go's.

Calmat Properties
Co.

Size of
Development

4 acres

4 acres

1 9 acres

38.5 acres

5.4 acres

94.5 acres

DU/Acre or FAR

35.3 DU/acre

36 DU/acre

20 DU/acre

6.34 DU/acre

17 DU/acre

25-39 DU/acreb

DU = dwelling unit; FAR = floor area ratio.
aMAAC is the nonprofit Metropolitan Action Advisory Committee, which sponsors various projects in low- to moderate-income communities.
b For residential component, based on the Rio Vista West Specific Plan.



consistent with TOD. First, we considered all projects that had been
identified, either by the literature or by San Diego County planning di-
rectors, as having TOD elements. We also included projects that were
mentioned in promotional literature from the MTDB (Metropolitan
Transit Development Board, n.d.-a and n.d.-b) and local specific plans
(e.g., City of San Diego, 1994). From among those projects, we then only
selected those meeting the following criteria:

1. The project had to include residential or office/commercial de-
velopment.

2. The development had to be within a quarter mile of either an ex-
isting trolley station, or a station that was under construction as
of summer of 1995.

3. Construction of the nearby station or trolley line must have pre-
ceded the development of the project. Specifically, we excluded
projects that were constructed before planning for the nearby
station began.

4. The project must either exist or be under construction by sum-
mer of 1995. We excluded proposed developments because of
our concern with implementation, as opposed to design or con-
cept development.

5. The project must in some way reflect the influence of the nearby
rail station.

In practice, we excluded no projects based on the last condition, since
all projects that met the four other conditions reflected at least some at-
tempt to take advantage of the nearby rail station.

The projects in San Diego County meeting the above criteria are listed
in tables 8.2 and 8.3, which illustrate two themes that are key to our
analysis. First, if one restricts attention to projects that either exist or are
being constructed and were built after the rail transit station, there are
relatively few TODs near San Diego Trolley stations. To date, the San
Diego County experience is consistent with what has happened else-
where; TOD projects are built in some places but they are not a major
trend. Second, the TOD activity in San Diego County is concentrated in
two cities—La Mesa and San Diego.9 Even more notably, all four of the
stations in La Mesa have nearby TOD projects. One important question
is why TOD development has proceeded farther in La Mesa than in any
other city in the County, and conversely, why TOD has had a much
smaller impact in cities other than La Mesa and San Diego. We address
these issues first by summarizing the implementation of TOD projects in
both La Mesa and San Diego, and then by drawing on our interviews with
planning directors to analyze why TOD has not made more inroads in
other cities.

Transit-Oriented Development in the City of La Mesa

During the 1980s, TOD projects were built near each of La Mesa's four
East Line trolley stations. Yet an analysis of the planning process for each
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Table 8.3: Transit-Oriented Projects in San Diego County (transit-based commercial)

Project

Grossmont
Trolley
Center

Mills
Building

America
Plaza

Station

Grossmont

Imperial
and 12th

America
Plaza

City

La Mesa

San
Diego

San
Diego

Project
Size

Year (square Project
Completed feet) Description

1989 113,278 10 storey,
auto-oriented
commercial

1 989 1 80,000 1 0 storey; gov.
offices, ground-
floor retail

1992 931,510 34-storey;
offices, ground-
floor retail

Redevelopment
Area

Fletcher Parkway

Centre City

Centre City

Size of
Developer Development

CCRT 1 5.5 acres
Properties

SD Regional 1 .38 acres
Building
Authority

Shimizu Land 2.62 acres
Corp.

DU/Acre or FAR

Approximately
20% coverage3

FAR = 3.0b

FAR = 8.17b

aLot coverage for Grossmont Trolley Center is the percentage of the property covered by single-storey development.
bFloor area ratio (FAR) is calculated by dividing the gross square footage of the building by the total square footage of the parcel.



TOD project shows that those developments were often pursued not only
for their link to rail transit, but also because they supported other local
goals.

La Mesa Village Plaza at the La Mesa
Boulevard Trolley Station

The La Mesa Village Plaza is a mixed-use project adjacent to the station
at La Mesa Boulevard in the city's downtown (figure 8.2). Redevelopment
of the property started in the early 1970s, before the plans for the East
Line were announced. In the mid-1970s, the redevelopment authority
cleared the land and was prepared to sell the property to private inter-
ests who proposed building an office complex on the site. When the pri-
vate developers lost their financial backing, the redevelopment author-
ity was forced to look for other interested parties. The situation stayed
that way, with the land cleared and awaiting redevelopment, for several
years (Wear, 1997).

In the interim, planning for the East Line extension had begun. During
the 1980s, the redevelopment authority issued several requests for pro-
posals, and eventually settled on a mixed-use residential and commercial
plan submitted by Commonwealth Companies (Wear, 1997). The planned
extension of light rail service had influenced the development possibili-
ties at the site, but there were also other factors at work. As Dave Wear,
planning director at the time (and now La Mesa City Manager), recalls,
the empty parcel in the city's downtown was "embarrassing." There was

Figure 8.2. Photo from La Mesa Blvd. (Downtown) Station.
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an imperative to do something with the parcel, and the redevelopment
agency viewed the Commonwealth proposal as the highest and best use
for the property (Wear, 1997). The development, which opened in 1991,
features 95 condominiums, offices, and ground-floor retail.

The Grossmont Trolley Center
at the Grossmont Station

The Grossmont station, like the station a half mile away at Amaya Drive,
is within the Grossmont Specific Plan area. The specific plan was devel-
oped in the mid-1980s to take advantage of the intersection of the 8 and
125 Freeways, the then proposed light rail stations at Grossmont and at
Amaya Drive, the Grossmont Shopping Center regional mall, and Gross-
mont Hospital, at the time the city's largest employer (City of La Mesa,
1985a).

Topographic constraints greatly influenced the development opportu-
nities along the portion of the East Line within the Grossmont Specific
Plan area. The line follows a creek bed in a valley approximately forty to
fifty feet below the existing development. This elevation differential lim-
ited the ability to link the Grossmont station to either the nearby Gross-
mont Shopping Center regional mall or the Grossmont Hospital (City of
La Mesa, 1985a; Wear, 1997). The difference in elevations also created a
buffer between the stations and preexisting land uses. Partly for that rea-
son, there were very few NIMBY ("not in my backyard" protest) issues
involved in either the Grossmont Trolley Center Development at the
Grossmont station or the Villages of La Mesa development at the Amaya
Station. As Dave Wear said, "We've had potentially controversial devel-
opment proposals go through here [the Grossmont Specific Plan area]
without a peep" (Wear, 1997).

Another important consideration was that the flood plain along a por-
tion of the creek bed had been a local development priority since before
construction of the East Line began. In the case of the Grossmont Center
project (adjacent to the Grossmont station), the specialty retail built there
allowed the City of La Mesa to use the vacant land along the creek bed,
which facilitated long-standing local development goals for that property
(Witt, 1995).

Villages of La Mesa at the Amaya Station

In the mid-1980s, the La Mesa redevelopment authority owned vacant
property next to the site of the proposed Amaya station (figure 8.3). The
land for the Amaya station had been purchased by the MTDB some years
earlier. Both the redevelopment authority's property and the MTDB's
land were split across different elevations, with some of each property
on the valley floor and some of both parcels at a higher elevation to the
north. The City of La Mesa proposed to the MTDB that they swap part of
their respective properties, so that both the MTDB's station and the re-
development authority's proposed apartment complex could be built on
flatter parcels that would require less grading (City of La Mesa, 1985b;
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Figure 8.3. Photo from Amaya Station.

Wear, 1997). The city suggested that the swap would lower construction
costs for both parties. The land swap was completed in the late 1980s,
and the 384-unit Villages of La Mesa apartment complex opened in 1989.

Importantly, the redevelopment authority's property near the Amaya
station had become an unofficial dump site over the years. La Mesa's mo-
tivation for developing the Amaya site predates the light rail line. As both
Dave Wear and Dave Witt noted, the Amaya property had been zoned
multifamily residential since before the East Line was proposed. In the
eyes of the city, the opportunity to develop the property and remove
the eyesore of a vacant dump site was welcomed, irrespective of links to
the rail transit system (Witt, 1995; Wear, 1997).

Navy Housing at the Spring Street Station

Trolley and freeway access were both important for the Spring Street sta-
tion development (Witt, 1997). The Navy housing that opened there in
1989 was developed by the Department of Defense. The city did not pro-
vide much planning leadership in this project. The property is on a steep,
granite slope, which increased development costs. Dave Witt, the current
planning director in La Mesa, has suggested that "the Defense Depart-
ment was the only [entity] that could afford to build on that property"
(Witt, 1997). The 244-unit complex opened in 1989.

Summary of La Mesa's Transit-Oriented
Development

Our interview results revealed that most of the goals of TOD projects in
La Mesa went beyond transportation goals. Specifically, the City wanted
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to develop the long vacant downtown parcel at La Mesa Boulevard, use
the property in the flood plain near the Grossmont station, and remove
the vacant dump site near the Amaya station. Witt stated, "I think that
may have been partly why some of these projects [in La Mesa] are on the
ground, because they weren't being driven, even for the most part, by the
Trolley" (Witt, 1995). Thus, one reason why La Mesa has more TOD proj-
ects than many other San Diego County cities is that TOD helped facili-
tate some of La Mesa's long-standing goals.

Yet the convergence of local goals and TOD in La Mesa, while impor-
tant, might not be the only element in the development of that city's tran-
sit-oriented projects. La Mesa has had continuity among top planning
officials for several years. Dave Wear was Director of Community Devel-
opment in the City from 1980 until 1990. In 1990, Wear became City
Manager, Dave Witt (previously the Assistant Director of Community
Development) became Director of Community Development, and both re-
main in those positions to this day. This appears to have provided some
stability and continuity that possibly facilitated some of the development
projects in La Mesa. Also, La Mesa officials seemed to approach each proj-
ect with a practical orientation. Director Dave Witt viewed many of the
projects as "just good planning" (Witt, 1995).

If anything, the vision of TOD in La Mesa was informed more by what
was consistent with local goals than by a comprehensive view of TOD.
This possibly made city officials more willing to work out the details re-
quired to facilitate developments (such as the land swap at the Amaya
station) and might have provided local political support for the TOD ef-
forts.

Transit-Oriented Development in the City of San Diego

The City of San Diego has two transit-based residential projects
(Creekside Villas and Barrio Logan), two major downtown transit-ori-
ented office buildings (the Mills Building and America Plaza), and the
initial commercial portion of a proposed mixed-use TOD at Rio Vista
West. This TOD activity reflects the fact that San Diego is by far the largest
city in the county, with the bulk of the trolley stations. The TOD devel-
opments to date also reflect a commitment to transit-based land-use
planning on the part of the City of San Diego, the MTDB, the San Diego
Redevelopment Authority, and the Centre City Development Corpo-
ration, the redevelopment authority for much of downtown San Diego.

The Creekside Villas apartments, which opened in 1989, provide
mostly low-income housing. The project was developed by WKB General
Partnership on land leased from the MTDB. The development includes
a daycare center that can accommodate forty-four children. This reflects,
in part, a commitment on the part of both the City of San Diego and the
MTDB to provide important work-related destinations, such as daycare,
near transit-based residential and office projects (Metropolitan Transit
Development Board, n.d.-b).
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The Barrio Logan Redevelopment Area was established in 1991. The
Barrio Logan neighborhood is a lower income, predominantly Hispanic
community south of downtown. In 1992, the Mercado Apartments
opened within a quarter mile of the Barrio Logan station. The 144 apart-
ments were targeted for low- and moderate-income families (Metropolitan
Transit Development Board, n.d.-a). To finance the Barrio Logan residen-
tial project, the redevelopment authority pulled together a public-private
partnership that includes six entities. Notably, the San Diego Redevelop-
ment Agency provided a land write-down and subsidies that were worth
close to $2,000,000. Affordable housing program tax credits accounted
for just over $5,000,000 (Bernick and Cervero, 1997, pp. 260-262).

In downtown, both the Mills Building and America Plaza have trolley
stations built into the structure. The Mills Building is a 10-storey project
that houses the headquarters of the MTDB. This building, at the Imperial
and 12th station, was built by a joint powers agency, composed of the
County of San Diego and the MTDB, in partnership with Starboard
Development Corporation (Metropolitan Transit Development Board,
n.d.-b). The MTDB played a pivotal role in this development, both by
providing the land and by siting their headquarters in the building. The
transfer station for the East and South Lines opens onto the building's
lobby, providing a close link between the government offices, trolley
transfer nodes, and ground floor retail, which are all part of the project.

America Plaza is within the Centre City Redevelopment Area, yet the
project required no direct public assistance (Bernick and Cervero, 1997).
The America Plaza Transfer Station is part of the ground floor of the
building. The thirty-four-storey office tower (the city's tallest) was de-
veloped by the Shimizu Land Corporation in the late 1980s and opened
in 1992 (Metropolitan Transit Development Board, n.d.-b). In addition to
office space, the project includes a retail galleria and food court and plans
for a future hotel (Metropolitan Transit Development Board, n.d.-b).10

Like the Mills Building, America Plaza is on the Centre City portion of
the trolley system, which forms a loop around downtown San Diego.

The Rio Vista West project is on the Mission Valley Line, which opened
in November 1997. The entire 95 acres is owned by CalMat properties
(City of San Diego, 1993). The Rio Vista West development, designed by
Peter Calthorpe, features a mix of residential units and commercial prop-
erties, and incorporates many pedestrian-friendly design elements (City
of San Diego, 1993). The downturn in the southern California economy
during the early 1990s slowed the project's implementation, and by 1995
the developer chose to build an initial phase of auto-oriented, "big-box"
retail on the site to provide income for future development.

Overall, while these developments represent more projects than exist
in La Mesa, they are the outcome of a process reflecting both San Diego's
commitment to TOD and some of the difficulties in implementing tran-
sit-oriented projects. The City of San Diego has arguably devoted more
planning resources toward TOD than has any other city in the county, in-
cluding La Mesa. Yet the planning director in San Diego also suggested
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that the city faces many of the same barriers cited by the cities in San
Diego County without TOD (Freeman, 1995). In the City of San Diego, the
barriers to TOD are most evident along the South Line, which passes
through lower income residential and industrial neighborhoods and
where, except for the Barrio Logan project, there has been no redevelop-
ment oriented toward rail transit. More generally, the experience in the
City of San Diego illustrates the importance of understanding not only
the local commitment to the TOD idea, but also the barriers that often
stand in the way of implementing that idea.

Barriers to TOD Implementation in San Diego County

As described in chapters 6 and 7, the literature has considered several
possible barriers to transit-oriented development. A brief summary of
possible TOD barriers, consolidated from the ideas mentioned in chap-
ters 6 and 7, Deakin and Chang (1992), and Cervero, Bernick, and Gilbert
(1994), is listed below:

1. Existing land-use patterns near rail stations can constrain the
opportunities for TOD.

2. Difficulties in assembling large parcels of land can limit TOD op-
portunities.

3. The private land market might be unable to sustain new devel-
opment projects, including transit-oriented ones.

4. Local economic and fiscal impacts might discourage localities
from pursuing TOD.

5. Local officials might not be adequately educated in both the re-
gional advantages and local impacts of TOD.11

Below we summarize the findings from our interviews of all planning
directors in relation to the role of each of the five possible barriers toward
TOD development. For a more detailed presentation of the interview re-
sults, see Boarnet and Compin (1996) and Compin (1996).

Constraints Imposed by Using Existing
Right-of-Way

All stations currently served by the San Diego Trolley, except for the
Santee station and the seven stations on the Mission Valley Line, were
sited along existing rights-of-way. This creates several potential prob-
lems for TOD. First, because most trolley stations were sited in areas with
existing development, the scope for adding new transit-oriented projects
is limited by the ability of the city or other entities to redevelop the area.
The planning directors in Chula Vista, El Cajon, Lemon Grove, and
National City noted that the land near their Trolley stations is already de-
veloped, and they do not expect any substantial land-use change near
those stations.

Second, the preexisting development near existing stations is often
auto oriented rather than transit oriented. For example, Robert Leiter,
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planning director for Chula Vista, noted that the South Line parallels the
Interstate 5 corridor in his city (figure 8.4). Land uses along that corridor,
in Leiter's view, were influenced much more by the preexisting freeway
than the rail transit line. Mr. Leiter stated, "I would say probably if you
went back in history, I would think that 1-5 and even before that,
Broadway—the previous main North/South arterial that went through
Chula Vista—had a lot more to do with determining the land use patterns
in that area than the transit stations per se" (Leiter, 1995).

The third difficulty with using existing right-of-way is that, in some
cases, the character of land uses near the stations was determined by pre-
existing freight rail, and is not conducive to residential development (fig-
ure 8.5). Roger Post, of National City, speculated that the manufacturing
and commercial uses near his city's South Line stations could be "a ma-
jor negative" for any plan that proposed to add residential development
nearby (Post, 1995).

TOD Implementation and the Availability
of Undeveloped Land

Given that many San Diego Trolley stations are in already-developed ar-
eas, land assembly is an important issue for TOD projects in San Diego
County. As table 8.2 illustrates, all of the TOD projects in San Diego ex-
cept Rio Vista West are within redevelopment zones. Redevelopment
zones, as authorized by California's Community Redevelopment Act, are
both land assembly and tax-increment financing tools.12 The exception
to the use of redevelopment zones, Rio Vista West, also illustrates the

Figure 8.4. Photo of Bayfront E St. Station in Chula Vista.
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Figure 8.5. Photo of Harborside Station/National City Shipbuilding.

importance of land assembly. That project is being constructed on a 95-
acre parcel that is owned by CalMat Properties, and historically has been
a sand and gravel operation (City of San Diego, 1993). That property had
been vacant before the planning for Rio Vista West began. Three other
TOD projects in the county (Villages of La Mesa, Spring Street Navy hous-
ing, and the Grossmont Trolley Center) have been built on previously un-
developed parcels. This suggests the importance of undeveloped land
when building TODs, consistent with the interview results that were
summarized in the preceding subsection.

The Role of Market Forces

Development of all kinds slowed considerably in California during the
recession of the early 1990s. All of the planners, except Dave Witt of La
Mesa, referred to the slow economy when discussing the prospects for
high-density uses near their stations. The general conclusion was that the
economic downturn, and decreases in land and property values in the
region, limited prospects for intense development. Even in La Mesa,
which built many TOD projects before the downturn, the recession had
an effect. The original Grossmont Specific Plan (City of La Mesa, 1985a),
written in 1985, envisioned high-density uses that, according to both
Dave Witt (1997) and Dave Wear (1997), could not be supported in the
1990s land market. The revised Grossmont Specific Plan (City of La
Mesa, 1994) was much more modest in terms of the proposed increase in
both commercial and residential densities in the area.
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Fiscal Impacts of TOD

Chapter 7 suggests that residential development near rail transit stations
might bring adverse fiscal impacts for localities. To recap, there are two
main reasons for this. First, in California, a portion of the sales tax rev-
enues that are generated within each city are returned to the cities, such
that land uses that create taxable transactions (i.e., commercial) are at-
tractive from a fiscal perspective. Second, many cities perceive that
medium- and high-density residential developments create service and
spending obligations that exceed the tax revenue generated from those
projects. These fiscal pressures are reflected in statements made by all of
the planning directors except Dave Witt of La Mesa.

For example, James Griffin of El Cajon noted that "commercial has the
advantage certainly of generating sales tax" (Griffin, 1995). Similarly,
Niall Fritz of Santee said, "We need to get the highest and best return in
order to continue to provide other services to the people who live here.
And that means today; not tomorrow. So today we're going for retail uses.
We do not have the luxury to wait for tomorrow" (Frit/, 1995).

Education About Regional TOD Goals

Our interviews suggest that the education of planning directors about
TOD is not a problem in San Diego County. Both the San Diego MTDB
and San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) have promoted
TOD in the region. The MTDB in particular has put together a strong TOD
public relations campaign, including a film, brochures, and informa-
tional meetings with local government officials and general plan advi-
sory committees. All of the planning directors interviewed showed in-
depth knowledge of even the finer points relating to TOD. They used
TOD terms freely and knowledgeably and were familiar with the theo-
retical basis for TOD.13

While all planning directors stated that they agreed with the regional
goals for rail transit put forth by MTDB and SANDAG, each also made it
clear that local goals came first with respect to land use. Our interviews
further suggest that the barriers listed above are often (but not always)
impediments to TOD implementation, and that education, by itself, will
not overcome structural factors such as preexisting development, land
availability, market forces, and fiscal pressures.

Summary of the Barriers to TOD

In the five cities with no existing TOD (Chula Vista, El Cajon, Lemon
Grove, National City, and Santee), there have been several barriers to
TOD. Most important, the rail lines in those cities do not pass through
properties that have been slated for redevelopment. Instead, they often
pass through areas already oriented toward the automobile (along the
portion of the South Line that parallels Interstate 5) or places where ex-
isting development was incompatible with residential projects.
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Still, our interviews suggest that no single barrier is overwhelmingly
important in explaining the limits of TOD outside of La Mesa and San
Diego. The constraints imposed by existing rail rights-of-way, land avail-
ability, market forces, and fiscal pressures all seem to play a role. Overall,
no locality appeared hostile toward rail transit or regional rail goals.
Instead, each city had local goals that took precedence. This was true
even in La Mesa, but as mentioned above, local goals in La Mesa were
more compatible with TOD than in other parts of the county.

Summary

The TOD idea is a comprehensive attempt to use land-use planning to
enhance the viability of rail transit. As with many new ideas, most au-
thors have focused on the broad vision, either by enumerating design
guidelines (e.g., Calthorpe, 1993), evaluating the transportation impacts
(e.g., Cervero, 1994a), or describing how TOD might form the basis for a
new approach to rail transit planning (e.g., Bernick and Cervero, 1997).
With so much focus on the "big picture," it is easy to assume that TOD
is a "big idea" that will be implemented according to a comprehensive
strategy.

Yet the lesson from San Diego County is that progress toward TOD
goals is often made in incremental steps. TOD projects are the outcome
of a number of local governments acting in their own interests, pursuing
opportunities as they present themselves and working within local con-
straints. Where local conditions are consistent with TOD, as was the case
in La Mesa, progress can be somewhat rapid. Elsewhere, barriers and
competing local concerns carry the day. This is consistent with the in-
cremental process of policy implementation outlined by Lindblom
(1959). While for any station or city, each project is a significant effort
that requires much strategic planning, the character of station-proximate
land use throughout the San Diego Trolley system is adapting slowly.
This is also consistent with the conclusions of Knight and Trygg (1977),
who found that development occurred near rail stations when other fac-
tors, such as strong market demand, low-cost available land at attractive
sites, and supportive land-use policies, are in place.

Nothing indicates that the experience of San Diego County has been
unusual. The barriers to TOD have been cited before in the literature, and
the experience with TOD in San Diego is in many ways consistent with
that documented elsewhere (e.g., Bernick, 1990; Cervero, Bernick, and
Gilbert, 1994). As mentioned above, if anything San Diego might be ex-
pected to be more conducive to TOD than many urban areas, so the bar-
riers identified in San Diego County might be even more important else-
where.

The results of this case study suggest that those barriers to more ex-
tensive TOD implementation in San Diego County are fourfold—the con-
straints imposed by existing rights-of-way, difficulties assembling land
in already-developed areas, market conditions, and fiscal and economic
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incentives. Of those, the condition of the land market and fiscal incen-
tives are largely beyond the reach of local governments.14 The primary
way for regional and local governments to facilitate TOD would thus ap-
pear to be aligning rail transit systems in ways that make TOD more fea-
sible. One lesson from this research is that the legacy of preexisting land
uses is an important determinant of TOD implementation, and thus TOD
prospects are heavily influenced by the alignment of a rail line and the
placement of stations.

San Diego will, in the future, provide an opportunity to study the link
between system alignment and TOD. The Mission Valley Line, under
construction at the time these data were collected, is the first trolley line
not using preexisting freight right-of-way. Instead, the MTDB chose to
put the Mission Valley Line through a high-growth corridor to the north
of downtown. Mission Valley contains regional shopping malls, major
hotels, office and commercial complexes, a major league sports stadium,
and new residential development (City of San Diego, 1994). This preex-
isting development, plus the fact that the corridor is still growing and has
developable land, makes the Mission Valley Line a more attractive place
for development projects than much of the South and East Lines. Many
of the future TOD plans in the City of San Diego are on the Mission Valley
Line, although only one of those TODs (Rio Vista West) was being built
at the time of this study (City of San Diego, 1994). By siting the line along
an existing growth corridor, the MTDB has possibly created a situation
where TOD is consistent with other local development plans, much as it
was in La Mesa in the mid-1980s.

This is not necessarily an optimistic lesson for TOD proponents. Plac-
ing rail lines along high-growth corridors can be an expensive option, es-
pecially when those corridors do not have suitable existing rail rights-of-
way. Thus, the benefits of TOD might be best enhanced by expensive rail
alignment decisions. Whether the incremental gain in, for example, tran-
sit ridership outweighs the cost of placing a line along a high-growth cor-
ridor remains an open question. Local and regional authorities should be
aware of this trade-off, and should carefully evaluate the costs and ben-
efits of particular rail alignments.

More generally, an unambiguous conclusion from this study is that
TOD implementation proceeds more smoothly when it is consistent with
other local development goals. Regional rail officials should be aware of
that, and should use that information both in assessing the prospects for
TOD and in deciding which proposals are the most promising develop-
ment opportunities.

More generally, the San Diego experience suggests that the transit-ori-
ented implementation process is, by its nature, a slow one. If transit-ori-
ented planning can enhance the prospects of rail transit, officials should
realize that any benefits might take years to be realized. One lesson from
San Diego County is that, over fifteen years after light rail service began,
the number of existing TOD projects is small and concentrated either in
a city where TOD was consistent with other goals or in the region's largest
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city. To count on near-term systemwide ridership impacts from this one
planning strategy would be risky, both because of the questions about the
link between ridership and TOD discussed in chapter 7 and because of
the incremental implementation process we documented in San Diego
County.

The experience in San Diego County illustrates the importance of fo-
cusing not only on the TOD vision, but also on the details of how such
plans are actually implemented. Regional authorities should attempt to
understand factors such as market demand, land availability, fiscal pres-
sures, and local goals that have influenced TOD in San Diego County.
Furthermore, local and regional officials should pursue careful assess-
ments of demonstrated TOD benefits and project costs. The lesson for re-
gional authorities is that localities might already be doing that, at least
in broad terms, and that these projects are pursued most aggressively
when consistent with local goals. This implies a process likely to look
like the slow, incremental implementation in San Diego County.
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What Role for Travel by Design?



We began this book with three broad questions about the tendency to link urban

design and transportation planning. First, will the new designs yield the expected

transportation benefits? Second, can the designs be implemented on a scale large

enough to meet their transportation policy goals? And third, are these proposals

good ideas? In this chapter we summarize our results and consider their

implications for research and policy.



Lessons for Research
and Practice

Transportation problems seem to offer no end of interesting policy wrin-
kles and technical challenges, but despite the promise of each new tech-
nological innovation, financial windfall, and dazzling social science
breakthrough, planners have not fared well. Air pollution, fuel, and traf-
fic congestion costs continue to mount to where the benefits of making
any headway appear substantial. Yet as more freeway lanes are dedicated
to car-poolers and tollways, and new transit systems continue to soak up
many billions of dollars, getting people to "improve" their driving be-
havior remains the ultimate planning brick wall. Increasing evidence
suggests that transportation demand management schemes have ex-
tremely limited effectiveness, in the sense that only marginal and per-
haps even cost-ineffective changes can be expected from most of the tools
applied thus far.

One view is that the planner's arsenal of transportation demand man-
agement tools has proven largely ineffective in dealing with traffic con-
gestion especially. The somewhat more optimistic account of some plan-
ners and architects is that attention has been focused on symptoms rather
than the disease itself. As discussed in chapter 1, the vanguard of such
urban design schools as the New Urbanism, Neotraditional planning, and
transit-oriented development collectively argue that the way we organize
space has profound implications not only for traffic patterns but perhaps
also for our sense of self and modern civilization as a whole. Prominent
urban designers, planners, and political leaders forcefully claim that
these development strategies will, among other things, improve traffic
conditions, reduce home prices, and generally increase the quality of res-
idential life.

Of course, this is just talk. As bold and stirring as these claims may be,
they are mainly meant to get us thinking afresh about where and how im-
provements can be made—not as cold hard facts. Most transportation
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planners probably recognize that blanket statements of this nature are
overly simplistic. Even the architects and planners promoting these ideas
are usually careful to emphasize the many ingredients necessary to ob-
tain desired results: the straightening of streets to open the local network,
the calming of traffic, the better integration of land uses and densities,
and so on. The new designs have many elements, and while their pur-
ported transportation benefits are often featured, they are by no means
the only component.

Nonetheless, these ideas have had a great impact on modern city plan-
ning thought and practice. A growing number of general and specific
plans feature various combinations of these elements as self-evident im-
provements, and the claim that virtually any one such element has trans-
portation benefits has rarely been challenged in either the practitioner or
scholarly literatures.

In this book we asked, Can these strategies work, can and will they be
implemented, and are they a good idea?

The Influence of the Built Environment on Travel

The appeal of the new designs is hard to deny, but can they deliver? We
seem not to know. Surprisingly, there is little credible knowledge about
how urban form influences travel patterns. Given the enormous support
for using land use and urban design to address traffic problems, it was
somewhat surprising in chapter 3 to find the empirical support for these
transportation benefits to be inconclusive and their behavioral founda-
tions obscure. Prior evidence on the link between design and travel is dif-
ficult to interpret and tells us relatively little about the behavioral nature
of the problem and thus provides a weak foundation for policy advice.

Our contribution involved analyzing travel within a standard demand
framework, in chapter 4, and then testing how various land use and ur-
ban design features influence trip costs and ultimately travel behavior,
in chapter 5. Little is controversial in our approach, yet it has been sur-
prisingly absent from recent discussions of this topic.

Our results indicate that under fairly general conditions, a mix of
changes in urban design either increase, decrease, or do not change car
trip frequencies and vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The only design fea-
ture that appears to unambiguously reduce car trips and thus VMT,
though by how much we cannot say, is traffic calming. While VMT is un-
likely to rise, or rise much, that unexpected things are plausible should
provide considerable caution for persons who wish to use other design
elements to influence driving behavior.

The point is not that most anticar plans can unintentionally backfire,
though they might, but that the link between nonwork automobile travel
and urban design is complex—in particular it is not as simple, obvious,
or deterministic as much popular urban design rhetoric implies. This is
not to say that there is no link, or that the link works substantially differ-
ently from the hypotheses of advocates of the new urban designs. In fact,
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some of our evidence in chapter 5 supports the argument that land use
does influence nonwork travel. Yet those tentative links are neither self-
evident nor based on a priori theory. Instead, the pattern is complicated
and will vary depending on the particulars of various urban areas. Over-
all, the new urban designs, rather than being an organizing framework for
transportation planning, are a set of hypotheses that should be seriously
examined within a coherent research framework. Rather than facts re-
garding how design will influence travel, they are research-able questions.

That said, the empirical results from chapter 5 do suggest a few rules
of thumb that can help guide policy. First, planners should carefully fo-
cus on how urban designs influence nonwork car trip speeds and dis-
tances. Intuitively, urban designs that place nonwork destinations closer
to residences might both reduce nonwork trip distances and, if streets
congest or if planners specifically try to "calm" car traffic, slow automo-
bile trip speeds. These two changes—slower automobile trip speeds and
shorter trip distances—can have opposing effects on trip generation
rates. The evidence from the San Diego data in chapter 5 suggests that
automobile trip generation will be reduced in instances where automo-
bile trip speeds are slowed to the point that they offset the tendency of
shorter trip distances to induce more car trips.

An implication for planners is that the built environment, if it is to re-
duce nonwork car trip making, should slow automobile speeds suffi-
ciently to counteract the effect of any reduction in trip distances. Oddly,
then, congestion can be an ally of planners who seek to eliminate auto-
mobile trips, as some reduction in trip speeds, possibly due to increases
in congestion created by higher densities, can provide an incentive for
persons to avoid driving.

This is less unusual than it might seem, as many policies seeking to re-
duce car travel, including carpool lanes and mass transit, rely to some
extent on congestion levels to reduce the attraction of either driving or
(in the case of carpool lanes) driving alone. The difficulty is that conges-
tion itself is an external cost and policy-makers must balance the extent
to which congestion aids plans to reduce driving with the benefits of re-
ducing traffic congestion. The proper way to evaluate that balance is
within a benefit-cost framework. More generally, urban plans in already-
congested areas, such as central cities or more dense inner suburbs,
might be more likely to deliver on their transportation promises than the
same designs in outer suburban areas.

A second rule of thumb suggested by our research is that shortening
trip distances sufficiently to facilitate walking is problematic. The evi-
dence suggests that most persons are willing to walk not much more than
a quarter mile for most trips (Untermann, 1984). Thus, planners would
be well advised to remember that until trip distances are shortened to
this distance or less, other design strategies might do as much to en-
courage driving as travel by other means, walking included.

The last rule of thumb is in some sense the murkiest, as it does not flow
directly from the research in chapters 4 and 5. Intuitively, the pattern of
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trip chaining that includes how one combines trips for different pur-
poses, often as part of a commute, has much to say about the link between
urban design and travel behavior. Some new urban designs seek to clus-
ter trip destinations, and while our analysis has focused exclusively on
clustering around residential locations, the same concentrations could
be encouraged near job centers. A largely unanswered but important
question is how different urban designs do or do not influence trip-chain-
ing patterns, and in turn how that informs transportation policy.

Neighborhood Supply Obstacles

The question of the supply of less car-dependent neighborhoods involves
two issues—the market potential for these designs, and whether local
regulatory regimes allow that market to meet whatever demand there
may be. Market potential is a serious and yet unresolved issue. Chapters
4 and 5 demonstrated that we do not know how many car trips (if any)
these developments might take off the road. Hence, unless the magnitude
of the travel behavior effect is dramatically large, the new urban designs
will have to be implemented on a reasonably broad scale to be a major
component of air quality or congestion management plans.

The evidence, thin as it is, suggests that the scope for the new urban
designs is more limited. Certainly some persons might wish to live in
moderately dense, Neotraditional, pedestrian-oriented villages, but there
is little that suggests that those developments will soon become more
than a niche market. Yet debating the magnitude of the market share
leads us to ask the wrong questions. Rather than agonizing over how
many households might choose to live in New Urbanist or similar neigh-
borhoods, policy-makers should examine whether the land market sup-
plies those neighborhoods to persons who want them. Measuring the
transportation benefits of those neighborhoods can follow later.

Putting this another way, a nascent movement in planning has begun
to ask whether land-use regulations, especially zoning, interfere with the
desire of people to drive less. We recast that question in chapters 6 and
7 by asking whether local governments have incentives to not supply cer-
tain kinds of neighborhoods for the "wrong" reasons. If so, how might
such undersupplies be addressed? This approach moves the focus from
such tasks as encouraging persons to buy housing in dense neighbor-
hoods—a political nonstarter and a problematic issue generally—to the
question of whether or not the housing market is constrained by regula-
tory policy from adequately providing more dense neighborhoods.

Our examination of the incentives of local governments used the ex-
ample of transit-oriented development (TOD) in southern California.
Studying TOD had several advantages, but three are most important.
First, the potential neighborhood site is, by definition, adjacent to a rail
station. This provides a clear locational focus for our analysis. Second,
while Neotraditional and New Urbanist neighborhoods are still few and
far between, there have been several attempts, even in southern Califor-
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nia, to build transit-oriented neighborhoods, providing a growing data
base for empirical and case analysis. Third, given that the land near rail
transit stations often includes potential sites for commercial and office
developments, the economic and fiscal issues that influence local incen-
tives toward land use appear to be especially stark in the case of TOD.
While examining the narrow realm of municipal land-use behavior in re-
lation to TOD, we can gain insight into broader issues of whether and
how local governments might constrain the supply of some kinds of
neighborhoods that might otherwise meet market needs.

We found that localities respond to both economic and fiscal incen-
tives in their plans.1 Both zoning maps and the interview responses from
planners indicate that local governments view transit stations as oppor-
tunities for office and commercial development, and will favor those de-
velopments at the expense of other possible land uses. Part of the moti-
vation for this is fiscal and is tied to the way that land uses create
revenues for local governments. Broader economic concerns also play a
role.

One conclusion is that, in addition to thinking about market demand,
advocates for transit-oriented land-use planning must consider how well
those plans match the incentives of municipalities. Another is that my-
opic regulatory barriers to supply should be removed or diminished.
Again, however, it will be necessary to understand municipal behavior,
and possibly change municipal development incentives, before progress
will be possible.

For example, Tiebout (1956) conjectured over four decades ago that
municipalities within an urban area would specialize to attract residents.
Each locality would attempt to carve out its own market niche. Under
certain extreme assumptions, this cross-municipality competition would
meet the varied demands of consumers for different types of neighbor-
hoods with different levels of local public services. One way to recast the
supply question, then, is why Tiebout competition might not lead to an
efficient supply of desired neighborhood types, and whether some kinds
of neighborhoods tend to be undersupplied in the outcome. Future re-
search and policy would benefit from more attention to this issue.

Is Urban Design Good Transportation Policy?

The transportation objectives of urban design are most appropriately an-
alyzed within a traditional regulatory policy context. Along those lines,
the theory of externalities provides a useful framework. The problem
with cars is not that they are bad as such, but that car travel brings with
it undesirable side effects for which the market does not provide com-
pensation. These externalities include air quality problems, traffic con-
gestion, and undesirable impacts on neighborhood quality of life.

An implicit argument for using urban design as transportation policy
is that the externalities associated with automobile travel are pressing
problems, other policy alternatives have been exhausted, and these design
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strategies will achieve the desired result. The discussion in chapter 2 cast
doubt on the first two points, especially regarding air quality and traffic
congestion. Environmental regulations have produced cleaner air in
most urban areas. While measures of traffic congestion based on road ca-
pacity indicate worsening problems in many metropolitan areas, other
data indicate that commute times have hardly changed over the past few
decades. Overall, air quality and congestion problems might still consti-
tute pressing policy issues, but the often unstated assumption that these
problems are rapidly growing worse appears wrong.

Of course, new environmental problems remain on the hori/on and
might change this optimistic assessment (e.g., Getter, 1999). Based on a
recent study of the Los Angeles air basin, the cancer risk from air pollu-
tion is much higher than experts previously suspected. The contribution
of automobiles to the emission of greenhouse gasses has only recently re-
ceived attention, and future policy activity in that area should depend
crucially on assessments of the link between climate change and carbon
emissions, and (ultimately) on assessments of the cost of the external
harm from carbon emissions.

We do not mean to minimize either issue here, as both could poten-
tially prove to be as important, or even more important, for the next sev-
eral decades of policy as more traditional air quality and congestion
problems were in past years. Still, our analysis of the transportation ben-
efits of particular urban design features has, like most other analyses be-
fore, focused on more traditional transportation issues. This is largely be-
cause those are well understood and because reasonable estimates of the
value of pollution and congestion costs exist. Furthermore, in many in-
stances, policy activity for the "newer" environmental problems will
likely be evaluated against the alternative policy options that already ex-
ist, and so we argue that it is meaningful and important to assess how ur-
ban design compares to other existing regulatory options.

First note that land-use and urban design strategies lack the flexibility
of many other regulatory options. They propose to change the price of
travel but they do so by literally building or rebuilding urban communi-
ties. In turn, the built environment is long-lived and difficult to change.

Some might view this as an advantage, hoping that alternatives to au-
tomobile travel will become "locked in" by building cities in different
ways. Yet the difficulty of changing urban form cuts both ways. Building
enough new and different neighborhoods to change the character of a
metropolitan area can be a lengthy process; our case study of TOD in San
Diego suggests that implementation might be measured on a scale of
decades rather than years. Furthermore, once a policy option has been
locked into the urban form of a city, that lack of flexibility can be a dis-
advantage if unforeseen circumstances, new information, or changing
preferences create the need for changes in policy. Overall, the uncer-
tainty of most policy environments suggests a preference for flexible poli-
cies that can be quickly implemented. Urban form comes up consider-
ably short on that count.
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Moreover, many other policies can potentially deliver the transporta-
tion benefits sought. For air quality, continued emphasis on engine tech-
nology should yield incremental emissions reductions. Taxes on gaso-
line, driving, or emissions would all encourage persons to drive less.
Finding ways to take the most grossly polluting vehicles off the road can
potentially provide a large amount of cleanup by focusing on a small
number of the vehicles being driven.

For congestion, the most attractive policy is to charge fees to drive on
congested roadways. Initial experience with peak period pricing in
southern California has set off of wave of proposed experiments across
the country, and this augers well for the possibility of controlling urban
traffic congestion in the future. While many analysts argue that conges-
tion pricing will remain politically infeasible for decades, if not longer,
these policy alternatives are more flexible than urban design, and can
typically be implemented in both individual cases and on a broad scale
much more quickly.

Neighborhood quality of life, on the other hand, remains a key urban
design policy objective. The links among urban design, transportation,
and quality of life may be more appropriate than the links drawn to ei-
ther air quality or traffic congestion (Consumer Reports, 1996; Fulton,
1996). While the travel impacts of virtually any urban design are still un-
certain, and thus the link between travel and quality of life is unclear,
broader aesthetic and public participation goals might indeed be consis-
tent with efforts to improve the sense of place and quality of life within
communities. There are also fewer policy alternatives to urban design for
this purpose.

Having said that, urban design strategies continue to suffer from our
lack of knowledge about their travel impacts, the ability of markets to
build alternative neighborhood prototypes, and the willingness of local
governments to facilitate their development. Those gaps in our knowl-
edge, coupled with the availability of regulatory alternatives, make ur-
ban design as much a research agenda as a policy initiative.

Policy Implications: Incentive versus
Outcome Regulation

Neighborhood design standards and transportation infrastructure pro-
jects, because they are so long-lived, are inseparable from city building
more generally. A city's form, and perhaps its spirit, is shaped in part by
its design and transportation infrastructure. Thus, some persons are in-
clined to confound two somewhat distinct goals—building city forms
that will endure and thrive for decades and managing the more quickly
changing transportation problems of today and tomorrow.

But we do not know as much as we would like about the travel impacts
of one design versus another, including unintended consequences, and
other transportation policies might offer better solutions to particular
problems. We therefore recommend that planners should lower their
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expectations regarding the travel benefits of urban design, and perhaps
expand their understanding of other transportation policies. Further-
more, we suggest that transportation policy problems are still best at-
tacked singly, because the solutions to problems as diverse as air quality,
congestion, and neighborhood quality of life strenuously resist "one size
fits all" solutions.

Still, urban design strategies should be included within a suite of pol-
icy tools. Among others, pricing the automobile to reflect the full social
cost of trips (including air quality and congestion externalities) is an at-
tractive, if politically problematic, policy. Importantly, full-cost pricing
of automobiles, by raising the price of car travel, should make less auto-
dependent neighborhoods more attractive to consumers. More generally,
several policies can play a role in producing cleaner air, less congested
roads, and more vibrant neighborhoods. Urban design will likely play a
role, but planners should also remember the importance of other policies
that can be implemented rather more quickly and adjusted more readily.

Consider the respective roles of incentive regulation and outcome reg-
ulation in the control of environmental problems generally, and how they
inform the strategies described above. In chapter 2 we noted that the
overwhelming majority of environmental regulation in the United States
has focused on outcome regulation. Maximum allowable pollutant con-
centrations, required emissions technologies, and additional highway
capacity intended to relieve congestion are all examples of regulations
intended to somewhat directly achieve desired outcomes. The use of out-
come regulation is understandable in the face of identifiable problems
and a pressing need to "do something."

Alternatively, price regulations do not prescribe the desired outcome;
they establish a socially desirable set of incentives that accounts for the
environmental harm inherent in a specific problem. The use of prices cal-
culated to reflect external (or environmental) harm can make explicit the
link between regulatory activity and the crucially important assessment
of the cost of a particular type of environmental harm. Prices, as we have
discussed, can be adjusted more easily than many other regulatory in-
struments, and the monitoring costs associated with many incentive (or
price) regulatory schemes are low compared with many types of outcome
regulation.

After decades of relying primarily on outcome regulation for environ-
mental policy, both government and environmental advocates are in-
creasingly realizing the advantages of incentive regulations, hence the
growing popularity of what are called "market-based" environmental
policies, such as emissions trading plans. Most important, market-based
approaches recognize that to achieve further progress in environmental
regulation, it will be increasingly necessary to change behavior. Chang-
ing incentives is a powerful way to do so.

The scope for changing behavior is the subject of this book, and these
alternatives, incentive and outcome regulation, comprise the regulatory
options in transportation policy. Physical design is more outcome than
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incentive regulation, by emphasizing the physical environment. In
thinking about urban design as transportation policy, we should in-
creasingly think about how drivers respond to prices (including the
prices implied by changes in urban designs), how governments respond
to their own incentives, and how regulators might use knowledge about
both types of incentives to foster a better understanding of the effects of
and need for new urban designs. A closer focus on the incentives of both
drivers and planners, combined with attention to how urban design can
work as part of a suite of policy tools, will provide valuable assistance to
those working on solutions to transportation problems.

Directions for Future Research

While reserved in our support of specific design proposals for trans-
portation purposes, we feel strongly that this is an important research
area. Several research tasks are important if we are to improve our un-
derstanding of how travel is connected to the details and broad patterns
of the built environment.

First and most important, the link between the built environment and
the price of travel should be a cornerstone of future research efforts. The
evidence in chapter 5 confirms that many neighborhood features can be
understood within a price framework, and that a price (and consumer de-
mand) framework is essential for illuminating the complex relationship
between design and travel. If there is one overarching message of this
book, it is that the demand framework presented in chapter 4, and its
prominent role for prices (however measured), is essential in under-
standing the link between urban design and travel.

Beyond that basic argument, several questions emerge. Geographic
scale has been overlooked; future analysts should give more attention to
the distances over which any link between urban design and travel is ev-
ident. Possibly even more important is the extent to which statistical re-
sults are biased by the link between residential location choice and pref-
erences about travel. Those prefering alternatives to automobile travel
can be expected to select into neighborhoods that offer automobile alter-
natives, either by buying or renting residences in those neighborhoods.
Thus, simply comparing travel patterns in neighborhoods with different
design characteristics—the dominant mode of empirical research on this
topic—will give biased estimates of the influence of neighborhood de-
sign on travel. Our work addressing this issue is only a start.

We also repeat that the policy prescriptions from analyses of urban de-
sign and travel hinge crucially on one's assessment of the supply of those
neighborhoods. If the supply of one sort of neighborhood is artificially
constrained, say, through government regulation, then building more of
those neighborhoods could potentially influence travel behavior even if
that only provides places for persons who want to live there but who pre-
viously could not afford to. Hence, it would be very useful to examine
the incentives affecting how local governments regulate and otherwise
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influence land use, and in turn whether those regulations unduly restrict
particular neighborhood types. This work remains primitive and thus
there is much to learn.

City building will always be linked to transportation, and vice versa, and
the new design and planning strategies are, in many respects, brimming
with promise. Yet understanding how those designs influence travel,
how they might be implemented, and how to evaluate their transporta-
tion goals is a fundamental and still incomplete task.

Any urban design strategy should be encouraged in those respects in
which it succeeds. Regarding traffic solutions, our goal here was to clar-
ify what we know while also suggesting how we can learn more. In the
end travel remains a very complex story. Travel by design remains an ex-
citing challenge.
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Appendix
Data and Data Collection Methods
for Chapter 7, by Source

Transit Authorities

As described in chapter 7, there are five transportation authorities that
operate or are planning passenger rail lines in southern California: MTA
(Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Los Angeles), OCTA (Orange
County Transportation Authority, Orange County), NCTD (North County
Transit District, northern San Diego County), MTDB (Metropolitan
Transit Development Board, central and southern San Diego County),
and SCRRA (Southern California Regional Rail Authority, MetroLink).
Each of these authorities were contacted to request rail line maps, station
addresses, and dates at which time stations would become operational.

Stations

Many of the most recent rail transit studies indicate that the sphere of in-
fluence on adjacent development for light rail transit (LRT) stations is ap-
proximately one quarter mile in radius (e.g., Bernick and Carroll, 1991;
Bernick and Hall, 1992; Cervero, 1994c). The Thomas Guide Street Guide
and Directory (1994) was used to locate the 232 proposed or existing rail
transit stations in southern California and identify jurisdictions. Although
the half-mile circle centered on a station was often within one munici-
pality, the area for some stations included up to three separate jurisdic-
tions. Eighty jurisdictions were identified as being within the quarter
mile radius of existing or proposed rail transit stations in southern
California. Once the initial identification was made, each jurisdiction
was phoned and a request was made for appropriate and recent zoning
maps.

Zoning: Categories and Measurements

We organized zoning data within one quarter mile of each transit station
into six categories. All cities organize their zoning into more precise
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categories, but for our purposes, we use only the six listed below. These
six categories allow us to compare land-use data between the target ju-
risdictions by creating uniform categories that apply to land use in each
jurisdiction.

Low- to Medium-Density Residential: less than or equal to 15
dwelling units (d.u.s) per acre.

High Density Residential: greater than or equal to 15 d.u.s per acre.

Commercial: all commercial and office professional, not including
heavy commercial zoning.

Mixed Use: any area where commercial and residential uses may
occur simultaneously.

Industrial /Manufacturing: industrial, manufacturing, heavy com-
mercial and any other commercial/industrial zoning classifica-
tions. (Note: Land within the zoning categories of heavy commer-
cial and commercial/industrial is included in our industrial/
manufacturing category. Commercial uses in most areas that are
zoned heavy commercial or commercial/industrial are wholesale
warehouses. Sales tax revenues are generally collected at the point
of sale and not at the distribution center, thus these warehouses do
not typically generate sales tax revenues for their city of residence.
From a municipality's perspective, the fiscal and economic char-
acteristics of warehouses are more likely to be similar to industrial/
manufacturing land uses than to commercial land uses.)

Other: including open space, rights of way, government properties,
public properties, waterways, streets and highways, and unzoned
areas.

It was problematic to categorize residential land use according to den-
sities across multiple jurisdictions. Most jurisdictions apply the terms
high, medium, or low density, or combinations of the three, to residen-
tial zoning. A lesser number of cities combine the aforementioned terms
with the terms single family, two family, or multifamily to categorize res-
idential properties. The densities attached to these terms can vary
greatly, especially between urban and rural locations. In urban locations,
high-density zoning may allow 60-70 d.u.s per acre, while in rural areas
high-density zoning may only allow 10-12 d.u.s per acre.

For most jurisdictions, the categorization of residential land can be
characterized as follows: estate density (0-2 d.u./ac.), low density (3-4
d.u./ac.), medium density (4-8 d.u./ac.), medium-high density (8—14
d.u./ac.), and high density (more than 15 d.u./ac.). In jurisdictions that
use single-family, two-family, and multifamily zoning categories, densi-
ties are generally less than 8 d.u. per acre in single family, less than 15
d.u. per acre in two family, and greater than 15 d.u. per acre in areas
zoned for multifamily residential.
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The density range in the residential classifications in the thirty-five
municipalities in Table A.I do not match the previously mentioned gen-
eral classifications. (These exceptions have been assigned to either the
"low- to medium-density" or "high-density" category based on informa-
tion received from each municipality on the average densities of each
zoning classification. If the average density in the classification is below
15 d.u./ac., that classification is included in the low-density category,
and if the average density of the area is above 15 d.u./ac., the area is in-
cluded in the high-density category.)

Table A.1: High-Density Zoning Definitions, for Local Governments That Are
Exceptions to General Classifications in Appendix A

Municipality/County High Density Designation (dwelling units/acre)

Baldwin Park
Brea
Carson
Cerritos
Commerce

Costa Mesa
Covina
Downey
El Segundo
Escondido
Hawthorne
Huntington Beach

Irvine
Laguna Niguel
Loma Linda
Lynwood
Mission Viejo
National City
Ontario
Orange
Pasadena
Rancho Cucamonga
Redlands
Redondo Beach
Rialto
San Bernardino
San Clemente
San Diego City
Santa Clarita
Santa Fe Springs
Santee
Simi Valley
Solana Beach
Upland
Vista

Multifamily 12.1-20
High density 9.7-24.9
Multifamily 8-25
Medium density >15.5
Medium-density multifamily 0-27, high-density multifamily

>21.78
High density 13-20
Multifamily >14.6
Two family 9-17, multifamily 18-24
Two family >15, multifamily >33.9
Medium multifamily 16-22
Medium density 8.1-17, high density 17.1-40
Multifamily townhouse 14.7, multifamily apartment

14.52-21.78
Medium-high density 10-25, high density 25-40
No density range, all specific plan projects.
High density 9.1-13, very high density 13.1-20
Multifamily 14.1-18
High density 6.5-14
Two family 17.4, multifamily >22.8
Medium density 16, high density 25
Medium-low density 6-15, medium-high density 15-24
Multifamily 12-48
Medium-high density 14-24
Medium density <17.4
Medium-high density >15
Multifamily 13-21
Medium-high density 24, high density 36
Medium density >15
High density >14.5
Medium-high density 15.1-25
Multifamily townhouse 14.7, multifamily apartment 20.7
Medium-high density 14-22, high density >22
Medium-high density 8-16, high density >16
High density 13-20
Multifamily 9.9-30
Multifamily 6.6-21.8
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Notes

CHAPTER 1

1. Some might object that the early automobile transportation planners
very much sought to change urban form to accommodate the automobile and
also at times sought to solve societal problems by providing a new mode of
transportation. Certainly, there was some utopianism surrounding the auto-
mobile in the early decades of the twentieth century, and some planners did
advocate that cities could be beneficially "transformed" by providing for bet-
ter automobile travel (see, e.g., Altshuler, 1965; Foster, 1981; Rose, 1990, esp.
chapter 1). Yet those planners were often not dominant in debates that usu-
ally deferred to road engineers, and most transportation planning of the first
half of the twentieth century sought to respond to the rapidly increasing de-
mand for automobile travel. This is importantly different from the more re-
cent goal of using urban design to, among other things, change how people
wish to travel. In the former instance, even if planners sought to transform
cities and transportation systems, the key players viewed themselves as re-
sponding to changes in travel behavior that were caused by other factors,
such as the popularity of the newly developed automobile. In the latter case
of the more recent urban designs, the projects often have the more ambitious
behavioral goal of seeking to change the desired travel patterns of some per-
sons.

2. Other recent discussions of their work are found in Abrams (1986),
Boles (1989], Bookout (1992b), Dunlop (1989,1991), Kelbaugh (1989), Knack
(1989), Leccese (1990), Mahoney and Easterling (1991), Rowe (1991), Carson,
Wormser and Ulberg (1995), and Ryan and McNally (1995).

3. The mixed views the architectural profession has held toward the sub-
urbs, ranging from disdain to merely aesthetic, are perhaps part of the story.
See the discussion in Boles (1989).

4. Except that, as Calthorpe (1993) emphasizes, traditional small towns
tend to lack the densities required to support transit. Fink (1993) also argues
that the Neotraditional model, based in many ways on the prototypical
Eastern small town, does not apply well to the more decentralized character
of the western United States.

5. Interestingly, Duany (1989) emphasizes that these communities are not
typically permitted under standard building and planning codes. A central
feature of his firm's town plans has been their codes, which provide both for
more flexibility in some respects, such as allowing narrower streets, and for
less in other respects, such as prescribing design guidelines for individual
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structures. Clear descriptions of how a neighborhood and a planning de-
partment might change street codes to benefit existing neighborhoods are
found, respectively, in Appleyard (1981) and Fernandez (1994).

6. A sampling includes Calthorpe (1993), Bookout (1992a), Duany and
Plater-Zyberk (1992), Kulash, Anglin, and Marks (1990), Beimborn et al.
(1991), Lerner-Lam et al. (1991), and Ryan and McNally (1995). More doubt-
ful assessments are found in Kaplan (1990), Leccese (1990), and Handy
(1997).

7. Granted, benefit-cost analysis incorporates certain assumptions that
have been questioned by various authors, and an emphasis on weighing ben-
efits and costs might overshadow the important question of who reaps the
benefits and who pays the costs. Yet the advantages of benefit-cost analysis
as a policy tool are considerable, and when applied carefully the disadvan-
tages are not as severe as critics claim. Furthermore, assessing benefits and
costs is a useful organizing tool for analyzing not only efficiency questions
but also the equity question of who wins and who loses.

CHAPTER 2

1. This is the "desire-line map" technique described in Altshuler (1965,
pp. 26-28), who notes that this and similar methods were highly influential
in highway siting decisions of the 1940s and 1950s.

2. See, for example, Altshuler's (1965, pp. 17-83) description of the plan-
ning for the Intercity Freeway connecting St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minne-
sota. The siting decision was most heavily influenced by highway engineers
who were guided by traffic and cost criteria. While other actors, including
city planners and community groups, argued against a route that would cut
through established neighborhoods and displace many residents, their argu-
ments did not prevail.

3. The percentage of all trips by private vehicle is from U.S. Department
of Transportation (1997, p. 155, table 7-3).

4. Murphy and Delucchi (1998) review the recent literature on the social
costs of motor vehicle use generally in the Unites States and summarize the
social cost estimates by category.

5. Recent simulation evidence suggests that, under certain conditions, the
expected cost of commuting can be reduced more by reducing variations in
travel times than by reducing the average travel time. This raises the possi-
bility that, in addition to average travel times and speeds, drivers might also
care about nonrecurring congestion and its effect on the variance of travel
times. See Noland (1997).

6. For a more complete discussion of externalities and externality regula-
tion, see Cropper and Dates (1992).

7. A formal analysis of the relative advisability of quantity and price reg-
ulation is found in Weitzman (1974).

8. The California Motor Vehicle Pollution Control Board required, in 1961,
that by the 1963 model year, new automobiles sold in the state must include
crankcase blowby devices that would reduce emissions (Lave and Omenn,
1981, pp. 29-30); South Coast Air Quality Management District, 1997, p. 15).

9. For a description and a critical assessment of the effectiveness of Mex-
ico City's no-drive days, see Eskeland and Feyzioglu (1997) and Levinson and
Shetty (1992, p. 32).

10. In federal fiscal year 1996, transportation grants to state and local gov-
ernments were 34 percent of all federal grants excluding those for health
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(mostly Medicaid) and income security. Of the transportation grants, over
two-thirds were for the federal aid highway system. Both proportions have
been roughly constant, with transportation totaling approximately one-third
of all federal grants other than Medicaid and income support since the mid-
1980s (U.S. Office of Management and Budget, 1997).

11. Some persons claim that vehicle inspection programs have been gen-
erally ineffective and have contributed little to the realized reductions in ve-
hicle emissions (see, e.g., Glazer, Klein, and Lave, 1995).

12. Of the six NAAQS pollutants, lead concentrations are excluded from
the PSI.

13. For NO2, only one urban area (Fort Wayne, Indiana) recorded an in-
crease in atmospheric concentration from 1986 through 1995. Four urban ar-
eas (Des Moines, Iowa; Honolulu, Hawaii; Phoenix-Mesa, Arizona; and
Tucson, Arizona) recorded an increase in ozone concentration between 1986
and 1995. For PM-10, three metropolitan areas (Fort Lauderdale, Florida;
Monroe, Louisiana; and Texarkana, Texas-Texarkana, Arkansas) recorded an
increase in concentration from 1986 through 1995. Three metropolitan areas
(Fort Wayne, Indiana; Knoxville, Tennessee; and West Palm Beach-Boca
Raton, Florida) recorded an increase in SO2 concentration, based on the sec-
ond highest 24-hour reading, from 1986 through 1995. Source: U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (1996, table A-17).

14. Houston's peak ozone measurement for the year was 0.26 parts per mil-
lion, which exceeded the highest ozone reading anywhere in the Los Angeles
air basin for the 1996 smog season, which ended in October of 1996 (Cone,
1996).

15. The average vehicle miles traveled per household increased from 34
to 41.40 from 1969 to 1990 (U.S. Department of Transportation, 1997, table
7-1, p. 151). The U.S. Energy Information Administration has data on gaso-
line prices going back to 1977. In inflation-adjusted dollars, motor vehicle
gasoline, including taxes, was cheaper in 1996 than in 1977 (Energy Informa-
tion Administration, 1997).

16. For more detailed discussions of the SCAQMD's Regulation XV pro-
gram, see Bae (1993), Dill (1998), and Giuliano, Hwang, and Wachs (1993).

17. Note that accidents are not externalities to the extent that well-func-
tioning and complete insurance markets exist. Conversely, the external costs
of accidents are those that cannot be compensated by existing insurance mar-
kets.

18. For example, Baldassare (1991) states that, in Orange County, Califor-
nia, in 1989, "traffic and transportation" was ranked as the "most serious
problem" by 40 percent of survey respondents.

19. The Los Angeles commute time data in Gordon and Richardson (1993)
were for all modes, not just automobile travel.

20. See also Levinson and Kumar (1994) for a similar argument. Cervero
and Wu (1997,1998) offer somewhat contrary evidence for the San Francisco
area.

21. One example of a "doomsday" analysis is the 1988 California Assem-
bly Office of Research Report that cited predictions of travel speeds as low
as seven miles per hour during peak periods on some Los Angeles freeways
by the year 2000. That analysis ignored or downplayed behavioral responses,
including urban decentralization, peak spreading, telecommuting, and other
adaptations that historically have held commute times in check.

22. Giuliano, Hwang, and Wachs (1993) found that average vehicle rider-
ship (which is a ratio of the number of employees arriving at a regulated em-
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ployment site divided by the number of cars arriving at the site) increased by
2.7 percent in the first year of the Regulation XV program. They concluded
that the increase could be attributed to Regulation XV travel demand man-
agement (TDM) plans, but they noted that virtually the entire increase in av-
erage vehicle ridership (AVR) was due to changes in carpooling. Giuliano,
Hwang, and Wachs questioned whether the first year's increase in AVR could
be sustained. See also the discussion in Wachs (1993a).

23. For a discussion of the political opposition to congestion pricing, see,
for example, Giuliano (1992), Small, Winston, and Evans (1989), and Wachs
(1994). For a summary of congestion pricing experiments throughout the
world, see Gomez-ibanez and Small (1994).

24. As stipulated in the CPTC's franchise, carpools with three or more per-
sons traveled free for the first two years that the lanes were open. Since
January 1, 1998, the CPTC has charged a reduced toll for cars with three or
more persons (Sullivan and El Harake, 1998).

25. The private franchise and the idea of charging any toll, as opposed to
time varying tolls, were both challenged in the state legislature (Weintraub,
1987), and the project was also challenged by a neighboring county (Gomez-
Ibanez and Meyer, 1993). Yet the opposition revolved around the use of a pri-
vate franchise and charging any toll for travel. The congestion pricing inno-
vation of charging tolls based on the time of day and expected congestion
levels never met with much opposition (Sullivan and El Harake, 1998).

26. Recent evidence suggests that the propensity to use the State Route 91
toll lanes does not vary much with income (Mastako, Rilett, and Sullivan,
1998; Sullivan and El Harake, 1998).

27. See, for example, Park (1952) for an early and influential statement of
this and related ideas.

CHAPTER 3

1. Garreau (1991) offers the best-known evidence that this is a recent phe-
nomenon. An alternative and compelling argument that these patterns date
back to at least the immediate post-World War II period is presented by Hise
(1997).

2. Other critical discussions of this literature and many of these issues are
found in Anderson, Kanaroglou, and Miller (1996), Herman (1996), Burchell
et al. (1998), Cervero and Seskin (1995), Crane (1996a, 1998a, 1998b, 1999a),
Davis and Seskin (1997), Deka and Giuliano (1998), Dunphy et al. (1997),
Ewing (1997b), Gibbs (1997), Handy (1996b, 1997), Jones and Breinholt
(1993), Moore and Thorsnes (1994), Pickrell (1999), Ryan and McNally
(1995), and Wachs (1990). This review does not cover all those materials in
order to focus on the structure and development of the literature, and its gaps.
Other studies not specifically referenced in this chapter that nonetheless
were useful in its preparation include Atash (1993, 1995), Berechman and
Small (1988), Brownstone and Golob (1992), Cambridge Systematics (1994),
Cervero (1986, 1989a), Cervero and Radisch (1996), Deakin (1991), Ewing
(1994, 1995a, 1995b), Ewing, DeAnna, and Li (1998), Gordon, Kumar, and
Richardson (1989a), Holtzclaw (1990), Johnston and Ceerla (1995), Kitamura,
Chen, and Pendyala (1997), Koppelman, Bhat, and Schofer (1993), McNally
and Kulkarni (1997), Mokhtarian, Raney, and Salomon (1997), Newman and
Kenworthy (1989), Nowland and Stewart (1991), Levinson and Kumar (1994,
1995), Ong and Blumenberg (1998), Peng (1997a, 1997b), Pivo, Hess, and
Thatte (1995), Pivo, Moudon, and Loewenherz (1992), Pipkin (1995), Pivo et
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al. (1992), Pushkarev and Zupan (1977), Plane (1995), Roberts and Wood
(1992), Southworth (1997), Southworth and Ben-Joseph (1997), Spillar and
Rutherford (1990), Steiner (1994), Schimek (1998), Thompson and Frank
(1995), and Wachs et al., (1993).

3. Other examples of this approach that address other issues besides the
street configuration include Johnston and Ceerla (1995), McNally and Kul-
karni (1997), and Kitamura, Chen, and Pendyala (1997).

4. This model and the alternatives are described in more detail in 1000
Friends (1996) and in several other of the LUTRAQ reports. The discussion
here is only intended to highlight a few of the many issues and results ex-
amined there.

5. Three other literatures highly relevant to the study of these issues are
not examined in any detail in this chapter. These concern "travel accessibil-
ity," "recreation demand," and "parking." The first emphasizes the measure
of proximity and opportunity, among other things, sometimes as distin-
guished from "mobility." While it traditionally attempts to measure the built
environment, this literature increasingly also includes measures of travel de-
mand (e.g., Hansen, 1959; Wachs and Kumagai, 1973; Hanson and Schwab,
1987; Crane and Daniere, 1996; Handy and Niemeier, 1997; Crane and van
Hengel, 1998). Alternatively, the study of recreation demand often uses travel
to recreational sites to measure the value of those sites. Thus, as in the dis-
cussion of behavioral models below, they may use trip length as a measure
of the cost of recreational travel. Estimation issues, the endogeneity of trip
length, heterogeneity of preferences, and the choices of where to go and how
to value those options are examined closely in this work (e.g., Yen and
Adamowicz, 1994; Englin and Shonkwiler, 1995; Parsons and Kealy, 1995;
Haab and Hicks, 1997; Morey and Waldman, 1998; Train, 1998).

Finally, we do not discuss parking either as a design element and or as a
(potential) travel cost, though it is both. The impacts of parking on travel be-
havior have been explored by Brown, Hess, and Shoup (1998), Shoup (1997),
Topp (1993), and Willson (1992, 1995), among others. One theme these au-
thors explore is that parking is normally free to the driver, and thus repre-
sents an often substantial subsidy to driving. Shoup (1999) suggests that land
use authorities do not recognize the extent of the subsidy in the first place,
distorting their own planning decisions as well. Both are relevant to the
themes of this book and deserve more attention.

6. Holtzclaw defines "pedestrian access" as (fraction of through streets) X
(fraction of roadway below 5 percent grade) X (0.33)/(fraction of blocks with
walks) + (building entry setback) + (fraction of streets with controlled traffic).

7. While these studies try to explain pedestrian travel, note that the resi-
dent value of pedestrian-friendly environments likely extends beyond travel
considerations. Handy, Clifton, and Fisher (1998) found evidence that non-
walkers often placed significant value in having pedestrian-oriented features
within reach, implying that these features may be prized as neighborhood
amenities and opportunities, even where they are not much utilized.

8. Handy's (1996a) evidence on an inverse relationship between trip dis-
tance and trip rates is for supermarket shopping trips by all modes, while
Holtzclaw (1994) and 1000 Friends (1993) examined only car trips.

9. Compare this argument with the results of Tertoolen, van Kreveld, and
Verstraten (1998) that when confronted with differences in their attitudes to-
ward driving and their actual behavior, the surveyed residents of Gouda, The
Netherlands, tended to change their attitudes rather than their driving.

10. Differences in travel behavior by gender have also been linked explic-
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itly to urban form issues, though seldom in a demand framework. See, for ex-
ample, Madden and White (1980), Gordon, Kumar, and Richardson (1989b),
Madden and Lie (1990), and Rosenbloom (1993).

11. This is similar to one of the empirical specifications we report in chap-
ter 5, making Kockelman's (1998) approach similar to our own. Both are ini-
tial attempts to build stronger links between demand theory and questions
concerning urban form and travel. While Kockelman only reports models
that use urban form as a determinant of trip length, we also formulate and
test alternative specifications that include urban form variables directly in a
trip generation regression.

CHAPTER 4

1. Access has been measured in many ways, but is often used to capture
scale as well as distance (Handy 1992; Crane and van Hengel, 1998). The
number and diversity of potential destinations within some specified dis-
tance, such as the number of grocery stores and restaurants, is a typical mea-
sure (Hanson and Schwab, 1987). In practice, node composition as well as
the spatial distribution of nodes thus both matter. To keep the basic story
straightforward, this article abstracts from all aspects of access but linear dis-
tance. However, although increasing the diversity of destinations clearly af-
fects the attractiveness of any travel mode for any given travel distance, it
does not qualitatively affect the logic of the argument.

2. Handy (1992) and Crane (1996a, 1996b) are the only sources we are
aware of that explicitly note this consequence of reducing trip length.

3. Extending the story to allow for more travel modes, such as transit and
bicycling, would complicate the narrative and analytics without changing
the qualitative nature of the results.

4. Here we employ the term "demand curve" somewhat differently from
its usual usage, as it gives the preferred mode corresponding to the total cost
of an entire trip, not the number of trips or the trip length per unit cost.

5. The formal statement of the maximization problem should properly in-
clude certain conditions on the form of preferences, price-taking behavior,
and optimization over other consumption (e.g., see Kreps, 1990). It is as-
sumed the standard and necessary conditions hold.

6. Comparative statics is perhaps the most powerful and certainly the most
popular tool in microeconomics. It permits the analyst to ask various "what
if" questions, and derive the qualitative answers in some detail. Moreover,
the basis for those answers follow transparently from the structure of the
model. Though we have glossed over many details in this summary of the
method, a fuller treatment would show this is not a "black box" approach to
explaining outcomes.

7. It seems likely that work trips are relatively price inelastic, at least in
the short run when locational changes are not possible, and that nonwork
trips are somewhat more sensitive to travel costs. This is borne out by the
mode-choice literature (e.g., Train, 1986). The ANOVA results of Ewing,
DeAnna, and Li (1998) indicate that trip generation rates by all modes are in-
elastic with respect to certain land-use variables, including density, land-use
mix, and gravity accessibility measures. Unit trip cost is not explicitly in-
cluded as an explanatory variable, however.

8. The earlier literature on jobs-housing balancing focused almost exclu-
sively on commuting. Many of the criticisms of jobs-housing balancing (see,
e.g., Giuliano, 1992) can be viewed as problems associated with using land
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use to influence work trips. Persons might choose to live far from their job
for many reasons, such as the availability of local amenities, a preference for
living in certain communities, or the high costs of both moving and chang-
ing jobs. When the focus changes to nonwork travel, many of those concerns
are less vexing.

9. This simplifies matters because we need not necessarily understand all
there is to know about nonwork travel to be able to test the link to urban de-
sign. Instead, we merely need a framework that isolates the hypothesized link
between design and travel in a way that can be tested with available data.

10. Examples include Cervero and Gorham (1995), Kitamura Mokhtarian,
and Laidet (1997), Crane and Crepeau (1998), Cervero and Kockelman (1997),
and Frank and Pivo (1995), all of whom measure land-use characteristics for
geographic areas that correspond to census tracts or smaller units of geogra-
phy. An exception is Handy (1993), who used gravity measures to examine
the effect of accessibility to neighborhood and to more distant regional des-
tinations.

11. As an example, for the Orange County/Los Angeles data used in chap-
ter 5, the census tracts for residents average less than six square miles in area.
If tracts were circles (a simplification, because tracts are irregularly shaped),
the average tract radius for these data would be 1.34 miles. Nonwork trips for
the persons sampled averaged 10.24 miles.

12. For the Orange County/Los Angeles area data, 96 percent of all first
trips during the travel diary time period were by private automobile. For the
San Diego data, 94 percent of all first trips during the travel diary time pe-
riod were by private automobile.

13. Since all travel diary respondents are from the greater Los Angeles or
San Diego areas, we assume that there are no important variations in fuel cost
across persons in our sample.

14. Note that, of the studies reviewed earlier, only Kitamura Mokhtarian,
and Laidet al. (1997) give any attention to the need to control for how the
value of time spent driving changes as income levels change. We include in-
come quadratically in regressions for the Orange County/Los Angeles data
alone, as individual income is available only by broad categories for San
Diego.

15. Yet land use and urban design characteristics might be endogenous to
travel behavior if persons choose, for example, residence locations based in
part on how they wish to travel. This problem, and a proposed solution, is
discussed below.

16. We experimented some, in earlier work, with models that treated me-
dian trip distance and speed as endogenous variables. We were not able to
identify good instruments for median distance and speed, and so were not
satisfied with the performance of those models. The significance of the land-
use variables was generally not affected by the choice of whether or not to
use instrumental variables for median trip distance and speed. See Crane and
Crepeau (1998) for more discussion.

CHAPTER 5

1. The results presented below draw on the research reported in Boarnet
and Sarmiento (1998) and Crane and Crepeau (1998), but this chapter extends
that work in several ways as discussed below.

2. The Panel Study of Southern California Commuters is described more
fully in Brownstone and Golob (1992). The travel diary data are from the
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ninth wave of a ten-wave panel survey. Because persons sometimes stop re-
sponding to panel studies, later waves are often not representative samples
of either the initial respondents or the underlying population. Boarnet and
Sarmiento (1998) investigated whether panel attrition resulted in sample se-
lection bias in the context of trip generation models such as those reported
here. They found that the attrition process is independent of the trip gener-
ation behavior studied here, and so does not bias either their results or the
similar specifications reported here.

3. Our data were collected only for the respondent, typically an employed
adult within the household. To adjust for characteristics of the household
that might influence individual travel, we included in the model the number
of children and the number of household members who work.

4. It is possible that long-distance commuters make more nonwork trips
than short-distance commuters during their days off. Thus, we include both
the work-day and long-commute dummy variables and the interaction term
for those variables to control for the possibility that commute distance affects
nonwork trip making on both work days and days off.

5. This is based on 1994 census TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geo-
graphic Encoding and Referencing) street maps. One motivation for %GRID
is research by Kulkarni (1996), who found that the number of four-way in-
tersections was one of the most influential variables in a cluster analysis used
to group Orange County, California, neighborhoods based on how closely
those neighborhoods reflected Neotraditional design tenets. Cervero and
Gorham (1995) similarly classified neighborhoods as transit- or auto-oriented
based in part on an assessment of the percentage of four-way intersections in
the neighborhood. Note that %GRID was not constructed by counting four-
way and total intersections. That was not possible given the large number of
residence locations in this study and limitations of the GIS software. Instead,
for each quarter-mile-radius area, we marked the area that contained four-
way intersections, and that area was measured with a digital planimeter. We
believe that this technique gives measures of the street network that are sim-
ilar to those that would be obtained by counting intersections.

6. The data for ZIP code population density are from the 1990 census.
Retail and service employment densities for ZIP codes, obtained from the
Southern California Association of Governments, are for 1994. The data and
variables discussed here were first collected in Boarnet and Sarmiento
(1998). We are grateful to Sharon Sarmiento and to the research assistants ac-
knowledged in Boarnet and Sarmiento (1998) for assistance in collecting
these data.

7. The Orange County/Los Angeles residents also specified income by cat-
egories, but a linear income variable was imputed from the categorical in-
come data for Orange County/Los Angeles. See Sarmiento (1995) for details.

8. In the regressions for San Diego, we examine land-use variables char-
acterizing only the respondent's home census tract, with the exception of the
street grid variables that are measured within a half mile of each respondent's
household.

9. Consider a hypothetical situation: A particular parcel of land may be
zoned commercial but is vacant. The land-use data here reflect the vacant sta-
tus of the land, while the zoning information cannot capture this informa-
tion. This is an important distinction to make when dealing with issues of
transportation and urban form.

10. This sign and significance pattern on the sociodemographic control
variables were robust (with minor changes) across virtually all specifications
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tested in this research. In many specifications, both income coefficients were
significant at the 5 percent level and with opposite signs, suggesting the qua-
dratic effect discussed in chapter 4. The regressions in columns A and B of
table 5.4 were also estimated by ordered logit, and the results were not mean-
ingfully different. The results in columns A and B of table 5.4 also do not
vary when the variable for cars per drivers is omitted from the model, and
similarly the results do not differ when we control for the length of the work
commute. See Boarnet and Sarmiento (1998) for more discussion of the ro-
bustness of the specification and results.

11. For both San Diego and Orange County/Los Angeles, data were avail-
able that allowed us to calculate travel speeds and distances for nonwork au-
tomobile trips. The median nonwork car trip speed and distance for each in-
dividual (Orange County/Los Angeles) or household (San Diego) are the trip
price (or time-cost) variables included in column C of table 5.4 and in simi-
lar regression models in later tables.

12. These results are consistent across virtually all of the specifications
tested. Using ordered logit produced no meaningful differences in the re-
sults. See Crane and Crepeau (1998) for ordered logit results for similar spec-
ifications.

13. Note that it need not necessarily be the case that commercial concen-
trations reduce nonwork trip speeds. The data suggest that occurred in the
San Diego sample, but results in other urban areas could be different.

14. If urban design provides residential locations for persons who already
prefer alternatives to the automobile, the policy questions revolve more around
neighborhood development than around driving behavior. One important pol-
icy question, in this scenario, is whether neighborhoods that support alterna-
tives to the automobile are undersupplied relative to consumer demand for
those types of residences. If so, it becomes necessary to disentangle travel de-
mand questions from issues of the supply of neighborhood types. In this chap-
ter we focus on questions of travel demand. We introduce issues of the supply
of neighborhoods with new urban design attributes in chapter 6.

15. Formally, the difficulty is that E(L'u) ̂  0 and plim (L'u/N) ^ 0. A sim-
ilar point holds for the discrete choice model if L is correlated with the error
term in a discrete choice regression based on equation (7) of chapter 4, but
the solution becomes somewhat more complex. For related discussions, see
Train (1986, pp. 82-90) or Small and Hsiao (1985).

16. The instrumental variables technique described below is in some ways
an attempt to control for an individual's nested choice of, first, residential lo-
cation, and then trip generation. Train (1986) discusses how nested choice
models can be collapsed into instrumental variables models. When, as is the
case here, the concern is more with the final choice (trip generation) than the
sequence of decisions, an instrumental variables technique can control for
confounding influences from earlier steps in the choice process. Of course, a
more complete nested choice model of residential location and trip genera-
tion also warrants examination as a topic for future research.

17. For an application, see, for example, Levine (1998).
18. For a more detailed discussion of the variables which influence resi-

dential location choice and the allowable instruments for land-use variables,
see Boarnet and Sarmiento (1998).

19. We test this assumption of instrument exogeneity using overidentifi-
cation tests, and the results are reported below.

20. At each step in the analysis, we used the instrumental variables tech-
nique for regression models that both included and did not include the trip
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cost (median speed and median distance) variables. We only report the re-
sults that do not include the median speed and distance variables. In most
instances, including median speed and median distance produced no change
in the sign and significance of the land-use variables.

21. The land-use variables are entered singly or, at most, two at a time, in
the regressions in table 5.10. That is done because the overidentiflcation test,
described below, requires more instruments than land-use variables. With a
total of four land use variables and four instruments, this requires that less
than all four land-use variables be used in a single regression. Because RET-
DEN and SERVDEN are intended to jointly proxy for land-use mix in census
tracts, they were included together in column C of table 5.10. The other land-
use variables (%GRID and POPDEN) were entered singly in the regressions
in table 5.10.

22. The test statistic is equal to the number of observations times the R2

from a regression of the two-stage least squares residuals from the second
stage equation on all included and excluded instruments. The overidentifi-
cation test is actually a joint test of the exogeneity of the instruments and the
appropriateness of the specification. For a description of the test and an ap-
plication, see Angrist and Krueger (1989, 1994).

23. In column A of table 5.11, the GRID and MIXED land-use variables are
both included in the model, because they jointly describe they street grid
within a quarter mile of each individual's residence. Similarly, D_CBD and
D_CBD2 are both in the regression in column C. For all other columns in table
5.11, land-use variables are entered singly into the regression model. The
three variables %RESID, %COMM, and % VACANT jointly describe the land-
use mix within the census tract of residence, but because those variables are
potentially collinear, they are reported singly in table 5.11. The results do not
meaningfully differ when the %RESID, %COMM, and % VACANT variables
are included as a group in an instrumental variables regression. The variables
for median nonwork car trip speed and distance are omitted in all regressions
in table 5.11. When median speed and distance are included in the instru-
mental variables regressions (not reported here), the coefficients on GRID and
%COMM become insignificant.

24. The overidentiflcation statistic rejects the hypothesis of valid instru-
ments, at the 5 percent level, for GRID and MIXED in column A, HEAVY in
column B, %RESID in column D, and %VACANT in column F.

25. The overidentification test is a joint test of the instruments and the
specification (Johnston and Dinardo, 1996). The instrumental variables rou-
tines in table 5.11 are reduced forms of residential location and nonwork
travel choices that could be modeled as nested discrete choices. It is possi-
ble that the overidentification tests reported in tables 5.10-5.12 are evidence
that the instrumental variables specification is inadequate for this problem.
An alternative for future work would be to explore more complete nested
probit or logit specifications of individuals' choices of residential locations
and automobile trip frequencies.

CHAPTER 6

1. There is some evidence that this occurs. Cervero (1994d) reports that,
among residents of transit-oriented developments who commuted by rail,
42.5% stated that they commuted by public transit before they moved to a
transit-oriented development.
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2. By influencing the nature of the urban form, new urban designs can also
affect nonresidential location choices, such as job locations and the location
of shopping, school, and entertainment destinations. We simplify here by fo-
cusing only on residential locations.

3. This is not to say that the scarcity of housing for certain income groups
is not a market or social problem. Clearly in many instances it may be. Recent
evidence on this question is discussed in Crane (1999b).

4. Even absent any market failure or government regulation that constrains
the supply of the new urban designs, one could argue for policy intervention
based on equity arguments. The argument might be that policy should seek
to increase the availability of homes in New Urbanist neighborhoods. Yet
while housing itself might be an important target of such equity policies, we
know of no compelling argument why providing a specific housing type (e.g.,
housing in New Urbanist neighborhoods) is an appropriate equity issue. For
that reason, we focus on the question of either market failures or government
policies which might constrain the supply of the new urban designs.

5. This is known as the "product diversity" problem in industrial organi-
zation (IO). See any modern IO text for a discussion (e.g., Tirole, 1988;
Carlton and Perloff, 1994).

6. There is one, possibly serious, exception that we are aware of to our con-
clusion that there are no important market failures that might constrain the
supply of neighborhood types in ways that restrict the supply of the new ur-
ban designs. Owner-occupied housing is, for most people, both a residence
and the largest component of their personal wealth. Housing, then, is both a
consumption good and an investment. To the extent that housing is an in-
vestment, persons will care about how easily they can sell a house. This
means that even persons with idiosyncratic tastes in homes and/or neigh-
borhoods might see value in buying residences that are more conventional.
The more conventional homes in more conventional neighborhoods can be
more easily sold. Thus, the investment character of housing could be a fac-
tor that constrains the diversity of the demand for house and neighborhood
types relative to what persons might desire if housing were only a con-
sumption good. That constraint on diversity in demand might in turn con-
strain the supply of neighborhood types. Having said that, we see no clear
policy solution (for an alternative view, and a proposed policy solution, see
Brueckner, 1997a). For that reason, we focus on government regulations that,
we believe, point more clearly to suggested policies.

7. A separate important question is how land use regulations and other lo-
cal public policies, such as finance, affect development patterns to begin
with. We implicitly assume in this discussion that the latter follow directly
from the former, but there is little systematic evidence to support this. Every
practicing planner knows that zoning regulations and general plans can be,
and often are, quite different from actual development, for example. Gyourko
and Voith (1999) and Pendall (1999) investigate this issue.

8. This can occur even if we judge the city's self-interested motives to be
legitimate. For example, in fiscal zoning, one might concede that residents
sometimes seek to keep the per capita local tax base high and per capita ex-
penditures low, while noting that those motives disadvantage potential in-
migrants in ways that exceed the benefit to city residents. In other instances,
one should deny the legitimacy of city motives, such as in cases in which the
exclusionary motive is a desire to keep out persons of a particular race. In the
latter case, the argument against exclusion becomes even stronger.
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9. There is a large literature that examines whether self-interested munic-
ipal governments will behave in ways that further social welfare. This litera-
ture dates to Tiebout's (1956) seminal article that hypothesized that local gov-
ernments that compete for residents will, given certain rather restrictive
assumptions, efficiently provide local public goods. (Efficiency in this in-
stance implies that local public goods are provided in a fashion that equates,
at the margin, the social benefit of providing an extra unit of the public good
with the extra cost of providing the public good. This would mimic the effi-
ciency of competitive markets for private goods, with the exception that the
marginal social benefit for a public good is the sum of the marginal social ben-
efit that accrues to all individuals who consume the good. On this last point,
see Samuelson [1954].) The articles that followed Tiebout's work were often
attempts to analyze whether competing local governments will provide the
diversity of public goods that is desired by consumers. To the extent that
neighborhood type is a public good, it can be analyzed within a Tiebout frame-
work. We do not do that here largely because of the analytical and conceptual
difficulties that are often encountered in attempting to formalize or draw pol-
icy insight from Tiebout theory. Instead, we focus on the behavioral details of
one specific class of incentives, namely, fiscal and economic incentives.

10. For an account of how concerns about the intrametropolitan economic
impacts of transportation shaped the transportation politics of one urban
area, see Adler (1991).

11. This point about sales tax finance applies most directly to California,
which is the source for our empirical evidence. In California, a portion of lo-
cally generated sales taxes is rebated back to municipal governments by the
state. For that reason, municipal governments in California have incentives
to increase the number of taxable transactions that occur within their borders
(for discussion, see Fischel, 1989; Fulton, 1996; Lewis and Barbour, 1999).
Yet as other states pursue forms of local sales tax finance, the growing fiscal
pressures to favor commercial over residential development will extend be-
yond California.

12. Of course, regulations that constrain a particular kind of neighborhood
might have other benefits. For example, traditional zoning codes separate res-
idential from commercial and industrial land uses based on the long-popu-
lar notion that residents benefit from a physical separation of those land uses.
Thus, any move to lessen that zoning regulation must account for the bene-
fits provided by the regulation itself. In short, one should balance any social
benefits due to regulation against the cost of, for example, constraining the
supply of mixed-use developments. In the discussion below, we often focus
only on the constraints imposed by local government regulations, but policy
analysts should also be cognizant of any benefits due to zoning or similar reg-
ulations.

13. For similar and related arguments, see Downs (1992), especially chap-
ter 6 and appendices C and D.

CHAPTER 7

1. The discussion and empirical research presented in this chapter are
drawn from Boarnet and Crane (1997, 1998a, 1998b). In particular, many of
the findings in this chapter were first published in Boarnet and Crane (1997,
1998a), and we thank the Journal of the American Planning Association and
the Journal of Planning Education and Research for permission to reprint
portions of that work here.
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2. Yet the evidence also shows that many transit-area residents (as many
as 42 percent according to Cervero, 1994d) were transit riders before they
moved, implying that TOD had a smaller stimulative impact on transit rid-
ership than it may appear.

3. Municipalities can use other tax instruments. There is the local option
at the county level to raise the sales tax rate, but in addition to the limited
influence that individual municipalities have over the county tax structure,
voter support for such increases has lately been limited to funds earmarked
for transportation infrastructure. Some localities use special taxes such as
business license fees and hotel occupancy taxes, but the sales and property
taxes are still large revenue sources for most municipalities.

4. Many Southern California rail lines use existing right-of-way. In Orange
County, the right-of-way that could most easily be converted to urban rail was
the old Pacific Electric right-of-way that extends from Watts in southeast Los
Angeles to Santa Ana. Earlier rail studies had concluded that such a route
did not serve the county's growing employment and population centers, and
that right-of-way, owned by the Orange County Transportation Commission
(OCTC) at the time, was never seriously considered in the latest round of rail
transit planning (OCTC, 1980).

5. The station sites used in this chapter are the ones suggested in Orange
County Transportation Authority (OCTA, 1991). Since then, the OCTA has
embarked on an alternatives analysis that focuses on a mile-wide planning
corridor centered around the preferred alignment developed in Central
Orange County Fixed Guideway Project (1990) and OCTA (1991).

6. The evidence presented below is drawn from a comprehensive analysis
of all rail transit stations in Southern California (specifically Los Angeles,
Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, and Ventura counties). One
might wonder whether results from southern California are representative of
other urban areas. While not able to definitively answer that question, we be-
lieve that the intercity economic competition that drives our southern
California findings is also important in many other urban areas. An interest-
ing exercise for future research would be to examine the extent to which the
trend toward commercial development near rail stations documented below
exists in other metropolitan areas with well established rail transit systems.

7. The NCTD lines opened after the empirical analysis described below.
At the time of the empirical analysis, all of the NCTD stations were classified
as proposed rather than operating.

8. Additional analysis suggested that the results in table 7.3 are not due to
large outliers that could skew line averages. On most lines, the majority of
stations have commercial station ratios that are larger than residential station
ratios. This suggests a tendency toward commercial zoning at most of the sta-
tions on almost all of the rail transit lines in Southern California. See Boarnet
and Crane (1997) for details.

9. Given that rail transit systems often create small changes in regionwide
accessibility, those lines would be expected to induce small changes in land
use (e.g., Meyer and Gomez-Ibanez, 1981; Giuliano 1989). Others have noted
that land-use responses, if they occur, often follow the inauguration of rail
transit service or other interventions by several years (e.g., Knight and Trygg,
1977; Wachs, 1993a, 1993b).

10. The ideal way to examine this question would be to look at changes in
the zoning code after rail transit service was established at the various sta-
tions. Such changes in zoning could more easily be associated with the rail
transit as opposed to the preexisting right-of-way. However, collecting zoning
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data at two different points in time proved to be prohibitively expensive both
in terms of the project resources and in terms of analytical clarity. Different
municipalities keep historical zoning records at different levels of detail, and
the codes changed at different times in different cities. In many southern
California communities, historical zoning records are difficult or impossible
to obtain. As an example, DiMento, van Hengel, and Ryan (1997), after con-
siderable effort, were able to obtain pre-1992 zoning for only eight of the thir-
teen jurisdictions spanned by the Los Angeles MTA's Green Line. Thus, the
most realistic comparison across cities was to look only at current zoning.
The empirical models developed and tested below are in some ways an at-
tempt to control for the unavailability of reliable data on zoning changes.

11. Note that if our hypothesis does not hold, LINESHARE is a nonsense
variable, and there would be no systematic relationship between LINE-
SHARE and zoning patterns, commercial station ratios included. Thus a test
of whether LINESHARE is consistently significantly positive is a powerful
test of our hypothesis.

12. We did not have an a priori expectation about the sign of the coeffi-
cient on DENSITY. Dense cities might already have large concentrations of
commercial uses, and thus commercial concentrations near stations might
look more like the rest of the city, so high DENSITY would be associated with
low commercial station ratios. On the other hand, dense cities might be cen-
trally located economic centers themselves, and they might be especially
able to establish economic and commercial centers near stations. This could
lead not only to large amounts of commercial zoning near stations in dense
cities, but also to large commercial station ratios for stations in dense cities.

13. While we had some right-of-way information for lines, we preferred
measures that were based on nearby zoning characteristics. That is because
we could not determine what effect a particular right-of-way would have on
land use. Thus, we preferred to infer the extent to which right-of-way con-
strained observed zoning patterns, by developing measures based on zoning
near rail transit lines.

14. The MTDB South and Centre City lines were excluded in this step be-
cause they were known to have used preexisting rights-of-way, rather than
because they had high industrial concentrations near their stations. See
Boarnet and Crane (1997) for details.

15. See Boarnet and Crane (1997) for a more complete description of the
criteria for identifying and excluding right-of-way constrained lines.

16. Recall that to understand zoning patterns in the quarter-mile area
around stations, we gathered zoning data for eighty cities. Some stations are
close enough to a city border that a quarter-mile circle centered on that sta-
tion falls into more than one jurisdiction. The fiscal data below are only for
the cities that have rail transit stations within their borders.

17. Note that, because the dependent variable is the ratio of the percentage
of station area land in commercial divided by the same ratio for the munici-
pality, we have no a priori expectation about the sign of the coefficient on the
density variable. Density is included to be certain that the fiscal variables are
not proxying for characteristics of a city's urban form. Because Proposition 13
greatly limited the rate at which existing property appreciates (unless that
property is sold), but assesses new development at market value, there can be
a correlation between the property tax base and the age of the development.
Since most new development is in less dense suburban municipalities, den-
sity is included in the regression to reduce the possibility that ptaxdep prox-
ies for a relation between density and commercial station ratios.
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18. The largest part of this gap between sales and property taxes and total
revenues is grants from the state government to municipalities. In 1990/
1991, such grants comprise, on average, 18 percent of local revenue for the
sixty-five cities in our database.

19. Sixteen stations are omitted from this regression because of missing
data.

20. See Boarnet and Crane (1998a) for complete details of these tests.

CHAPTER 8

1. Nearly all this chapter was first published as Marlon Boarnet and
Nicholas Compin, "Transit-Oriented Development in San Diego County: The
Incremental Implementation of a Planning Idea," in the Journal of the
American Planning Association 65,1999. We thank Nicholas Compin, for his
help and insight into this topic.

2. In some cities, the planning function is housed in either a community
development or a development services department, in which case we in-
terviewed the head of that department. Throughout this chapter, the term
"planning director" refers to all directors interviewed for this study.

3. Although the interviewer did not use the term "transit-oriented devel-
opment," each planning director was familiar with the concept and used the
term in their discussions.

4. The San Diego Trolley's North Line includes the Santa Fe Depot and the
County Center/Little Italy stations, which were initially constructed as an ex-
tension of the Trolley's South Line.

5. Since the case study research took place, the MTDB changed the way it
refers to trolley routes. Instead of individual segments, the trolley system is
now segregated into the Blue and Orange Lines. The Blue Line includes the
Mission Valley segment, the Old Town segment, the Centre City segment, and
the entire South Line. The Orange Line includes the Bayfront segment and
the East segment.

6. The zoning data are discussed in more detail in the appendix.
7. The land near the Pacific Fleet station is owned by the U.S. Navy, and

comparable zoning information was not readily available for this station. For
the quarter-mile circle around the Harborside station, 47 percent of the land
is in the City of San Diego and 53 percent is owned by the Navy. The per-
centages in table 8.1 only include the land in the City of San Diego. Similarly,
54 percent of the quarter-mile around the 8th Street station is owned by the
Navy. The percentages for that station are based on the 46 percent of the land
that is in National City. For the quarter-mile area around the San Ysidro sta-
tion, 43 percent of the land is in Mexico. The zoning data in table 8.1 reflect
only the 57 percent of the land in the San Ysidro station's quarter-mile area
that is in San Diego.

8. Residential density classifications vary from one community to the
next, but for Chula Vista, El Cajon, La Mesa, and Lemon Grove it was possi-
ble to identify zoning categories with densities of at least fifteen dwelling
units per acre, and for those cities the "multifamily residential" category cor-
responds to a minimum of fifteen dwelling units per acre. In National City,
what we classify as multifamily residential is zoned for densities greater than
17.4 dwelling units per acre; in San Diego, what we identify as multifamily
residential is zoned at densities greater than 14.5 dwelling units per acre; and
in Santee, what we call multifamily residential is zoned at densities higher
than fourteen dwelling units per acre.
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9. There are proposed TOD developments in Chula Vista (the Otay Ranch
project) and Santee (Santee Civic Square), but construction has not started
on either project. Even accounting for the planning activity associated with
Otay Ranch and Santee Civic Square, it is still fair to say that the bulk of San
Diego County TOD has so far been within the cities of La Mesa and San Diego.

10. In the early 1990s, development plans for America Plaza included a
hotel, but recent changes to those plans resulted in the proposed develop-
ment of a library instead.

11. Some authors have suggested that opposition from current residents is
also an obstacle to the development of high-density residential projects near
stations (Deakin and Chang, 1992). Planners in this study were not asked
about their perception of the public's reaction to high-density residential de-
velopment in their cities, although the planning director in La Mesa ad-
dressed that issue in regards to the Grossmont Specific Plan Area without any
prompting from the interviewer. Also note that none of the seven planning
directors interviewed in this study cited public opposition to residential de-
velopment as a factor that influenced their station-area development plans.
While this does not prove that resident opposition was unimportant, it sug-
gests that it was not a major factor in the viewpoints of the planning direc-
tors interviewed.

12. Redevelopment zones allow cities to use the power of eminent domain
to acquire property for private development. The Redevelopment Act also al-
lows communities to create tax-increment financing districts that can issue
bonds against future property tax increases (Fulton, 1991, pp. 243-244).

13. Planner's responses and discussion involving TOD were completely
without prompting from the interviewer. We did not use the term TOD, nor
did we discuss in any other than the most limited sense the idea.

14. For a discussion of policies that can be used to mitigate the fiscal im-
pacts of TOD, see chapter 7 and Boarnet and Crane (1997).

CHAPTER 9

1. Recall that, for the Southern California municipalities studied here, a
large part of the story is likely how localities influenced station siting to but-
tress existing commercial and office centers, rather than how governments
influenced development near existing stations. Yet both effects are impor-
tant, and especially the case study evidence from San Diego documents how
local governments are constrained and in turn impose constraints on the de-
velopments that they seek or pursue near rail stations.
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